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Abstract
Optically pumped semiconductor lasers (OPSLs) are shown to provide a much more
compact and less expensive source for illumination of the sodium layer of the meso-
sphere for use as a sodium laser guidestar via single and two photon excitation
schemes. This represents a revolution in laser guidestar technology as the cost, size,
and power requirements for a laser guidestar system are shown to have been de-
creased by an order of magnitude with guidestar performance shown to be similar to
previous sources. Sodium laser guidestar sources for broadband simultaneous illumi-
nation of multiple lines are developed and simulated. Simulations are then compared
to actual returns for multi-line sodium laser guidestars. The simultaneous multi-line
laser guidestar is shown to be superior to the single line laser guidestar for equal
output powers both via modeling and via on sky returns performed at Starfire Opti-
cal Range (SOR) with a combination of a legacy narrowband laser guidestars and a
broadband OPSL guidestar. The multi-line OPSL guidestars are shown to provide
the first continuous wave source for use as a polychromatic laser guidestar (PLGS)
to correct for tip and tilt aberrations. Different methods for utilization of the PLGS
v
are simulated and compared showing that the OPSL sources developed are suitable
for use as a CW PLGS to correct for tip and tilt with current generation telescopes
and adaptive optics systems. Wave optics and Bloch equation simulations are then
developed and performed to determine the utility and optimal setup for LGS and
PLGS systems which prove OPSL’s utility as the next generation of sodium laser
guidestars.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Adaptive Optics Overview
Ground based large aperture telescopes require a method to correct for atmospheric
distortions to ensure that a telescope is able to image objects whose angular size is
close to or at the diffraction limit. To this end, adaptive optics (AO) were developed.
AO uses wavefront sensors, deformable mirrors, and image post-processing to correct
for atmospherically induced aberrations. The first suggestion of such system in a
practical sense was provided by Horace W. Babcock in 1953. Early attempts were
made by Buffington and Hardy to demonstrate Babcock’s idea [5] [63]. These early
efforts consisted of very rudimentary systems which showed some promise. By the
early 1990s, a team at Starfire Optical Range (SOR) developed a highly complex AO
system which was able to produce images of stars from the ground with resolution
comparable to larger telescopes and to the Hubble Space Telescope [63]. Since then,
further advances in adaptive optics have allowed continued resolution increases to
the point that all large aperture telescopes currently in development, and most in
operation, feature some level of AO today [6] [43]. AO systems have allowed imaging
from the ground to surpass the resolution of even spaced-based assets like the Hubble
Space Telescope in recent years [23]. Further, AO has a host of other applications:
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the discovery of new extrasolar planets, imaging of planets and moons throughout
the solar system, and for defense applications [23] [31].
Figure 1.1 shows the correction of the wavefronts of light from a star through the
use of AO. Figure 1.1 shows a star that appears as a large amorphous spot. The
wavefront emitted from the star have been distorted by the atmosphere and form
an aberrated image. The inset in Figure 1.1 shows the correction of the aberrated
light waves from the star using AO. The previously distorted light energy has been
concentrated into a point at or near the diffraction limit of the imaging system, thus
reducing, or possibly fully negating, the effects of atmospheric distortion.
When light propagates through the atmosphere, the aberrations induced are mea-
sured and corrected by the AO system. The incident distorted waves proceed through
the telescopes primary, secondary, and other mirrors, until they reach a deformable
mirror. The AO system takes measurements of the deformation (or distortion) of the
incident light waves from the object which is being imaged. This is the phase distor-
tion of the wavefront [63]. These distorted light waves are incident on a deformable
mirror. The deformable mirror is electrically driven to produce a conjugate to the
measured phase distortion, which will realign aberrated light rays to the positions
that the light rays would have occupied if they had not encountered atmospheric tur-
bulence. Thus, the deformable mirrors removes or corrects the distortion created by
the atmosphere [6]. Figure 1.2 shows a notional deformable mirror and a distorted
incident wavefront being corrected via the deformable mirror whose shape has the
conjugate of the light ray’s phase distortion. This process greatly enhances the util-
ity of large aperture, ground-based telescopes, which would be unable to image near
the diffraction limit without AO. As it can be seen in Figure 1.1, the increased reso-
lution gained by AO is important to ensuring better imaging and utility of all large
aperture telescopes.
Figure 1.3 shows a typical AO system for illustration of the entire process. Figure
1.3 shows the feedback loop required for successful AO [63]. To correct for the
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Figure 1.1: The correction of the same star with with and without adaptive op-
tics [91].
high rate of change of the distortion induced by the atmosphere, a computer and a
feedback loop must be a part of the system to ensure that distortions are corrected
quickly enough to provide accurate imaging. As shown in Figure 1.3, some of the
light from the object must be split to this feedback loop. The light utilized for the
feedback loop is not available to be used for creating a more detailed image. If a
source is brighter (has a lower visual magnitude), then a smaller fraction of light is
required to be partitioned into the AO feedback loop, and more light is available to
create a crisp, clear image [63]. Hence, the brighter the source used to drive an AO
system, the better the correction and the more resolved the images of the object in
question.
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Figure 1.2: A notional deformable mirror and the correction of a distorted phase
front [91].
1.2 Guidestars in Adaptive Optics
Traditionally, AO system usage has been limited to large, bright objects in the sky
within 10 arc-seconds of a large bright object [63]. The apparent visual magnitude
scale is exponential and inverse. An object that has an apparent magnitude of 5 is
2.512 times brighter than an object that has an apparent magnitude of 6. Typically,
an object with an apparent magnitude of 6 or less is required to drive an AO system,
because the AO system requires sufficient light to ensure accurate correction of the
aberrations induced by the atmosphere [6]. This requirement for a magnitude 6
object close to the object of interest for imaging, limits the ability of AO systems to
image any object. Dim objects, objects at any place in the sky, or objects which are
moving in a different path than the star being used to drive the AO system are all
unavailable for imaging with this form of AO. Indeed many of the most interesting
applications for large aperture telescopes, like imaging distant galaxies, dim satellites,
or discovering extrasolar planets, are very limited by this requirement. Bright stars
used near dim objects for AO are known as naturalguidestars. This entire process
4
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Figure 1.3: A notional adaptive optics system showing the feedback loop between
induced distortion and the deformable mirror [91].
is known as passive AO.
To create a guidestar which could be used at any time of day or night and any-
5
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Figure 1.4: A photograph of a sodium laser guidestar at AFRL’s SOR. Rayleigh
scattering extends to approximately 15 km above ground level. The spot at the
terminus of the beam is the laser guidestar and is approximately 90-95km above
ground level in the mesosphere. Photo taken by Dr. Robert Fugate.
where throughout the sky, a group at Air Force Research Laboratory’s (AFRL) SOR
and Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lincoln Laboratory (MIT/LL) developed
the first cooperative laser sources used to create an artificial activeguidestar [31] [47].
These sources are now commonly known as laser guidestars or LGS. One such laser
source excites mesospheric sodium atoms to create an artificial star in the meso-
sphere. Figure 1.4 shows both the laser streak from Rayleigh scattering of the
guidestar laser as well as the point at the terminus of the streak, which is a meso-
spheric sodium laser guidestar [20]. The guidestar is the yellow spot at the end of
the laser streak in Figure 1.4. Throughout the rest of this dissertation, all references
to guidestars will be to active sodium laser guidestars unless otherwise noted.
The sodium laser guidestar spot is actually a column of mesospheric sodium
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ranging from 90–95 km, which emits light when excited by a laser source tuned
to precisely the correct wavelength to excite sodium atoms (589 nm). The laser
source is tuned to the wavelength of the sodium D2 line, hence its yellow color.
The mesosphere is the optimal place for a laser guidestar because the species, in
this case sodium, are still dense enough to produce an appreciable amount of return
radiation to drive the AO system. In addition the sodium metal in the mesosphere
is sufficiently high in the atmosphere to sample the vast majority of the distortions
induced on the incoming light waves by the lower layers of the atmosphere [47] [53].
Note that many objects of interest are much too dim to utilize passive AO without
the presence of a fortuitous natural guidestar. Thus, the development and use of
laser guidestars is a priority for implementing optimally useful ground-based, large
aperture telescopes.
Figure 1.5 shows the notional setup of a telescope using a sodium laser guidestar
to illuminate the mesosphere [47]. Because guidestars allow observation of dimmer
objects than traditional AO throughout the entire sky, sodium laser guidestars are
featured on many world-class, large aperture telescopes: Keck Observatory in Hawaii,
Gemini Observatory in Hawaii, European Southern Observatory (ESO) in Chile, and
the Gran Telescopio Canarias in the Canary Islands [11] [18] [31] [43]. All currently
planned, very large aperture telescopes (> 10 m) feature a sodium laser guidestar
system [43]. Hence, developing better sodium laser guidestar sources and models
is a requirement for developing better large aperture telescopes and large aperture
imaging with AO. Figure 1.6 shows the sodium laser guidestar at SOR launched from
a distance for viewing of the entire telescopic setup.
The only other successful laser guide star systems have been based on Rayleigh
scattering and are known as Rayleigh guidestars. In general, Rayleigh guidestars
are only able to correct for aberrations induced by the lowest 15 km of the atmo-
sphere, because Rayleigh scattering from atmospheric species decreases greatly after
15 km [31] [63].
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Figure 1.5: A notional setup for a laser tuned to 589 nm used to exploit mesospheric
sodium to create a guidestar. Figure adapted with permission from [48] by the
author.
This analysis will exclusively focus on the development, modeling, and optimiza-
tion of mesospheric sodium laser guidestar sources for use on large aperture telescopes
because Rayleigh guidestars are less universally applicable to AO systems for large
aperture telescopes.
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The main two thrusts of this dissertation are to develop a more complete model
of the interaction of a laser source with sodium layer of the atmosphere and to
develop novel sodium laser guidestars by producing and testing an optically pumped
semiconductor laser (OPSL), also known as a vertical external cavity surface emitting
laser (VECSEL), for use as guidestars. Chapter 2 of this work provides background
information on sodium LGS used for AO. Legacy sodium LGS systems are described
in Chapter 3 and include a sum frequency generation (SFG) guidestar and a Raman
fiber amplifier (RFA) guidestar.
Current state-of-the-art OPSL guidestar developments are discussed in Chapter
4. Design and development of an OPSL guidestar for this work are discussed in
depth in Chapter 5. OPSL guidestars are shown to emit sufficient power with proper
characteristics to be a more economic, more widely tunable, and more power efficient
source for future laser guidestar systems when compared to the legacy SOR SFG and
RFA systems. The guidestar interaction model based on the work of Holzloehner,
discussed in depth in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7, this model is compared to historic
and new data for laser guidestar performance from the legacy sodium laser guidestars
at SOR [43]. It is shown that the simulations based on the model of Chapter 6 have
excellent agreement with the performance of the legacy SOR guidestars. Further,
OPSL guidestars are shown to provide unique capabilities which would enable more
efficient monochromatic mesospheric excitation than current guidestar systems by
optimizing the mesospheric pumping scheme for high power LGS systems.
1.3 Polychromatic Laser Guidestars
Sodium laser guidestars have revolutionized AO by providing on-demand, cooperative
sources for large aperture telescopes across the world; however, certain aberrations
(tip and tilt) may not be corrected by monochromatic sources, e.g. sodium laser
guidestars operating on a single transition. All current sodium laser guidestars in
9
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Figure 1.6: A photograph of sodium laser guidestar at SOR. Photo provided by Dr.
Robert Fugate.
regular use operate at 589 nm for the D2 transition in sodium, but as previously
discussed [10] [76], many other transitions within sodium could be used to increase
the utility of guidestars [29] [76]. Different wavelengths of light travel different op-
10
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tical paths through the atmosphere to the mesosphere due to differing wavelength-
dependent indices of refraction of the air in the atmosphere. Tip and tilt correction
are the simplest form of adaptive optics correction. Tip-tilt aberrations consist of
offsets of observed positions in two dimensions compared to the original emission
position of those photons. Stated conversely, tip-tilt aberrations are time-dependent
obscuration of features in objects at a low temporal frequency typically due to atmo-
spheric refraction. In one dimension or for a monochromatic point source a tip-tilt
aberration would simply move the position of a single pixel in the observed image in
reference to the background. For a polychromatic, extended object (planets, satel-
lites, galaxies, etc.), tip-tilt aberrations would create a smearing or lack of sharpness
in an image as observed photons cannot be mapped to their corresponding pixels
by an AO system with complete certainty. The decrease in image resolution due
to atmospheric tip-tilt aberrations and the increase in sharpness from tip-tilt AO
correction is shown in Figure 1.7. Figure 1.7 shows an image of the Ring Nebula
from a small telescope with and without tip-tilt correction.
Figure 1.7: Imagery of the Ring Nebula taken with an ST-7 camera attached to a
Celestron C-11 Schmidt-Cassegrain telescope with (right) and without (left) tip-tilt
AO correction [85].
Tip-tilt correction is typically performed in AO systems using a separate tip-tilt
mirror which rotates quickly in two axes. A tip-tilt mirror is in essence a segmented
11
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mirror with only a single segment which may tip and tilt. In practice, a large fraction
of atmospherically-induced aberration is due to tip-tilt. For a point source (a star)
tip-tilt aberrations cause the point source to appear in the incorrect position relative
to the known position of that object. For an extended source, tip-tilt corrections
may be performed using the light from the object, if the object is sufficiently bright,
e.g. apparent visual magnitude in excess of 8.5 [103].
A monochromatic guidestar cannot be used to correct for tip and tilt aberrations
because all photons received from the guidestar will have traveled the same optical
path through the atmosphere to the ground-based telescope. Therefore to correct
for tip and tilt, a polychromatic source would be required. By launching multiple
wavelength laser sources and forming multiple overlapping guidestars simultaneously
and then observing the overlap of the two guidestar beams in the mesosphere, the
optical path length differences of each wavelength of light can be ascertained. A
PLGS system could use 589 nm and one or more other transition wavelengths in
sodium together to obtain tip-tilt information from a guidestar [29] [76]. Several
candidate transitions exist for use a PLGS; however, as discussed further in Chapter
2, 1140 nm radiation is the optimal candidate source due to atmospheric transmis-
sion, the difference in index of refraction from 589 nm, and the availability of high
power CW sources.
Until this work, powerful CW sources suitable to pump the upper state sodium
transitions have not been available. Such an OPSL is developed and tested in this
work. Modeling in Chapter 8 of this work shows that a CW PLGS would require a
great deal of power at 1140 nm and 589 nm simultaneously (in excess of 10 W at
both wavelengths) to be useful. A return flux model following the Bloch equation
model of Holzloehner is developed for a CW PLGS system. Results from this return
flux model are then used to create multiple wave-optics simulations which simulate
two new structured-illumination methods to optimize the performance of a PLGS
system. These methods utilize launching of multiple guidestar beamlets or moving
12
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guidestar beams, which would decrease the minimum detectable tilt, and thus, vastly
increase the performance of a proposed PLGS. These two methods are known as the
quad-cell method and the rotation method. Developments associated with this work
provided the first suggestion of structured-illumination for use in a PLGS system.
A testbed is developed in Chapter 9 to show that an OPSL could be used with
an existing guidestar emitting at 589 nm to provide a source for 1140 nm excitation
to create a PLGS. The testbed is shown to provide excitation of gaseous sodium in a
vapor cell via an analog to a PLGS system. In Chapter 9 of this work, the testbed is
shown to function in both absorption and spontaneous emission experiments, proving
the efficacy of a PLGS system based upon an OPSL emitting at 1140 nm.
13
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Laser Interactions with Sodium in
the Mesosphere
2.1 Mesospheric Sodium Layer Background
The most important element of understanding the interaction between a guidestar
laser and the mesospheric sodium layer in the atmosphere is developing an under-
standing of the underlying chemical reactions; the possible transitions, excitations,
and decays; sodium atoms’ collisional and velocity behavior; and the electric and
magnetic interactions of sodium atoms with their environment and the laser field. A
thorough understanding of each of these parameters is required to understand and
optimize the performance and utility of a guidestar. The utility or figure of merit for
a particular laser guidestar is generally not measured in the raw power generated by
the guidestar laser but rather a quantity called the return flux in photons/second/cm2
known as Φ [53]. The return flux is a direct measure of how bright the guidestar
is and how much energy propagates back to the telescope. This is used as a figure
of merit because, as explained in Chapter 1, brighter stars can be used to drive the
AO system more effectively. Hence, the quantity most important to a guidestar’s
performance is the return flux of the guidestar. Generally, changes in mesospheric
14
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sodium concentrations cause guidestar return flux to vary seasonally, diurnally, and
with pointing direction. The guidestar return also varies with local magnetic field
strength compared to the alignment of the laser’s radiation field. Thus to optimize
return flux and build better more efficacious LGS and PLGS, one must first develop
a thorough understanding of the physics of the sodium layer of the atmosphere and
the effects of laser radiation on sodium atoms in the mesosphere.
2.2 Sodium Layer Formation
Each day approximately 20–40 tons [74] to 100 tons [53] of meteorites disinte-
grate into the upper atmosphere. These meteorites deposit 100 kg of sodium metal
throughout the entire mesosphere on average [74]. The exact content of mesospheric
sodium is seasonally and diurnally dependent to a great extent [74]. The seasonal
dependence has been studied in depth, and Table 1 provides typical values for various
latitudes from [61] and [74]. The diurnal dependence is less well understood and can
generally cause variations of as much as a factor of two times over the timescale of a
single night [23] [33]. Deposited sodium is removed from the mesosphere by various
physical and chemical processes; which lead to precipitation of the sodium metal
to Earth. These processes ionize the atoms in the mesosphere. The newly ionized
sodium atoms become either compounds with other atmospheric species or precipi-
tate to the surface as sub-micron sized particulates if they reach altitudes below 85
km [53] [74].
The average available mass of sodium for excitation in the mesosphere at a given
time is approximately 500 kg [32]. This implies a lifetime for mesospheric sodium
atoms of approximately 5 days, though daily and annual variations can swing the
content by as much as a factor 20 for a given latitude throughout the year [75].
Table 2.1 shows the average column densities of mesospheric sodium throughout the
year. Average mesospheric sodium column densities are approximately 2 to 6 ×
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1013 atoms/m2 with peak densities sometimes exceeding 15 × 1013 atoms/m2 [53].
Though this is not a relatively high density of sodium, this amount of sodium is
more than sufficient to provide a cooperative source for laser excitation to form a
guidestar, mainly due to the large absorption and emission cross sections of the
sodium atom [12].
Table 2.1: The monthly column density of the mesospheric atomic sodium layer as
a function of latitude in 1013 atoms/m2 [75].
Lat Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
90 6.00 5.00 4.00 2.00 1.30 0.60 0.40 1.20 4.20 6.00 6.00 5.90
80 5.40 5.00 4.63 2.35 1.72 0.64 0.33 1.59 4.24 6.00 5.90 5.80
70 5.00 5.05 4.99 2.56 2.08 1.10 0.92 2.12 4.61 5.76 5.80 5.70
60 5.90 5.86 5.06 2.83 2.21 1.45 1.58 2.59 4.29 5.82 5.80 5.70
50 5.60 5.70 4.72 2.71 2.15 1.97 2.13 3.00 4.07 5.69 6.19 5.90
40 5.12 4.78 3.94 3.20 2.66 2.86 2.94 3.25 3.44 5.80 5.80 5.04
30 4.70 4.36 3.62 3.66 3.36 3.41 3.37 3.39 3.63 5.65 5.43 3.58
20 4.50 4.09 2.90 3.87 3.75 3.45 3.43 3.14 3.55 4.90 4.59 3.66
10 3.57 3.88 2.46 3.43 3.44 3.09 3.21 2.96 3.47 3.95 3.69 3.44
0 3.58 3.70 1.89 2.33 2.94 2.87 3.02 2.84 3.03 3.50 3.71 3.48
-10 3.36 3.67 2.30 2.13 2.49 2.65 2.69 2.79 2.95 3.60 3.68 3.45
-20 3.26 3.74 2.48 2.19 5.80 5.75 5.85 5.40 5.00 4.85 3.70 3.45
-30 3.11 3.28 2.97 4.70 5.90 5.90 5.90 5.40 4.37 4.58 3.72 3.14
-40 2.82 3.52 3.09 5.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 5.50 4.64 4.02 3.45 2.61
-50 2.60 3.47 4.26 5.50 6.20 6.20 6.20 5.70 4.91 3.51 3.05 2.04
-60 1.93 2.46 4.66 5.70 6.40 6.50 6.40 5.80 4.80 3.38 2.52 1.50
-70 1.32 1.96 5.66 6.00 6.50 7.00 6.50 6.00 4.39 3.21 1.90 1.08
-80 0.93 1.35 3.00 6.00 6.50 7.30 6.50 6.20 4.50 3.18 1.70 0.80
-90 0.70 1.27 2.96 5.25 6.72 7.42 7.17 6.57 6.16 4.66 2.34 0.90
2.3 Laser Interactions with the Sodium Manifold
Laser induced excitation and spontaneous emission of the sodium D2a and D2b lines
are the typical transitions chosen for sodium LGS lasers [47]. The D2a and D2b
manifold is shown in Figure 2.1 [20]. Figure 2.1 shows the sodium atom has two
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hyperfine F states in the 3S1/2 ground state, an upper F = 2 state and a lower F = 1
state. Note that F is the total atomic angular momentum, which equals the orbital
angular momentum of the outer electron, L, plus the spin angular momentum of the
outer electron, S, plus the total nuclear spin angular momentum, I. The dependence
of F on J, L, S, and I is shown by Equations 2.1 and 2.2. F can take any value from
the absolute value of J minus I to J plus I as given by equation 2.3. For example, in
the ground state, 3S1/2, the sodium atoms has J = 1/2 and I = 3/2 so F = 1 or F =
2. For the 3P3/2 excited state, J = 3/2 and I = 3/2 so F = 0, 1, 2, or 3. [93].
F = J + I (2.1)
J = L + S (2.2)
|J− I| ≤ F ≤ J + I (2.3)
Under typical conditions, i.e., thermal equilibrium, 5/8 of the atoms will be in the
F = 2 state, and 3/8 of the atoms will be in the F = 1 state due to degeneracy [53].
The excited state of interest, the 3P3/2, is split into 4 hyperfine sub-levels for F =
0–3 as shown in Figure 2.1. For reference, excitation from the F = 1 ground state
to the sodium 3P3/2 state is known as the D2b line. Excitation from the F = 2
ground state to the sodium 3P3/2 state is known as the D2a line [20]. All the ground
and excited state sub-levels are further divided into different magnetic sub-levels for
the M quantum number. For a given F level, all associated M levels have identical
total energy, but each M level has a different cross-sectional area as was shown in
previous work [100]. This reference provides an excellent source for information on
the fine, hyperfine, and magnetic structure of the sodium D1 and D2 transitions as
well as the absorption and emission cross section for these transitions. Typically,
these works are seen as the most complete source for information on the sodium D1
and D2 transitions.
As shown in Figure 2.1, excitation of atoms by linear or by circularly polarized
light will have different effects on the resulting M number of the atoms after excitation
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from the ground state. The change in the M quantum number after excitation is
governed by the polarization and the handedness of the incident light wave [53].
In general, circularly polarized light changes M by either +1 or –1 depending on
the handedness of the light. Linearly polarized light changes M by either +1, –
1, or 0 and the handedness has no effect. Hence, circularly polarized light can be
used to isolate a single transition from either M′ = –2 to M = –3 or M′ = 2 to
M = 3 by repeated +1 or –1 excitations. This effect is known as optical pumping
and is discussed in more detail below and in several other sources [20] [43]. The
optical pumping transition is shown in Figure 2.1 with optimum vacuum wavelength
for reference. Linearly polarized light can conversely be used to pump the entire
manifold of a group of sodium atoms simultaneously. An excellent discussion of
these two covariant approaches to sodium excitation was given by Biegert [10]. The
net result of these two effects is: narrowband (< 10 MHz) laser sources perform
much better as guidestars with circularly polarized light using the optical pumping
method, and broadband (> 150 MHz) guidestar lasers perform much better with
linearly polarized light. Narrowband guidestar lasers are those with bandwidth less
than 10 MHz, and broadband guidestar lasers are those with bandwidth in excess of
150 MHz. Further, all linewidths listed are measured or simulated utilizing the full
width half maximum (FWHM) measuring method for the line in question, as this is
the typical way to describe guidestar laser linewidths [20] [43].
2.4 Mesospheric Sodium Broadened Linewidths
Figure 2.2 shows the natural linewidths of the entire sodium D2 manifold. The
1.77 GHz splitting between the D2a and D2b lines is shown and is of particular
importance. To excite a transition, a photon source, typically a laser, must emit ra-
diation within the bandwidth of possible absorption of this transition [19]. If not for
broadening processes, then the sodium linewidths shown in Figure 2.2 would be the
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Figure 2.1: Sodium manifold for the ground state and the excited state corresponding
to the sodium D2 transition used for LGS [93].
linewidths of mesospheric sodium (as sodium’s absorption and emission linewidths
are in a vacuum). However, broadening processes lead to much greater linewidths in
the mesosphere for sodium atoms (approximately 1 GHz). The main broadening pro-
cess for sodium atoms in the mesosphere is Doppler broadening as discussed by [53].
This means sodium atoms in the mesosphere have a range of possible velocities due
to mesospheric temperature. The distribution of velocities of the sodium atoms in
the ground state are generally assumed to be described (before excitation) by the
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Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for a gas of a given temperature, mass, and density.
When describing laser-induced guidestars, this velocity is typically viewed in terms of
the tangential velocity of the sodium atoms to the laser field. Previous developments
provide a fairly exhaustive description of the Doppler broadening of sodium atoms
in the mesosphere [53] [43]. Figure 2.3 shows the Doppler broadened sodium D2a
and D2b linewidths at 200 K, which is a typical mesospheric temperature, compared
to the naturally broadened F′ = 2 to F = 3 linewidth for the D2a transition.
As shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, the optical pumping utilizing the F′ = 2 to
F = 3 transition provides the highest absorption cross section and the most atoms
available for a narrowband source. Thus, tuning a narrowband laser to the center
frequency of the Doppler profile in Figure 2.3 should enable nearly continuous excita-
tion and spontaneous emission of a single transition [43]. This scheme should enable
extremely high return flux (spontaneous emission) because sodium atoms have such
large absorption cross sections that they are able to absorb and re-emit a nearly
boundless amount of radiation [53]. For reference, the sodium D2 transitions have
emission half-lives of less than 20 ns [100]. In the absence of brightness-diminishing
effects (discussed further below), the small fraction of atoms accessible by a nar-
rowband source, as shown in Figure 2.3, is more than sufficient to create a very
bright guidestar. Without brightness-diminishing effects, a single, circularly polar-
ized, 50 W guidestar laser, pumping solely D2a, should be able to create a guidestar
of visual magnitude roughly equivalent to the ten brightest stars in the sky [23].
However, brightness-diminishing effects typically limit a circularly polarized 50 W
guidestar laser pumping solely D2a to visual magnitudes approximately 3 to 4 times
less (40 times less total brightness) [23]. Due to the availability and the realizable
designs of current laser sources, most current laser guidestar sources use the optical
pumping, narrowband laser scheme to pump D2a only [43] [53].
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Figure 2.2: Natural linewidths for sodium D2a and D2b lines. The y-axis is arbitrary
and corresponds to the relative emission cross section of each transition.
2.5 Optical Pumping of Mesospheric Sodium
As discussed above, for narrowband laser guidestars, the M′ = 2 to M = 3 and
F′ = 2 to F = 3 (or its negative conjugate) transition is often chosen because an
excited atom can only decay to the M = 2, F = 2 state, and thus can be pumped
again repeatedly by the same narrowband laser. This is accomplished by pumping
at 589.15905nm with right handed circularly polarized light [20]. In the absence of
other effects, all sodium atoms in this state will be optically pumped into a stable
transition between these two states, yielding a very bright guide star. Since this
transition has the highest emission cross section to the radiation field, as shown
in Figure 2.2, and highest backscattering efficiency to ground, this optical pumping
mechanism would idealize the return for a given power [53] [100]. Hence, this process
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Figure 2.3: Doppler broadened lineshapes for sodium D2a and D2b transitions for
typical mesospheric conditions. The y-axis is arbitrary and corresponds to the rela-
tive emission cross section of each transition.
could be used indefinitely to power an extremely bright laser guidestar, if not for the
other effects which leach power from this transition.
The normalized cross-sectional areas for all M level transitions in the D2 manifold
can be found at [100]. The cross-sectional area directly relates to the efficiency of the
optical transition for use as a guidestar. Using a narrowband source, this transition
has been shown to provide three times more return flux than other transitions by MIT
Lincoln Labs (MIT/LL) using a tunable laser and a definite, resolvable mesospheric
spot [47]. Note that based on the simulations of Chapter 7, those of Chapter 8, and
the author’s experience, the lowest launched laser power (under good conditions)
sufficient to serve as a guidestar source for AO is approximately 2.5 W. This number,
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2.5 W, will be used in this work as the lower limit for guidestar power required for
on-sky operations and testing.
2.6 Interactions of Sodium Atoms with the Laser
Field and Depopulation Effects
If a narrowband CW laser is tuned to the zero velocity frequency of the F′ = 2 to
F = 3 transition of the D2a line (optical pumping), only a few percent of the atoms
moving in a direction approximately parallel to the laser beam may be excited by the
laser [53]. A sodium atom with a zero parallel velocity will absorb and spontaneously
reemit one photon every 170 ns for a laser beam intensity of 10 W/m2 [53]. Such
a sodium atom would continue to reemit photons until it collides with some other
atmospheric species. This collision will probably cause the atom to move in a different
direction and only minimally interact with the laser’s radiation field afterwards.
Eventually, collisions may again induce a near-zero parallel velocity, which would
allow the atom to interact with the narrowband field again. However, this will
take approximately the collision lifetime of a mesospheric sodium atom (0.1 ms).
Therefore, such sodium atoms will emit photons in short bursts when excited by a
narrowband laser [53].
In practice, the idealized F′ = 2 to F = 3 transition can be easily depopulated
to other states due to collisions and slight off-axis interaction of the sodium atom
with the radiation field of the laser, i.e. the sodium atom’s velocity vector is slightly
non-parallel to the laser’s radiation field, but it is not so far off that the atom cannot
accept the photon [53]. When this occurs, sodium atoms are excited to other parts of
the manifold, the other F states shown in Figure 2.1, instead of the optimal optical
pumping scheme. The atoms then decay to either the F = 1 or F = 2 ground state
with an almost even likelihood. Atoms which decay to the F = 2 ground state may
again be pumped and utilized for the guidestar; however, those that decay to the F
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= 1 ground state are no longer available for excitation from a narrowband source.
The energy separation between the two ground states (1.77 GHz) is somewhat larger
than the Doppler linewidth (1 GHz). Therefore, an atom pumped from the F =
1 ground state will thereafter have minimal photon interaction with a narrowband
laser tuned for optical pumping at 589.15905 nm [53].
These two competing processes strongly influence a guidestar’s efficacy. One
interaction pumps the atoms to a favorable and stable F = 2 to F = 3 transition,
and the other interaction pumps (or depumps) atoms to transitions which depopulate
the F = 2 ground state to the unfavorable F = 1 ground state, so that they no
longer interact with the narrowband laser’s radiation field. This greatly reduces
the corresponding photon return flux rather rapidly for a CW laser [53]. There are
additional effects which also cause a large drop in output of the mesospheric sodium
atoms. The Larmor precession of an atom’s velocity throughout the Doppler profile
while emitting photons in a magnetic field reduces return flux by causing atoms to
change velocity slowly and thus eventually stop interacting with the laser’s radiation
field after sufficient precession. Similarly, the change in velocity of an atom due to
recoil of an atom emitting a photon causes an analogous velocity shifting, known
as radiation pressure. Both of these are discussed in more detail in Chapter 6 and
previous results [43].
A sodium atom that has made the undesired transition to the upper F = 1 or F
= 2 state will decay to the F = 1 ground state approximately half of the time [53].
Though this will produce some light for the guidestar, these atoms are no longer able
to be pumped by the narrowband laser source and are now useless for powering the
guidestar any further. The collisional lifetime of the sodium atom is approximately
0.1 ms [53]. In this reference, the effect of depumping on the sodium atom population
in the F = 2 state are covered in detail. It has been shown that drastic change is
observed without depopulation versus with depopulation, due to collisional effects in
the presence of a strong laser radiation field (200 W/m2). It has also been observed
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that this effect exists for both a narrowband (single frequency) laser source and
a 800 MHz broadened laser source [53]. Typical mesospheric laser radiation field
intensity for LGS ranges between 20 – 400 W/m2. Due to depopulation of the F
= 2 ground state (down-pumping effects), a narrowband laser depopulates about
half of the sodium atoms in the upper ground state in 0.1 ms. Broadening the laser
linewidth to near the Doppler linewidth only increases this effect. The depopulation
of the F = 2 ground state for a broadened laser (linewidth > 800 MHz) is shown to be
nearly total after 0.1 ms (the collisional lifetime of mesospheric sodium atoms)! This
is the typical reason broadband lasers have been avoided for sodium laser guidestar
systems. Section 2.8, Chapter 6, and Chapter 7 discuss methods to alleviate this
issue and enable broadband pumping particularly of the D2b line.
2.7 Interactions of Sodium Atoms with the
Mesospheric Environment
Collisions between nitrogen molecules and sodium atoms cannot quickly bring the
sodium ground states back to thermal equilibrium [53]. Typically, atoms which flow
into or out of the mesospheric column being interrogated by the laser beam, either
by diffusion or mesospheric wind, renormalize the ground state populations in that
mesospheric column more quickly [65]. The time scales in these cases are many
milliseconds. This is much longer than the depopulation rate [65]. Without an
additional repopulation method, the photon return flux would be quickly reduced to
a small fraction of its original value and only pulsed laser guidestars would provide
enough brightness (return flux) to drive AO systems. The main renormalization
method for depopulated sodium atoms is spin exchange with oxygen molecules [53].
The F = 1 and F = 2 ground state are split due to valence electrons having an
opposite spin compared to that of the sodium atom’s nucleus. If a sodium atom comes
into close contact with the valence electrons of an oxygen molecule, the two species
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can exchange electron spins. If this occurs for atoms in the F = 1 ground state,
then these atoms could now be in the F = 2 ground state (and vice versa) roughly
half of the time. This process will return sodium atoms to thermal equilibrium given
sufficient time [53]. The repopulation of the F = 2 ground state by this effect occurs
rapidly enough to ensure that depopulation does not entirely negate the operational
viability of a CW guidestar and the depopulation of the F = 2 ground state by this
process occurs slowly enough to also not entirely negate operational utility [24].
2.8 Simultaneous Monochromatic Multiline
Sodium Excitation
Atoms which are depopulated to the F = 1 ground state cannot contribute to a
narrowband sodium laser guidestar as discussed above. Further, as shown in Figure
2.2, F = 1 transitions to ground have lower emission cross sections than F = 2
transitions to the ground state, making F = 1 transitions non-optimal for use with
a laser guidestar. However, if a small amount of a guidestar’s energy is directed to
pumping F = 1 transitions (D2b) while the majority is directed to pumping F = 2
transitions (D2a), the effects discussed above, which depopulate the F = 2 ground
state, can be greatly reduced by reexciting depumped atoms and allowing them to
decay back to the F = 2 ground state [20]. By pumping the D2a and D2b lines
simultaneously, atoms lost in the F = 1 ground state can be reexcited to the F =
0–2 upper manifold, and then, these excited atoms have an even chance to decay
to the F = 2 or F = 1 ground state. Such a process can negate much of the losses
due to depopulation of the F = 2 ground state[20] [43]. A guidestar laser using this
method to repopulate the upper ground state is said to have repumping.
The first repump sources were developed at SOR in 2006 [20] and are now com-
mercially available [30]. These repumping sources shift a small amount of the laser
power (10–20%) from a narrowband guidestar laser to excitation of the D2b tran-
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sition. Currently available repumping sources have roughly the same bandwidth
and design characteristics as the optical pumping laser source. Two methods are
currently in use to create the requisite repumping wavelength: creating a second
laser similar to the first and overlapping the two guidestars in the sky [20] or using
an EO modulator to shift some of the guidestar lasers radiation field to the D2b
transition wavelength [30]. Repumping has been shown to increase returns to be-
tween 1.6 times [20] to 2.4 times [34] [43] more than circularly polarized narrowband
guidestar lasers utilizing optical pumping, but without repumping, under the same
conditions. Because all atoms in the F = 1 ground state are useless for pumping via
a narrowband guidestar laser, the only process to enable their use by the narrowband
guidestar laser is to excite these atoms via the D2b transition and allow for decay
to the F = 2 ground state. Therefore, the laser which provides optimal repumping
should be very different than a typical laser source for optical pumping.
An optimal repump source would be broadened to nearly the Doppler linewidth
so as to interact with any atoms in the F = 1 state to ensure the greatest likelihood
of excitation and decay to the F = 2 ground state. As discussed above the optimal
laser to depopulate a transition would be linearly polarized, broadband, and would
provide approximately 10-20% of the power of an optical pumping source with which
it was paired. Simulations detailed in Chapter 7 show that a narrowband source
and broadband repump could yield an increase in guidestar return flux of 2.8 times
compared to a narrowband circularly polarized optical pumping source without re-
pumping. As a side note, simulation suggests such a repump may also allow for the
use of a broadband D2a LGS source without the greater loss due to down-pumping
typically associated with broadband LGS sources. The greater loss in a broadband
source is due to faster depopulation of the F = 2 ground state by a broadband laser as
shown in previous results [53] [43]. Because OPSLs are more easily made broadband
than other available guidestar laser systems, OPSLs are uniquely suited to provide
such a repump and would easily perform much better at depopulation of the F = 1
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ground state than current optical pumping sources.
2.9 Simultaneous Polychromatic Multiline
Sodium Excitation
This chapter has, up to this point, focused solely on excitation of mesospheric sodium
for use as a monochromatic AO beacon, an LGS. Yet, as mentioned previously, to
correct for tip and tilt aberrations, a PLGS or TTLGS would be required. To create
a polychromatic (multiple wavelength) beacon, a PLGS must either excite multiple
levels within the sodium atom simultaneously [10] or excite sodium atoms from the
ground state to a highly excited state which cascades back to the ground state
through multiple transitions [76]. The second scheme requires a pulsed, very short
wavelength laser with high peak power (330 nm and > 1 J/pulse). The previously
suggested wavelengths for PLGS from the ground state are 330 nm [29] 810 nm [70]
1138 nm [76] 1140 nm [10].
Because the efficacy of a PLGS is directly tied to the difference in index of refrac-
tion at the different wavelengths of light used, the best PLGS candidate wavelength
would be one that has a greater difference in index of refraction when compared
to index of refraction at 589 nm (the primary guidestar’s wavelength). Further,
the wavelength of interest must be selected in an optically transmissive region for
the Earth’s atmosphere, and should be selected to limit Rayleigh scattering, which
increases inversely as the fourth power of wavelength. Therefore, the best wave-
length would be one whose index of refraction is as different from 589 nm’s index
of refraction as possible, in an optically transmissive band, with a wavelength which
limits Rayleigh Scattering (longer wavelengths). Many applications for guidestars
prefer CW or quasi-CW laser sources as opposed to low repetition rate pulsed laser
sources due to object of interest’s relative movement (planets and satellites) or ex-
treme dimness (distant galaxies). To date, OPSLs have not been developed which
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emit fundamentally at 330 nm. Therefore, wavelengths accessible by an OPSL for
use as a PLGS would be either 819 nm, 1138 nm or 1140 nm [10] [70]. Figure
2.4 shows many of the possible previously proposed transitions for PLGS, including
more novel two photon transitions [10]. Appendix C provides further information
on the sub-level, fine, hyperfine, structure for the sodium atom including a complete
Grotrian diagram for uncharged sodium atoms. The most realizable and useful of
these, given all of the above, would be an OPSL source at 1138 nm or 1140 nm.
Of these two 1140 nm is optimal because the decay time of the 1138 nm transition
is approximately two times longer than that of the 1140 nm transition. Thus the
absorption cross of the 1140 nm transition and the related efficiency for PLGS use
will be approximately two times greater for PLGS at 1140 nm compared to a PLGS
at 1138 nm. Therefore, this work will be restricted to the development of CW laser
sources for PLGS utilizing OPSLs at 1140 nm. Note the exact wavelength for the
1140 nm transition is 1140.38 nm in air or 1140.60 nm in vacuum.
Figure 2.5 shows a hypothetical scheme for CW laser excitation using a source
at 589 nm to excite the 3P3/2 state and then an 1140 nm source to excite atoms
in the 3P3/2 state to the 4S1/2 state for use as a PLGS [10] [70]. Again, figure 2.4
shows the other proposed transitions for PLGS systems. Two-photon transitions to
excite upper excited states using 589 nm and 569 nm or two photon absorption of
two 578 nm photons are also shown on Figure 2.4. For 1140 nm PLGS systems using
a typical LGS source, the F state for the lower excited state would generally be F =
3 (except in the rare case of accidental depopulations discussed previously). The F
state for the upper excited states is covered in more detail below. For the proposed
PLGS system, Figure 2.4 also shows the wavelength of interest for each transition,
the F state sub-level splitting for the ground state and each excited state, and the
associated Doppler broadened linewidths under typical mesospheric conditions for
the first and second excited state’s absorption profiles. To the knowledge of the
author, this work provides the first suggestion of an OPSL for use as a PLGS and
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Figure 2.4: Possible, previously proposed sodium one photon and two photon ab-
sorption transitions for use as LGS and PLGS systems [10].
the first suggestion of the development of a CW PLGS system at 1140 nm.
Because of the novel nature of a CW PLGS at 1140 nm, much of the discussion of
depopulation, laser interaction with mesosphere, and optimal laser design discussed
in sections 2.3 – 2.8 developed over the last 3 decades, is not able to be discerned yet
for a CW PLGS at 1140 nm. However, a few important comments can be made. First,
a PLGS should be linearly polarized and broadband, because the splitting of the 4S1/2
state is smaller than the Doppler broadened linewidth at 200 K of 543 MHz. Any
pumping of this transition would induce depopulation effects, like those discussed
above, very quickly as the F = 1 second excited state and the F = 2 second excited
state of the 4S1/2 level are not fully resolved. Any laser designed to pump only the
F = 2 state will still partially pump the F = 1 state. Because this pumping is not
accidental, like the pumping discussed in section 2.6, the depopulation effects to
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Figure 2.5: Sodium manifold for ground state, the excited states corresponding to
the proposed LGS and PLGS systems. The wavelength corresponding to most LGS
is 589 nm and the wavelength corresponding to the OPSL PLGS is 1140 nm [10].
the other state will be almost instantaneous. The lack of resolution between the F
= 1 and F = 2 upper states necessitates a broadband source with approximately
600 MHz linewidth focused on the F = 2 transition. The F = 2 transition is more
attractive because it has a higher absorption cross section [47] [76]. Such a source
would be able to act as a repump by seeding a small amount of energy into F = 1
transitions while focusing most of the energy into the more useful F = 2 transition
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simultaneously. Linear polarization would allow for continual excitation of the entire
4S1/2 manifold, as well. Therefore, an OPSL emitting at 1140 nm is uniquely suited
to provide the source for a PLGS system.
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Current Sodium Guidestar Lasers
3.1 Current LGS Systems Overview
To date, three broadly defined types of lasers have been successfully used to produce
a sodium LGS: dye lasers, sum-frequency generation (SFG) lasers, and Raman fiber
amplification (RFA) lasers. Dye lasers were once the primary method for sodium
LGS, but currently, few operational systems with high power output (> 10 W CW)
utilize a dye laser to create an LGS [11] [63]. The few dye lasers that do remain are
costly to upkeep and dangerous to operate. No suggestion of development of a new
LGS system with a dye laser is under serious consideration by any group worldwide to
the author’s knowledge. Currently, two broad categories of commercially-available,
viable LGS systems exist: SFG LGS and an RFA LGS. The SFG LGS consists of two
Nd:YAG lasers tuned to different wavelengths combined in a beam combining cavity
in a non-linear optical (NLO) crystal to develop 589 nm light [20]. The RFA LGS
utilizes Raman fiber amplification of an 1178 nm seed laser, which is then incident
into an NLO crystal to undergo SHG to create 589 nm light [11]. Examples of both
an SFG and RFA LGS, owned by AFRL’s SOR, are given in the following sections.
To date, OPSLs have only been shown to provide the correct wavelength of laser
radiation to form a guidestar, but none has been tested on-sky [18] [35] [49]. It is
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one of the main efforts of this work to prove the efficacy and unique appeal of an
OPSL LGS to induce the impetus for such on-sky testing.
3.2 Typical Guidestar Laser Characteristics
Most current sodium guidestar lasers used for AO on large telescopes share a host of
characteristics. These guidestars typically are narrowband (< 10 MHz) and are tuned
to 589.15905 nm to pump the F = 2 to F = 3 transition known as the optical pumping
scheme [11] [20] [43] [30]. All feature some form of feedback loop or active cavity
stabilization to stabilize the wavelength of the laser to the optimal wavelength for this
transition because drift in the output wavelength due to changes in temperature and
pressure will usually disable the ability of a laser to perform well as an LGS within
approximately 1 hour [11] [20]. Most guidestar laser sources, including Rayleigh LGS,
utilize some nonlinear optical process to create the requisite light. For sodium LGS,
the two non-linear optical processes used are SFG and second harmonic generation
(SHG) [11] [20]. Such a process is common to most guidestars because the wavelength
in question (589 nm) is very difficult to access directly via any currently available
laser media. The sole source for fundamental emission of high power 589 nm light is
a dye laser; however, high power dye lasers have many inherent maintenance issues
and health risks [63]. Dye lasers will not be covered in more depth in this work for
these reasons. Repumping has been tested with both SFG and RFA guidestars, but
is not widely available yet. To date, only one commercially available LGS source has
repumping, as is discussed in section 2.8 [30].
Any development of an OPSL guidestar source to pump the D2a transition would
require similar characteristics to those listed for typical LGS systems to enable an
OPSL LGS to have optimal performance. Hence, an OPSL would need to provide
narrowband output and have active cavity stabilization for use as a D2a pumping
source, unless somehow mitigated by repumping. An OPSL repumping source need
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not have narrowband linewidth as discussed below, indeed, broadband linewidth
may be advantageous in a repumping source. This topic is handled in more detail in
Chapters 4 and 7.
3.3 Nd:YAG Guidestar Lasers
The first sodium guidestar lasers truly viable for extended use (> 1000 hours with-
out maintenance) were developed at AFRL’s SOR [20]. These guidestars consist of 2
Nd:YAG lasers emitting at two common lines of Nd:YAG, one at 1064 nm and one at
1319 nm. These two lines were chosen because, via SFG, the output frequency from
the non-linear crystal is 589 nm, the exact wavelength required for sodium illumina-
tion. This is a fortuitous coincidence that one of the most developed solid state laser
systems has two powerful laser lines which combine to just the correct wavelengths
to illuminate sodium atoms. LGS systems utilizing SFG of other Nd:YAG laser tran-
sitions or another species’ laser transitions have been proposed and built, but none is
commercially available or viable to date [21]. Figure 3.1 shows a diagramic schematic
of the current generation of SOR’s Nd:YAG guidestar. For an Nd:YAG guidestar,
two separate cavities are built, one for a 1064 nm laser and one for a 1319 nm laser.
These two laser cavities are then both directed into an SFG cavity and the 589 nm
light is then emitted from the SFG cavity as shown in Figure 3.1 [20]. In SFG LGS
systems, the 1319 nm cavity is commonly referred to as the RED cavity and the
1064 nm cavity is commonly referred to as the BLUE cavity. Further, discussions
of SFG LGS will focus on the current SFG LGS at SOR as it is generally considered
to be an archetype for most SFG LGS systems [20].
Most current SFG LGS systems utilize a lithium triborate (LBO) crystal in the
SFG cavity for efficient SFG conversion to 589 nm. LBO provides the best out-
put conversion for the wavelength of interest for the 1064 nm and 1319 nm SFG
process [20]. In fact, the SOR SFG guidestar has been shown to provide 60 W of
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589 nm light with 70 W of 1064 nm power and 40 W of 1319 nm power, which is just
below the theoretical maximum for conversion efficiency for such an SFG system.
This 60 W result is previously unpublished and is from the author’s own experi-
ence with the system shown in Figure 3.1 [28]. SOR researchers reported that the
idealized SFG conversion for this system should theoretically be 59.8% of the sum
of the input powers [20]. To ensure that the SFG is efficient, and indeed possible,
at even modest powers (> 1 W), both laser systems are seeded with 1064 nm and
1319 nm injection-locked diode control lasers whose wavelengths are exactly mea-
sured using a HeNe reference source and sodium cell wavemeter. Figure 3.1 also
shows the scheme for injection locking of the control lasers to the SFG cavity and
a sodium cell wavemeter. As Figure 3.1 shows, the 1319 nm injection laser is tuned
to the exact wavelength corresponding to the optimal input to the SFG cavity for
creation of 589 nm light to pump the sodium D2a line’s F′ = 2 to F = 3 transition.
The 1064 nm injection laser is then locked to the SFG cavity. The SFG cavity is
then locked to the 1319 nm laser. This system of feedback utilizes the well-known
Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) technique for frequency stabilization [22]. Black provides
an excellent primer on the PDH technique [9]. Typical M2 values for these lasers are
1.05 to 1.2 [20].
Nd:YAG guidestar lasers are power limited to approximately 60 W, though 50 W
is typically the best power attainable without extensive daily alignment [28]. Further,
the SFG laser output is often very narrow in wavelength by design. Typically, 10 –
500 kHz is used for optimal SFG conversion; however, 1 MHz broadening is possible
while maintaining the injection locking of the lasers given excellent alignment of
both cavities. Both of these are consequences of the accurate alignment required for
the PDH technique to provide the optimal wavelength and efficient SFG conversion
required for an LGS [28]. Due to this complex injection locking scheme and the
requirements for efficient SFG, Nd:YAG guidestars require near constant (daily)
maintenance and cleaning when in use on a mobile telescope [28]. Hence, Nd:YAG
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of SOR’s Current Nd:YAG Laser Guidestar showing red and
blue laser cavities, SFG cavity, and injection locking feedback loop [28].
guidestars are optimal to provide narrowband sources as discussed in Section 2.5, but
are extremely non-optimal as a broadband repumping source to optimize guidestar
return as discussed in Section 2.8. Such guidestars are also expensive and time
consuming to maintain due to the precise alignment requirements.
3.4 Raman Fiber Amplifier Guidestar Lasers
RFAs are a common set of fiber lasers which use a seed laser providing a desired
wavelength and one or several pump lasers at some wavelength more energetic than
the desired wavelength [11]. Through stimulated Raman scattering (SRS), the wave-
length of the pump input is increased to the wavelength of the seed laser. SRS consist
of inelastic Raman scattering collisions and stimulated emission, which amplifies the
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input seed laser with distributed amplification along the fiber. The photons from the
pump source undergo an inelastic scattering collision with the glass molecules in the
fiber, creating optical phonons (quantized vibrational energy) [11]. This vibrational
energy is diverted from the pump photon energy so the pump photons are shifted to
the wavelength provided by the seed diode laser. The change in wavelength and the
efficiency of SRS at a certain light intensity are directly dependent on the material
properties and index profile of the fiber core [11].
Figure 3.2: Schematic of RFA LGS system utlized by ESO showing RFA setup and
SHG doubling cavity [11].
Figure 3.2 shows a diagramtic schematic of the RFA used by ESO to develop
1178 nm light from an 1120 nm pump and a 1178 nm distributed feed back (DFB)
diode seed via an RFA scheme [11]. After creating 1178 nm light via the RFA, the
light is incident upon an SHG cavity which converts the 1178 nm light to 589 nm
light required for creation of a sodium laser guidestar [11]. Such lasers have been
able to demonstrate powers up to 22.5 W with a single RFA and are commercially
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available from Toptica Photonics [11] [30]. These results provide an excellent source
for the characteristics of an RFA LGS and should be viewed as the definitive source
for information on the setup and performance of such a system. These results showed
that the wavelength of the laser was stabilized to exactly the D2a line with a feedback
loop from the SHG cavity output to a sodium control cell then back to the seed
DFB diode laser. Many of the technical details of exact operation are considered
proprietary by Toptica Photonics, MPB communications, and European Southern
Observatory (ESO), who developed the original RFA LGS system as a collaborative
effort. For instance, typically, stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) limits the output
power of the RFA [11]. In a simple sense, SBS involves a traveling acoustic wave
created by the electrorestive effect which creates a periodicity in the fiber core’s
index of refraction. This is in effect an optical grating and will cause a reflection of
power back to the seed diode and not to the output of the RFA [11]. Hence, this
effect often limits the output power of the RFA. ESO researchers found that for the
RFA shown in Figure 3.2, that SBS began to severely limit output power and cause
roll-over after 39 W of output power [11].
The total output power for a given input power for a single RFA guidestar con-
structed by ESO was shown to be more than sufficient for LGS use [11]. The SHG
conversion efficiency is also plotted by this work [11]. The conversion efficiency of
approximately 80% shown is markedly better than that of Nd:YAG guidestars and
shows the utility of SHG over SFG for the creation of photons to create a guidestar.
As reported, typical FWHM for RFA systems are around 2 MHz [11] to 5 MHz [30].
Toptica Photonics promotional material states linewidths as low as 100 kHz are pos-
sible, while linewidths > 10 MHz are also possible [11] [30] [21]. Many of the specific
details of operation of RFA guidestars are held as proprietary rights by the con-
sortium mentioned previously. Specifically, the method to decrease SBS within the
RFA and the method for developing efficient conversion of 1120 nm light via SRS
into 1178 nm light are both held as the intellectual property of these groups [30].
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All maintenance, procurement, and development of RFA guidestar must generally
somehow involve contracting and purchasing through these groups. This further
necessitates an alternative solution, if only to decrease the cost of RFA guidestars
through competition. RFA guidestars are also widely tunable and have been shown to
be able to pump D2a and D2b simultaneously (repumping) utilizing EO modulation
of the output as discussed in section 2.8 [11]. An optimal mixing ratio of 12%
has been indicated previously [11], but work at AFRL’s SOR with a similar RFA
laser has shown 10% to be more advantageous in some situations [34]. AFRL’s SOR
purchased two 22.5 W RFA LGS systems from Toptica Photonics in 2015, and results
of on-sky testing from both are shown in Chapter 7. However, the narrowband output
scheme limits the total recirculation of lower ground state sodium atoms as discussed
previously and throughout Chapter 7.
Though RFA guidestar lasers are power limited by SBS, efforts are underway to
develop a power scaling multi-RFA system which would deliver similar powers to
Nd:YAG guidestars [11]. Taylor reports developing and testing such a system with
over 50 W of 589 nm total output power and 5 MHz linewidth [94]. However as of six
years later, no such system has been tested with a telescope, while RFA guidestars
are widely commercially available and utilized. The main reasons for this are both
the extremely high cost of development of such a system (in excess of 2 million USD)
and the current lack of competitive RFA LGS vendors.
3.5 Current Guidestar Laser Limitations
None of the above discussed guidestars are able to provide a broadband source for
repumping or a source for CW PLGS as discussed in Chapter 2. To enhance the
performance and utility of a guidestar, a realistic need exists for a guidestar laser
which can act as a broadband repumping source. Further a need exists for a source for
a PLGS system. Therefore, furthering of the nascent guidestar OPSL technology is
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of particular importance. An OPSL LGS repumping source could drastically increase
a system’s LGS performance by simply being added to an existing LGS system. An
OPSL PLGS at 1140 nm could also be used to correct for aberrations previously
ignored by a monochromatic LGS. All of the above guidestars are also extremely
costly to procure and maintain compared to an OPSL system. As is shown in Chapter
4 and 5, proposed OPSL LGS systems are much less costly and less optically complex
than SFG and RFA LGS systems. Thus, this work advocates as strongly as possible
for the further development of the OPSL technology through investment throughout
the LGS development community.
3.6 Laser Guidestar Beam Combination
Recent experiments at SOR, supervised by the author and designed by the author
and his colleagues, have shown that it is possible to combine multiple guidestar
laser beams before launching by using polarization combination in a polarizing beam
splitting cube (PBSC). Two Toptica Sodium Star 20/2 lasers were combined and
simultaneously used to excite mesospheric sodium by polarizing one guidestar laser
linear vertical and the other linear horizontal, then the two lasers were incident on a
PBSC, which combined the two beams into a single beam, which was then incident
on to a quarter wave plate. Thus the resulting output was a single beam which
included left hand circular (LHC) and right hand circular (RHC) components [92].
If these two beams both pumped the same part of the Doppler profile, shown in
Figure 2.2, then the aggregate effect would appear similar to pumping with linear
polarization, a term which has been termed cross− pumping by the author. Cross-
pumping negates the effects of optical pumping and severely depresses returns. The
results from SOR found that two lasers combined polarization combination in a PBSC
yielded only slightly better performance than a single laser with half the power,
when both lasers were pumping the same part of the Doppler profile. However, if
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the two lasers were instead spaced apart in the Doppler profile by approximately
250 MHz, the PBSC combined two laser system was found to increase guidestar
return flux by 1.7 times compared to a single laser [92]. Further details and results
of this effort are the subject of an upcoming publication by SOR personnel and the
author, and these are beyond the scope of this work. The essential point from the
SOR beam combination effort that is germane to this work is that it is possible
to combine multiple guidestar beams before launching and thus increase guidestar
return flux e.g. LGS performance. This was found to be possible for combining
multiple primary (D2a) sources or primary (D2a) and repumping (D2b) sources.
Thus, combination of multiple guidestar laser sources or modification of existing
guidestars to add repumping sources, such as an OPSL, without redesign of the
original guidestar laser system has been proven to be possible.
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4.1 OPSL Background
Optically Pumped Semiconductor Lasers (OPSL), also known as a Vertical External
Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VECSEL), are a relatively new semiconductor laser
technology. High power (> 0.5 W CW) OPSLs were first demonstrated by Kuznetsov
in 1997 [55]. OPSLs typically emit in the infrared and are used for a wide range of
applications such as laser cooling and laser spectroscopy. Recently OPSLs have been
shown or posited to be useful for other applications such as telecommunications,
ultra-fast pulsed lasers with high repetition rates for laser ablation, and high power
CW applications [14] [15] [52] [55] [56] [86] [98] [99]. Many of these specific applica-
tions rely on the excellent mode quality of OPSLs and the ability of OPSLs to be
grown to emit at any wavelength between 650 nm and >3000 nm [15]. Because OP-
SLs are excellent sources for spectroscopy and a laser guidestar is in essence a large
spectroscopy experiment in the mesosphere, OPSLs seem well suited to act as the
laser source for a sodium laser guidestar [26] [11]. A laser guidestar with an OPSL as
its laser source is known in this work as a GuidestarOPSL. Unlike Vertical Cavity
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Surface Emitting Lasers (VCSELS), which are also common semiconductor lasers,
OPSLs are able to achieve much higher CW powers in a single device is due to the
larger pumped gain volume on the semiconductor device. This is due to the external
cavity geometry which negates the need for carrier injection via an applied current
and a greater portion of the gain contributing to lasing. This scheme allows for the
lateral dimension of the device to be scaled up to increase output power whilst main-
taining excellent mode control because one of the cavity mirrors (the output coupler)
is external to the semiconductor chip [55] [56]. A typical OPSL cavity design like
that described above is shown in Figure 4.1. An OPSL is shown in Chapters 5 and
7-9 to be an effective source for use to create a sodium LGS and PLGS.
4.2 Design of OPSL Devices
OPSLs are versatile semiconductor lasers. Like other semiconductor lasers, OPSLs
are desirable because of their numerous beneficial qualities, such as size, efficiency,
and wide wavelength coverage. Using any combination of GaN, GaAs, InP, InGaAs,
and GaSb semiconductors and non-linear optical (NLO) crystals, OPSLs can access
the entire visible and mid-infrared spectrum [14] [39] [56] [86]. In practice, producing
OPSLs with both high optical power and good beam quality simultaneously has been
a challenge [7] [15]. Both are necessities for efficient utilization of the nonlinear optical
processes (SHG or SFG) required for an LGS. Good beam quality and high optical
power are also required for a guidestar laser to be able to form a small, Gaussian,
bright mesospheric spot. Such a spot is a requirement for efficient AO correction.
Conceptually, an OPSL functions as a brightness or mode converter. An OPSL
converts a high power multimode pump laser beam (typically a fiber coupled diode
laser) with poor spatial and spectral brightness into a higher quality transverse mode
laser output (typically the fundamental mode) [56].
Compared to other common lasers, an OPSL’s gain region is much smaller. OPSL
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Figure 4.1: Typical OPSL design schematic showing the quantum well gain structure,
the DBR, the pump source, the heat spreader, and the external mirror for output
coupling [71].
typically feature gain regions less than 200 nm thick. For comparison, some edge
emitting semiconductor lasers can have gain regions in excess of 2 mm. By placing
a mirror external to the OPSL chip a much greater area of the semiconductor gain
region can generate laser light. If the OPSL is grown well and the external cavity
is well aligned the OPSL can emit powers in excess of 10 W in a single mode [35].
A typical OPSL chip structure is shown in Figure 4.2. A distributed Bragg reflector
(DBR) on the backside of the OPSL chip constitutes the high reflector for the laser
cavity as shown in Figure 4.2. The laser radiation field created in the OPSL is
amplified in the gain region of the OPSL and reflected in the DBR region of the
chip. This allows for efficient laser operation. The gain region and the DBR within
the OPSL constitute a sub-cavity within the OPSL. The process for optimizing the
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gain sub-cavity of a specific OPSL device will be covered in further depth in Chapter
5. If an OPSL is designed and grown optimally, it is possible to create a single mode
high quality laser beam with a large cross sectional area unlike with other surface
emitting lasers like Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) [51]. Figure
4.2 also shows a laser radiation field in an OPSL cavity.
Figure 4.2: Typical OPSL Semiconductor chip design. Heat spreader, DBR, gain,
barrier, pump, and external cavity regions are shown. The energy spacing of the
emission (the OPSL wavelength) and absorption (the pump wavelength) within the
quantum wells and the quantum defect are shown for reference [71].
The essential element of an OSPL is the semiconductor chip as shown in Figure
4.2. In an OPSL, pump photons with energy greater than the OPSL emission wave-
length and greater than the bandgap energy of the absorbing region are absorbed
by carriers within a pump absorbing region which serves as a quantum well barrier.
These excited carriers then diffuse to the quantum well or gain region and emission
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occurs as the carriers recombine within the quantum well. The gain region is often
a one dimensional quantum well or QW, but may also be a two dimensional quan-
tum wire, or a three dimensional quantum dot [2] [3]. A hypothetical quantum well
structure is shown in Figure 4.3. For an OPSL to operate, the gain region must
include a photon emitting region(s) bounded by a pump absorption region(s). The
pump absorbing region(s) absorb photons from a pump laser, hence the name Op-
tically Pumped Semiconductor Laser. By absorbing pump photons, excited carriers
are produced in the pump absorbing region. From the pump absorbing region(s), ex-
cited carriers (holes and electrons) diffuse to the emission or gain regions with smaller
bandgaps. These pump absorbing regions thus form the barriers around a quantum
well constituted in the emission or gain region. These quantum wells structures are
relatively thin (tens of nm or less) thus allowing only discrete electron energy levels
to exist, as first postulated by [41]. A typical version of an OPSL quantum well
consisting of GaAsP barrier layers around an InGaAs quantum well is shown in Fig-
ure 4.4. In an OPSL the QWs are designed so that the QW’s discrete energy levels
emit photons at the wavelength of interest. These must be lower energy than the
pump photons. By having separate pump absorption and laser emission regions an
OPSL gain and absorption can be optimized separately. The energy difference of the
absorption and emission semiconductor bandgaps is shown in Figure 4.2.
By this process, an OPSL converts pump photons of one wavelength to emission
laser photons of a desired wavelength. The gain region then provides gain for the
lasing wave by providing an area where the wave can grow preferentially by the
normal laser amplification process rebounding between the external cavity mirror
and the DBR as shown in Figure 4.2. The quantum wells must be placed near the
antinodes of the laser wave shown in Figure 4.2 [17]. This idealizes the ability of the
gain region to create growth in the standing laser wave. OPSLs typically feature a
high bandgap surface barrier window to prevent surface recombination which would
cause a drop in laser performance due to carrier non-radiative recombination which
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Figure 4.3: An archetypal quantum well structure with barrier layers surrounding a
potential well [71].
would degrade overall laser gain by decreasing the number of available carriers [17].
As previously discussed, pump photons have a greater energy than the emitted
laser photons. The normalized difference between the two is known as the quantum
defect [60]. The quantum defect is directly related to the efficiency of an OPSL sys-
tem, and relatively small quantum defects are optimal. A relatively high quantum
defect (i.e. a large pump to laser-emission energy difference) leads to heat building
up in the OPSL chip as most additional energy not converted to laser photons must
be dissipated in the chip as heat. Non-radiative recombination with the OPSL and
growth defects also cause undesirable heating within an OPSL. [55]. High power OP-
SLs generally rely on heat spreaders and heat sinks for thermal mitigation [2]. Heat
spreaders are typically crystalline lattices such as naturally occurring or artificially
grown diamond and heat sinks are typically Cu or other high thermal conductivity
materials respectively. The heat spreader material can be mounted behind the chip
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Figure 4.4: A typical OPSL quantum well structure consisting of GaAsP barrier
layers around a InGaAs quantum well [56].
as shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 or can be mounted intracavity in the case of
optical quality diamonds [26] [49]. As with most solid state devices, in OPSLs heat
generation is the primary limiting factor in output power. Better heat mitigation ei-
ther through improved device design, better diamond quality and thickness, or more
exotic methods is an active area of research [15].
Of note, the single pass gain of the gain chip will be small because the quantum
wells are relatively thin. Typical single pass laser gains through the entire QW
structure of an OPSL are on the order of a few percent [56]. This means that losses
from transmission through the DBR, transmission through the external mirror, and
losses due to intracavity elements (such as NLO crystals, filters, and etalons) must
be less than a few percent. If the combination of these losses becomes too great the
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small optical gain per pass will make it impossible for lasing to occur. Despite this,
with the proper choice of intracavity elements, OPSLs have been shown to provide
output powers in excess of 100 W [40]. The main way that OPSLs are able to provide
power scalability to greater than 100 W is by varying the pump spot size on the chip
and through efficient heat removal [40].
OPSL are typically constructed of combinations of GaN, GaAs, InP, InGaAs,
and GaSb semiconductors. The bandgap energies of these semiconductor materials
are not equal, and thus, the photon emission wavelengths are not equal for differ-
ent semiconductor absorption and emission quantum well structures. Designing an
OPSL device requires correct selection of bandgap energies to enable both pump
photon absorption and laser photon emission at desired wavelengths. Proper se-
lection of the bandgaps within OPSL semiconductor heterostructures is required
for an OPSL to function. In addition proper bandgap design must be utilized
in selection of a semiconductor species to form the DBR laser wave reflecting re-
gion. Typically, starting substrates for OPSL devices are binary semiconductor
wafers. The lattice constants of the multiple layers grown on the substrate to
form the OPSL must be closely matched to that of the substrate to avoid exces-
sive strain and thus resulting crystalline growth defects which could degrade laser
performance [105]. Ternary, quaternary, and even quinary semiconductor alloys
are able to be developed. This enables control of semiconductor bandgap energy
spacing while maintaining lattice match to a given substrate. GaAs substrates
(group III-V semiconductors) have been used with their ternary (InGaP, AlGaAs,
InGaAs, GaAsP, GaAsSb); quaternary (InGaNAs, InAlGaAs); and quinary (InAl-
GaAsP) alloys. OPSLs have been developed which emit with wavelength’s rang-
ing from 660 - 1300 nm [27] [37] [39] [54] [56] [64] [86]. Using InP substrates
with InGaAsP, InGaAlAs alloys has allowed OPSL devices to emit at wavelengths
between 1500 - 1600 nm [58] [59] [86]. OPSL devices featuring GaSb substrates
with GaInSb, AlAsSb, GaInAsSb, and GaAlAsSb alloys have been shown to emit
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from 2000 nm - 2300 nm [38] [84] [86] [87]. Other substrate alloy combinations
have been shown to emit in wavelengths near 400 nm and between 4500 nm to
5000 nm [72] [77] [78] [79] [80]. Thus with the appropriate choice of semiconductor
substrate and alloy species, an OPSL can be developed which operates at a cho-
sen wavelength anywhere throughout most of the near to mid-infrared spectrum.
Figure 4.5 shows typical semiconductor alloys and their bandgap energies (and emis-
sion/absorption wavelengths). Using Figure 4.5 to design an OPSL device, a viable
binary substrate should first be selected to determine the pump absorption wave-
length. An alloy of that binary structure should then be selected to provide emission
at the desired wavelength. To determine the alloy percentages from Figure 4.5, one
should first select a desired wavelength, then one should draw a straight line to the
curve which contains the chosen substrate as a point. The alloy percentage for a
given species will be the ratio of the distance between the point and the intersection
of the line drawn previously, and the distance between the point on the curve for
substrate and the next point on the curve for another substrate. This will provide a
rough estimate of the correction emission wavelength, but as shown later, quantum
well thickness, heating, and strain also effect the emission wavelength. Figure 4.5
provides a method to estimate the correct alloy composition for an OPSL device with
a given emission wavelength, but in practice, growth and development of an OPSL
device takes iteration to balance these competing factors.
The lattice constant of each species is also shown on Figure 4.5. If the lattice con-
stant of the chosen substrate is much larger or much smaller than the lattice constant
of the chosen alloy, then crystalline defects may occur during device growth. The for-
mation of these defects is due to the use of strained quantum well structures [105]. In
this case strain refers to a difference in lattice constant between two layers. An OPSL
typically has many separate strained quantum well structures. If the total thickness
of these strained quantum well layers exceeds the Matthews and Blakeslee strain crit-
ical thickness, then strain relaxation can occur resulting in crystalline defects which
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Figure 4.5: Semiconductor substrate and alloy bandgap energies, lattice constant,
and absorption/emission wavelengths for III-V semiconductor materials with their
ternary and quaternary alloys at room temperature [97].
will degrade or destroy laser performance by causing non-radiative recombination
to occur at the crystalline defect sites [50] [105]. To mitigate these effects strain
compensation should be utilized during OPSL device design and growth [50] [56].
Strain compensation consists of the addition of semiconductor material layers with
tensile strain (lower lattice constants) when compared to the strained quantum well
structures with compressive strain (higher lattice constants). For instance, an OPSL
consisting of GaAs substrate (lattice constant 5.65 A˚) with InGaAs quantum wells
grown to emit at 1150 nm (lattice constant 5.73 A˚) would require strain compensa-
tion if more than 2 quantum wells were grown in this structure [50]. Therefore layers
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of GaAs alloyed with P (lattice constant 5.63 A˚) with the proper alloy percentage
(approximately 3%) could be placed around the InGaAs quantum wells to mitigate
excess strain. The strain compensation layers and alloy percentages depend upon the
quantum well and barrier layer thickness and lattice mismatch. Designing a working
OPSL device with relatively high strain compensation requires an iterative growth
process as discussed further in Chapter 5.
4.3 OPSL Semiconductor Gain Design
A simple analytical model for semiconductor laser gain can be developed [56]. OPSL
gain (g) within quantum wells should be logarithmically dependent on carrier density
(N), as given approximately by:
g = g0ln(
N
N0
) (4.1)
with g0 being the semiconductor material gain parameter and N0 being the trans-
parency carrier density [102]. The threshold condition for a CW laser states the
intracavity optical field must be equivalent upon a round trip within the cavity. For
an OPSL this means that:
1 = R1R2Tlosse
2ΓgthNwLw (4.2)
with R1 being the DBR reflectivity, R2 the external mirror reflectivity, Tloss the
round trip transmission through the cavity, Γ the longitudinal confinement factor
defined by overlap between the intracavity optical standing wave and the quantum
wells spaced inside the active region (essentially a factor to measure the semiconduc-
tor quantum well alignment) [81], gth the threshold material gain, Nw the number of
quantum wells in the OPSL, and Lw the thickness of a single quantum well [56] [71].
Below threshold, carrier density N is directly dependent on Pp, the incident pump
power, given by:
N =
ηabsPpτ(N)
hνp(NwLwAp)
(4.3)
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Where ηabs is the pump absorption efficiency, hνp is the energy in a pump photon,
Ap is the area of the pump spot, and τ(N) is the carrier lifetime as a function of the
number of carriers N . τ(N) can be predicted from:
1
τ(N)
= Ac +BcN + CcN
2 (4.4)
Ac, Bc, Cc are the monomolecular, bimolecular, and Auger recombination coef-
ficients respectively. With equations 4.1 - 4.4, the threshold carrier density, Nth,
and threshold pump power Pth can be derived by setting Pp and N to Pth and Nth
respectively at threshold, following [71]:
Nth = N0(R1R2Tloss)
− 1
2Γg0NwLw (4.5)
Pth = Nth
hνp(NwLwAp)
ηabsτ(Nth)
(4.6)
Laser output power, Pl, is given by pump power minus threshold power times total
laser efficiency [55] [102] or:
Pl = (Pp − Pth)ηtot (4.7)
with total laser efficiency, ηtot, being the product of all other efficiencies due to
mirror reflectivities and cavity transmission losses, ηout; one minus the quantum
defect discussed above, ηquant; and the semiconductor carrier recombination radiative
efficiency also known as the internal radiative quantum efficiency, ηrad:
ηtot = ηoutηquantηradηabs (4.8)
ηout =
ln(R2)
ln(R1R2Tloss)
(4.9)
ηquant =
λp
λl
(4.10)
ηrad =
BcNth
Ac +BcNth + CcN2th
(4.11)
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Table 4.1: OPSL laser and material parameters used for OPSL threshold and output
power theoretical calculations [71]
Parameter Value Units
g0 2000 cm
−1
N0 1.7 x 10
18 cm−3
Γ 2.0 unitless
Lw 7.0 nm
R1 0.999 unitless
R2 0.95 - 0.99 unitless
Tloss 0.98 unitless
λl 1140 nm
λp 808 nm
Ap 0.0177 mm
2
ηabs 0.0 - 1.0 unitless
Ac 1 x 10
7 s−1
Bc 1.0 x 10
−30 cm3s−1
Cc 6.0 x 10
−30 cm6s−1
here the ratio of the laser wavelength, λl, to the pump wavelength, λp is the quantum
defect previously discussed and all other terms have been previously identified. Table
4.1 gives typical values and units for many of the aforementioned variables.
With Equations 4.1 - 4.11 and Table 4.1, it is possible to estimate the efficiency of
an OPSL system before growth and to optimize such a design. This development can
be used to predict the theoretical minimum for threshold pump power and theoretical
maximum for OPSL slope efficiency (the unitary amount of output laser power per
unit of absorbed pump power) for a given laser system. Note, this treatment will only
provide an ideal theoretical estimate but it neglects many real-world concerns such as
thermal management, heat dissipation, and improper cavity alignment, each of which
can, in practice, degrade OPSL performance significantly, especially as total output
power increases. Table 4.2 shows the predicted threshold pump power for variable
output coupling (external mirror reflectivity). Figure 4.6 shows the laser output
power vs. the incident pump power for the same output coupling percentages. As
shown in Figure 4.7, decreasing the external mirror reflectivity (increasing output
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coupling) increases total output laser power. Using Equation 4.7, increases in output
coupling can be shown to theoretically increase total output laser power for these
conditions until output coupling percentages of approximately 95.5%. The slope of
each line in Figure 4.7 is the previously mentioned slope efficiency for a given output
coupling percentage. In general it is not possible to achieve a perfect theoretical
match for a real system to the predicted slope efficiencies and threshold pump powers
of Table 4.2 and Figure 4.7, but by comparing a real system to the theoretical
maximum slope efficiency and threshold pump power, one can estimate the degree to
which other effects which increase loss and decrease gain, i.e. heating and alignment,
have been minimized.
Table 4.2: Predicted OPSL threshold pump power for conditions of Table 4.1 from
Equation 4.6 for Nw = 10.
External Mirror Reflectivity Threshold Pump Power (W)
99% 0.381
98% 0.561
97% 0.834
96% 1.253
95% 1.905
Figure 4.8 shows the output laser power for 95% output coupling and the pa-
rameters of Table 4.2 as a function of incident pump power for a variable number of
quantum wells assuming variable absorption efficiency. Note for Figure 4.8, ηabs =
0.57, 0.70, 0.79, 0.85, 0.89, 0.92 from Equation 4.13 for Nw = 4, 6 , 8 , 10 , 12, 14
respectively based on pump absorbing region thicknesses, d given by Equation 4.13
with lb = 82 nm and a single pass pump absorption coefficient of α
−1 = 1 µm−1 for
GaAs at 808 nm [71] [102]. Note, α−1 denotes the thickness of GaAs required to
absorb 63% (1-1/e) of incident light at a particular wavelength. From Equation 4.12
and α the single pass pump absorption for a given number of quantum wells can be
estimated by Equation 4.13.
d = (Nw(2lb + lw) + 2lb (4.12)
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Figure 4.6: Predicted theoretical incident laser pump power vs. output OPSL power
from Equation 4.7 for variable output coupling coefficients with Nw = 10.
ηabs = 1− e−dα (4.13)
As Figure 4.8 shows, increasing quantum wells number, (Nw), increases output
power for equal pump powers. However, increasing Nw has a diminishing increase in
output power for each additional quantum well. Once the number of wells is sufficient
to create sufficient gain and the absorption structures are thick enough to absorb the
incident pump power, then adding more quantum wells only marginally increases
total output laser power. This is an important result because it shows that larger
numbers of quantum wells are not necessarily advantageous after a certain number
of wells is reached. From Figure 4.8, for the parameters of Table 4.1 (which are also
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Figure 4.7: Predicted theoretical incident laser pump power vs. output OPSL power
from Equation 4.7 for variable numbers of quantum wells with R2 = 96%.
the parameters for a proposed PLGS system) and 96% output coupling, the optimal
number of quantum wells seems to be 8 or more. As is discussed further in Chapter
5, it is difficult in practice to grow successively more quantum wells in some OPSL
structures; therefore, determining the smallest number of quantum wells required for
performance close to optimal is a key part of design for OPSL gain structures. In
fact, growing greater numbers of quantum wells may lead to crystalline defects due
to large amounts of strain in the quantum well structure and barrier layers due to
lattice mismatch. This is more likely in highly strained quantum well structures,
like those of 1140 nm and 1178 nm OPSLs. So when designing an OPSL device
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for use as a guidestar laser source, it is best to pick the lower threshold for the
number of quantum wells and grow no more. During the device growth for this work
discussed in Chapter 5, growing more than 8 quantum wells designed to emit at
1140 nm - 1180 nm in a semiconductor periodic gain structure was found to cause
serious crystalline defects and negate any possibility of such a device being used to
produce a laser. These quantum wells must also be well aligned (placed at the laser
field antinodes) which will resonantly enhance the gain in the resonant periodic gain
structure, given by Γ [81].
4.4 Previous Guidestar OPSLs
Because of the ability to design a desired laser output wavelength, power scalabil-
ity, excellent mode and beam quality, and ease of operation, OPSLs seem to be an
ideal candidate for use as a guidestar laser source. This was noted during the de-
velopment at ESO of the RFA LGS system, but OPSLs were viewed, at the time,
as too developmental to be ready for commissioning an LGS by 2015 [11]. Over
the last 5 years as OPSL technology has improved, two publications demonstrated
OPSLs with sufficient output power (> 5 W), with the desired wavelength via SHG
(589 nm), with narrow linewidths (< 0.5 nm), and with good beam quality (M2 <
1.3) [26] [49]. Other publications, have shown high power OPSL performance with
good beam quality in either the fundamental wavelength (1178 nm) [82] or the SHG
wavelength [18] [57] without discussing laser linewidth. No system has been to date
tested on a telescope, but all of these provide evidence of the viability of OPSL for
use as a guidestar laser.
The first proof of concept of an OPSL as a guidestar source was shown [26]. As
evidenced, the design is simple but elegant. The OPSL chip consisted of a structure
of 10 highly strained InGaAs-GaAs quantum wells. GaAsP or GaAs barriers with
P as a dopant were added to balance the QW strain. A DBR was constructed of
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21 pairs of alternating GaAs-AlAs layers on the top of the active region to serve as
a high reflector. For heat mitigation, a heat spreader was mounted to the reverse
of the OPSL chip (behind the DBR). The entire assembly was mounted to a Cu
heat sink [26]. The OPSL device was shown to provide 5 W of output power at
589 nm after SHG with a linewidth of 0.4 nm and a reported beam quality of M2
= 1.2. Tunability of the OPSL was shown from 580 nm to 595 nm, which would
allow for multi spectral pumping of the sodium atoms as discussed in Section 2.8. A
birefringent filter (BF) was the intracavity element used to decrease the linewidth of
the laser and to tune the output wavelength. The utilized NLO crystal was LBO as
with the guidestar laser sources discussed previously [26]. The total absorbed pump
power to produce 5 W was 32 W for an efficiency of 14%.
Recent OPSL guidestar design presented are slightly more complicated (though
simplistic compared to previously discussed guidestar lasers), but delivers nearly four
times the power of the previous best result [49]. Additionally, previous developments
of the same research group, [57] [82], showed 23 W of power at the fundamental
wavelength (1180 nm) and 7.4 W via SHG at 590 nm. All of these developments
utilized a highly strained InGaAs-GaAs quantum well structure. This development
utilized 10 InGaAs-GaAs quantum wells with GaAsP strain relief designed to be anti-
resonant at 1180 nm. 25.5 pairs of AlAs-GaAs layers were used to form the DBR.
An AlGaAs surface barrier was also added to the structure, as shown in Figure
4.2. Unlike the design of [26] and Figure 4.2, this result utilized an intra-cavity
single crystal chemical vapor deposition (CVD) grown diamond attached to a copper
mount for heat spreading and heat sinking respectively. The OPSL device was shown
to emit up to 20 W output power at 589 nm [49]. This is comparable to the output
power of the RFA guidestar currently in use at SOR. Again, a BF is used for tuning;
however, an etalon is also included to further limit the spectral extent of the laser
wavelength. The result had a linewidth of approximately 0.2 nm, as well as wide
tunability of the OPSL device from 576 to 602 nm. These results again imply the
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utility of an OPSL as a simultaneous D2a and D2b guidestar laser source. The effects
of coolant temperature are also discussed, which show that performance without a
nitrogen purge and with coolant temperature above > 273 K was non-optimal. The
greatest output power for a system with room temperature cooling was found to be
half the power of the optimal result cooled to sub-zero temperatures (approximately
250 K) [49]. This is an area of some concern as adding additional elements to OPSL
systems reduces some of their utility as a cheap alternative to the guidestar lasers
shown in Chapter 3 which often require extensive cooling and purging equipment.
As shown in Chapter 5, it is possible to develop a more efficient heat spreading and
cooling methodology, without utilizing sub-zero coolants and nitrogen purging, to
mitigate these issues for a guidestar OPSL.
The previous guidestar OPSL results discussed above highlight not only the via-
bility of an OPSL as a laser source for a sodium laser guidestar but also the simplicity
of a high power OPSL device compared to current guidestar laser sources. A setup
for an OPSL guidestar laser source is shown in Figure 4.6. As shown, the optical
complexity required to achieve a comparable power, linewidth, beam quality, and
frequency conversion for an OPSL is significantly less than that of an Nd:YAG (Fig-
ure 3.1) or RFA guidestar (Figure 3.2). The design of Figure 4.8 is indicative of an
optically simple design that could be used to create a guidestar OPSL, and Figure 4.8
shows that OPSLs can provide the requisite wavelength to create a guidestar source
with a fraction of the optical complexity of a traditional guidestar laser source. Not
only does this imply ease of construction and design, but it implies ease of con-
tinual use and maintenance. Thus, a great reduction in overall cost and size from
the current generation of guidestar lasers is possible with an OPSL. All are constant
challenges for the current generation of sodium LGS lasers in the author’s experience.
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Figure 4.8: Guidestar OPSL design [49] with a simplistic heat spreading scheme [26]
4.5 Improving Guidestar OPSLs
Previous designs of OPSL emitting at or near 589 nm and 1178 nm show great
promise for the development of a guidestar OPSL; however, several hurdles must
still be overcome [26] [49] [57] [82]. First, the 589 nm OPSL system must be shown
to have power and wavelength stability for use during extended telescopic testing. So
far, OPSL have shown good power stability over hour-long time frames [40] but not
while coupled to a mobile platform. Second, an OPSL must show narrow linewidth
and wavelength stability while maintaining the required characteristics for use to
create a guidestar simultaneously. This would be accomplished both by the addition
of a single or multiple etalons to narrow the linewidth and by possibly utilizing
active cavity stabilization via an electrically driven movable external mirror with
a wavelength-sensing feedback loop. The results shown above do not show narrow
enough linewidth for guidestar use. The narrowest linewidth shown is in excess of
200 GHz! The linewidth must be limited to approximately 5 GHz to serve any
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purpose for guidestar applications, as discussed in Chapter 2. Third, a guidestar
OPSL must be designed in such a way as to limit complexity both in terms of
optics and thermal management. The highest power results utilize a system for heat
spreading, which does not seem feasible on a mobile platform at all times of day.
In the author’s experience, liquid coolants with temperatures below 283 K do not
function well with lasers on the telescopic platforms as the coolant lines are typically
run from a static structure to or through the moving telescope. In the author’s
experience, this has resulted in a severed coolant line which deposited coolant on
telescope’s optics on more than one occasion. Fourth, a guidestar OPSL should
be tested with an existing guidestar to show a comparison of performance for D2a
pumping between both sources while narrowband and the guidestar OPSL should
be utilized to serve as a broadband repump for another guidestar source. In such a
pump scheme, the necessity for narrow linewidth is decreased greatly as discussed in
Chapter 2. Such testing would enable an OPSL system to prove viability as a source
to drive an AO system by creating a sodium laser guidestar.
As a side note, LBO was the crystal utilized to provide SHG via the typical
NLO process for all of the results presented in this chapter. To optimize the SHG
conversion efficiency of LBO at 1178 nm, LBO must be maintained at a temperature
of 280 K based on simulations performed in Sandia Non-Linear Optics (SNLO) [89].
280 K is a problematic temperature to maintain as it necessitates a heater and a
cooler on the LBO crystal for most efficient operation. Current guidestar systems
feature such a temperature controlling device for their LBO crystals which function
relatively well on telescopes [11] [91]. However, a temperature controller may not
be required as based on SNLO simulations, LBO efficiency will still be fairly high
within the typical range of room temperatures for use with 1178 nm radiation, but
it will be non-ideal for SHG conversion. Appendix B shows the output of SNLO
simulations of an LBO crystal for use with 1178 nm light to perform SHG to 589 nm
light at 280 K and 300 K.
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A notional OPSL design which meets all of the listed requirements above is shown
in Figure 4.8. To prove an OPSL’s power and wavelength stability during telescope
operations and to test an OPSL with a currently in-use sodium LGS requires, a
willing partner with a telescope which has an in-use sodium LGS is required. Both
were originally envisaged as a part of this work, but due to budget shortfalls and
telescope unavailability, only a proof of concept test can be provided for these. This
proof of concept testing is discussed further in later chapters of this work. This
work aims to prove that OPSLs can provide narrow enough linewidths and sufficient
powers with room temperature coolants to serve as a basis for a guidestar laser
source. Based on previous results, [26] [49], OPSLs can provide sufficient power for
use as guidestar, but OPSLs must be shown to achieve comparable powers at room
temperature with more narrow linewidths to pump sodium transitions. Both of these
are accomplished by the PLGS system developed in Chapters 5, 9, and 10. Though
wavelength of a PLGS source is not identical to previous developments, the PLGS
source is shown to provide sufficient power and narrow linewidth and to induce second
excited state spontaneous emission in sodium all while using coolant above 283 K.
The developments in Chapter 5 and recent experimental results, [34] [104], show
that OPSL devices grown simultaneously with those utilized for the PLGS proof of
concept testing were able to emit at 1178 nm and to undergo SHG to produce 589 nm
light.
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5.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, the complications inherent in previous guidestar
systems, the requirements for a broadband repumping source and the requirement
for a source for a CW PLGS necessitate a development of OPSL devices which can
emit at 1140 nm and 1178 nm. Previous results, [26] [49], show that such a source
is able to be developed at 1178 nm and can be easily doubled to 589 nm. Hence,
1178 nm OPSL systems have already been shown to provide the necessary power for
guidestar use. Therefore, this development will focus on developing 1140 nm OPSL
systems.
The main laser engineering focus for OPSL LGS systems (at 589 nm) should
be developing systems which would enable the results previously discussed to be
utilized on a telescope. This would involve showing high power narrow linewidth
(more narrow than 10 GHz) operation of a comparable (similar QW structure) OPSL
device and showing high power operation of a comparable OPSL device with room
temperature coolants. Because OPSLs are broadly tunable, a PLGS development
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at 1140 nm can be used to prove both of the above points without a separate LGS
(1178 nm) proof. To this end, an OPSL system is designed and shown in this
chapter to emit in excess of 22 W and produce sufficiently high power to pump
sodium transitions at a narrow linewidth (more narrow than 10 GHz). This laser
utilizes no coolants below 283 K. Intracavity elements are used to provide frequency
selection and to narrow the linewidth as discussed in Chapter 4. A system of water jet
impingement with a diamond heat spreader [2] is used to increase cooling efficiency
of the OPSL chip and thus to maximize OPSL power and efficiency.
5.2 Guidestar OPSL Chip Designs Utilized
Figure 5.1: OPSL Chip structure for 1140 nm emission.
Figure 5.1 shows the utilized OPSL chip design for a PLGS system at 1140 nm.
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Figure 5.2: Simulated active (gain) and DBR regions of OPSL design of Figure 5.1
showing change in index of refraction between the DBR layer, the pump absorption
regions, and the quantum wells. Growth and reflection of standing laser wave (red)
shown to illustrate periodic resonant alignment of the standing lasing wave (the
E-field) overlaid with quantum well structures.
GaAsP and InGaAs are alternated to provide pump absorption and gain respectively.
InGaAs is the ideal quantum well for 1140nm and 1178 nm emission as shown on
Figure 4.5. From Figure 4.5 and with the experience of Dr. Albrecht and Dr.
Cederberg, the optimal alloy percentage of In was found to be between 41% to
42% In with 59% to 58% Ga for PLGS and LGS designs. Because of the similar
designs for LGS and PLGS OPSL devices, another attractive feature of OPSL for
guidestar applications is that development of 1140 nm and 1178 nm chips can be
done simultaneously in separate growths in the same machine via the same process
because the difference in emission wavelength depends upon the exact structure of
the quantum wells of the OPSL device. Indeed, single OPSL chips designed for
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1178 nm emission have been shown to emit from 1118 nm to 1196 nm via addition
of a BF into the cavity and a DBR-free geometry [104]. In the utilized devices
for the PLGS development, the percentage of Indium and Gallium in the InGaAs
QWs are 41% and 59% respectively. Figure 5.1 shows that an AlGaInP window
is placed on top of the structure to decrease the likelihood of non-radiative surface
recombination on the surface of the semiconductor as discussed in Chapter 4. The
DBR consists of 22.5 pairs of GaAs and AlAs layers alternating to reflect the lasing
wave and to constitute a High Reflector (HR) for the laser cavity. In the active region
(the quantum wells and their barriers) phosphorus is added as an alloy to the GaAs
barrier layers to provide strain relief as discussed in Chapter 4. The GaAsP layers
have P with an alloy percentage of 3% to provide such strain compensation or relief.
The requirement for strain relief exists due to the lattice constant mismatch between
GaAs(P) and In0.41Ga0.59 is large enough that strain relief is required as discussed
previously [50] [56].
During growth of these devices, it was found that growing more than 8 QWs
led to crystalline lattice defects as discussed in Chapter 4. Based on the analysis
provided in Chapter 4, it was determined that 8 QWs was sufficient to enable a high
gain laser device. As Figure 5.1 shows, the alternating quantum well structures were
interrupted with GaAs space layers after the first 6 QWs and after each successive
quantum well to reduce strain accumulation during the growth process. These spacer
layers are intended to provide constant strain to the GaAsP, InGaAs, GaAsP quan-
tum well structure while also providing additional pump absorption beyond that of
the GaAsP layers. This structure was chosen to enable efficient absorption of the
pump’s incident energy (on the order of 80-90%) and to provide sufficient gain to
enable laser operation. To ensure that the antinodes of the lasing wave aligned with
the gain in the quantum wells of the active region, GaAs spacer regions of precise
thickness are required in the absence of quantum well structures. If this alignment
was not maintained by the spacer regions, then the longitudinal confinement factor,
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Γ discussed in Chapter 4, would be reduced and the overall OPSL efficiency would
decrease. Further, QW structures placed in an arrangement of 6 initial QW struc-
tures followed by a buffer region then followed by 2 sets of quantum wells each with
an additional buffer region, as shown in Figure 5.1, was found to provide an opti-
mal structure for ease of growth, pump absorption, and high power laser emission.
Further, metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) grown structures with
more than 6 QWs stacked atop one another without interceding GaAs layers were
found during this process to feature crystalline lattice defects due to excess strain
which ensured their inability to function as an OPSL.
A simulation of the InGaAs, GaAsP, GaAs, DBR structure discussed is shown
in Figure 5.2. To the right of Figure 5.2 one can see the previously discussed 8
GaAsP InGaAs GaAsP QW structures of Figure 5.1. As shown in Figure 5.2, 6
QW structures are stacked atop one another followed by a GaAs buffer region which
separates 2 additional QW structures with GaAs buffer regions. The normalized
E-field of the laser wave in the sub-cavity is shown in Figure 5.2 as well. The E field
is shown to grow in the gain region but decreases, i.e. is reflected, in the DBR region,
as intended. The DBR region, on the left of Figure 5.2, consists of 22.5 alternating
pairs of GaAs and AlAs layers. As previously stated, the buffer regions’ thickness
have been adjusted precisely to enable the QWs to maintain their placement at the
anti-nodes of the laser field. This enables the additional 2 QWs separated by buffer
regions to provide gain in the same manner as the previous 6 QWs. Throughout
the gain region, 11 anti-nodes exist in the cavity. Therefore, 3 antinodes coincide
with buffer regions and 8 coincide with QWs. The total thickness of the chip is only
approximately 6.5 microns as shown. Chips designed by this process were shown to
emit at between 1130 nm and 1168 nm with powers in excess of 22W at 1150 nm.
Similarly designed chips utilizing a DBR free geometry discussed in [104] emitted in
excess of 2.5 W of output power with a tuning range of more than 88 nm.
In practice, growing GaAsP and InGaAs quantum wells with proper strain com-
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pensation in accurate thicknesses is difficult. Therefore, the author had the assistance
of Dr. Alexander Albrecht to design the devices and Dr. Jeff Cederberg at Sandia
National Labs (SNL) to grow the devices. Dr. Cederberg grew the structure shown
in Figures 5.1 - 5.3 utilizing MOCVD at SNL. Through extensive growth and test-
ing, it was determined that a structure with 6 primary QWs and 2 additional QWs
separated by GaAs buffers was optimal for both laser gain and successful growth.
No samples grown with more quantum wells were successful. However, this OPSL
growth structure provided more than sufficient gain to create a powerful laser with
output power in excess of 22 W as shown below and predicted in Chapter 4.
The diamond heat spreader and the OPSL chip were metalized with layers of
titanium, platinum, and gold (Ti/Pt/Au) in an e-beam evaporator. The metal layers
were added to the semiconductor chip below the the DBR layer to enable bonding
to the diamond heat spreader as shown in Figure 5.1. The Ti/Pt/Au layers on
the diamond heat spreader were added to its surface to enable soldering to the
semiconductor chip. In both cases the layer closest to the DBR or the diamond heat
spreader was Ti, followed by a Pt layer, followed by a Au layer. These two gold layers
were then bonded together by the addition of In solder in between each gold layer.
The entire structure shown in Figure 5.1 (OPSL chip, bonding layers, In solder, and
diamond heat sink) was then exposed to heat and pressure to enable bonding of the
two Au layers to one another via the In solder.
5.3 Thermal Management Design and Improve-
ments
Heat dissipation is the main limitation to high power OPSL operation [56]. OPSL
guidestars operate at a wavelength which, based on the semiconductor band gap
diagrams provided in Figures 4.2 and 4.5, leads to a somewhat large quantum de-
fect, around 1000 nm, compared to the highest power currently available OPSL
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systems [40]. This high quantum defect means that absorbed pump photons, which
must be able to excite GaAsP layers and create carriers, have a significantly higher
energy than emitted lasing photons from the InGaAs QWs. This additional energy is
mostly dissipated to the semiconductor as heat as discussed by [71]. Hence, OPSLs
at 1140 nm and 1178 nm will always have a fairly large amount of heat created,
which must be dissipated to enable a high power system. Thus, OPSL guidestar
lasers require very effective thermal mitigation to deliver high output powers.
Typical heat dissipation systems consist of a heat sink (Cu or another metal)
and/or a heat spreader (diamond or another high thermal conductivity material)
mounted around, behind, or, in the case of optical quality diamonds, above the
OPSL chip [2] [27] [37] [55] [86] [104]. Each of these systems has advantages and
disadvantages. For instance, mounting a diamond above the chip ensures heat dissi-
pation of the chip by direct or near-direct contact with the gain region, but an optical
quality, low loss, diamond is required to ensure the loss is not too great to spoil the
overall gain of the OPSL system. Diamond or Cu mounted to the back or around the
chip do not interfere with the laser gain directly, but they are not as efficient at heat
mitigation because they must cool the chip by contact with the DBR layers and not
directly with the heat in the gain region, which must be dissipated to increase OPSL
performance. Because of the cost of procuring an optical quality diamond and the
availability of MOCVD grown artificial diamonds with high thermal conductivities,
the highest power ( > 100 W) OPSL developments utilized thick (>1 mm) back
mounted diamond heat spreaders and Cu heat sinks [40].
The chips produced for this work, as shown in Figure 5.1, were also bonded to
a CVD diamond heat spreader 0.5 mm thick behind the chip’s DBR. Previously
back mounted diamond heat spreaders were used without jet-impinged water onto
the diamond heat spreader [27] [40]. To enable greater heat dissipation, a method
of water impingement was devised to jet impinge water at a higher rate onto the
diamond surface and then quickly flow the water away in a large channel around the
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water impingement nozzle [2]. The water impingement design shown was combined
with the OPSL devices described above by mounting the OPSL chip with diamond
heat spreader onto a aluminum block (the heat sink) cut with water channels. Results
from other OPSL systems at 1250 nm showed that this scheme was more efficient at
heat mitigation than traditional methods, and thus enabled higher output powers [2].
5.4 OPSL Design Optimization Theory,
Considerations, and Results
To optimize laser performance an OPSL must be grown such that gain occurs in the
OPSL structure at the desired wavelength, at the expected active region operating
temperature (around 400 K), whilst maintaining the alignment of quantum well
structures, buffer layers, and the DBR. When all of these considerations are present,
along with the requirement for strain compensation or relief to avoid crystal lattice
defect, it may require a significant number of attempts to properly grow an OPSL
structure which will actually function at a high power laser. This process becomes
significantly more difficult as the requirements for strain compensation become more
prevalent. Hence, OPSL emitting at 1140 and 1178 can be fairly difficult to grow
and generally require several attempts to grow successfully. To determine whether
or not an OPSL has been grown properly several tests are performed. First, the
device is inspected to ensure that few crystalline defects formed during growth of
a test sample not including the DBR. Then, the photo-luminescence (PL) of the
DBR-less device is examined to determine what wavelengths will be emitted from the
device. Test samples of the DBR are also grown separately to ensure correct thickness
during growth. The reflectivity of the DBR should be fairly consistent across a
wide range of wavelengths around the designed OPSL emission wavelength. If the
PL measurements determine that the device can emit at approximately the correct
wavelength and the DBR test samples are of approximately the correct thickness,
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then a test sample with both an active region and a DBR is grown.
Following optimization of the PL and DBR, a measurement known as a temper-
ature dependent reflectivity (TDR) is performed on this sample, with both DBR
and active region, to determine the reflectivity of the semiconductor device at vari-
ous wavelengths for various temperatures. By varying the temperature of the OPSL
device and measuring the reflectivity at a broad range of wavelengths it can be de-
termined at which wavelengths and at which temperatures the OPSL device will
observe optimal gain [4]. The OPSL sub-cavity has an optimal Fabry-Perot mode
(wavelength) that changes with changes in temperature. This will create a local de-
crease (a dip) in reflectivity of the device around certain wavelengths. This dip will
become most apparent (deepest) when it overlaps with the optimal gain wavelength
of OPSL. By increasing temperature, the thickness of the cavity and the index of
refraction change slightly changing the Fabry-Perot mode. However, the bandgap
energies and the OPSL emission wavelength also shift with temperature. In fact the
bandgap energies shift much more quickly with temperature. A TDR attempts to
find the optimal temperature where the resonance of the sub-cavity overlaps with
emission/absorption in the active region at the desired operation wavelength at ap-
proximately the designed operating temperature.
As the temperature of the OPSL device increases, the OPSL sub-cavity align-
ment changes slightly due to thermal expansion. As the OPSL reaches the optimal
designed operation temperature (approximately 400 K), the sub-cavity should be
correctly aligned. The alignment of the sub-cavity should cause an increase in ab-
sorption (a drop in reflectivity in the TDR measurement) at the bandgap energy
of the OSPL’s quantum well structure (i.e. at the designed emission wavelength).
By increasing the temperature further, the sub-cavity should become more and more
aligned and absorption at the characteristic wavelength should also increase. Eventu-
ally further increases in temperature should cause the sub-cavity alignment to break
down for the characteristic wavelength due to further thermal expansion. After this,
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Figure 5.3: Reflectivity of DBR for OPSL chip growth 263 showing reflectivity peak
from 1080 nm to 1200 nm.
absorption should start to decrease and reflectivity should increase with further in-
creases in temperature. Therefore, at low temperatures a TDR measurement should
look similar to the reflectivity of the DBR alone. Then as the temperature increases
a dip should form around the sub-cavity alignment wavelength and as the tempera-
ture increases the sub-cavity alignment should overlap with the gain wavelength of
the OPSL structure causing a large dip in reflectivity around the gain wavelength.
As the temperature increases further the sub-cavity alignment wavelength should
increase further and the reflectivity dip due to absorption at the gain wavelength
should become less deep. Thus a TDR can be used to determine the optimal sub-
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Figure 5.4: TDR for chip growth 295 showing sub-cavity alignment at 1200 nm at a
temperature of 450 K.
cavity alignment temperature, the wavelength at which that alignment occurs, and
the wavelength of gain in the OPSL quantum well structure. If optimization of
these three effects overlap at approximately the OPSL’s designed wavelength and
the intended operating temperature, then an OPSL has been grown well [4].
For the growth of the OPSL devices shown in this work, the TDR process was
performed on a FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared) spectrometer which measured
reflectivity for wavelengths from 600 nm to 2000 nm using a white light source. The
OPSL chip was placed on a heater device with temperature variable from 300 K to
450 K to determine reflectivity at variable temperatures. For reference, the utilized
OPSL design for devices grown for PLGS are shown in Figure 5.1 and 5.2. To ensure
the DBR of the OPSL chips was designed and grown properly the reflectivity of the
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Figure 5.5: TDR for chip growth 305 showing sub-cavity alignment at 1180 nm at a
temperature of 410 K.
DBR structure was measured by placing the DBR-facing side of the OPSL device
toward the FTIR’s measurement laser, thus measuring the wavelength dependent
reflectivity of the DBR. Figure 5.4 shows the results of this measurement. In Figure
5.4, the reflectivity of the DBR is shown to peak from 1080 nm to 1200 nm. Thus,
the DBR was grown adequately to serve both for 1140 nm and 1178 nm OPSL
emission. After the DBR was found to be properly aligned the process of optimizing
the sub-cavity alignment and the gain wavelength was undertaken. To do this the
emission facing side of the OPSL structure was placed in the FTIR setup facing
toward the FTIR’s measurement laser. The FTIR was then used to measure the
OPSL device’s reflectivity at variable temperatures. The temperature of the OPSL
device was varied in steps of 10 K from 300 K to 450 K or until sub-cavity alignment
was observed to have peaked. The results of two TDR measurements is shown in
Figures 5.5 and 5.6. Figures 5.4 – 5.6 show the chip growth number (e.g. chip
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growth 305) assigned by the SNL for the OPSL device shown for reference. The
optimal operating temperature for sub-cavity alignment for the OPSL devices of
Figure 5.1 was designed to be approximately 400 K to 420 K. The optimal operating
wavelength was designed to be approximately 1130 to 1190 nm. Figure 5.5 shows
an OPSL which has a misaligned sub-cavity (reflectivity dip occurs at > 420 K)and
a gain (emission) wavelength at 1200 nm for comparison to Figure 5.6 which shows
an OPSL device with a properly aligned sub-cavity (reflectivity dip at 410 K) and
a gain wavelength at 1180 nm. By slightly adjusting the thickness of layers in the
OPSL design shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 and performing a TDR measurement of
the newly grown OPSL device, the gain wavelength and sub-cavity alignment of the
OPSL device could be co-optimized. This was performed iteratively by the author,
Dr. Cederberg, and Dr. Albrecht to eventually yield several OPSL devices, which
were properly aligned and shown to successfully lase between 1130 nm and 1167 nm.
These devices were further used as the laser source in the PLGS testbed experiments,
in Chapter 9, to show that an 1140 nm OPSL source will induce spontaneous emission
in the second excited state transitions in sodium, thus proving the utility of an OPSL
source to be used as the laser source for a PLGS system at 1140 nm.
5.5 PLGS OPSL Device Design and Results
The designed OPSL chip and heat dissipation system shown was then assembled as
a total laser system with an output coupler (OC) placed above the OPSL to reflect
light. The simplistic design is best utilized to test high power performance. With
a 5% OC, performance in excess of 22 W with emission at 1150 nm was found. A
diagram of this OPSL setup can be found in Figure 5.6. The pump source used for
this setup (and all additional results) was a 400 W LIMO 808 nm fiber coupled diode
laser focused onto the OPSL chip as shown in Figure 5.6. The slope efficiency (power
absorbed by the semiconductor vs. laser power emitted) of this setup was found to
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of an OPSL designed to operate at 1150 nm consisting of a
high power 808 nm laser diode, a single OPSL chip with diamond heat spreader, and
a 5% output coupler.
be in excess of 32%. At 75 W of absorbed pump power the OPSL emitted 22 W
as detailed in Figure 5.7. The threshold pump power to induce OPSL emission was
found to be approximately 3 W. The predicted theoretical minimum for threshold
pump power from Equation 4.6 was 0.879 W and the predicted laser theoretical
maximum output power from Equation 4.7 for an absorbed power of 75 W was 31.0 W
with a slope efficiency of 36%. Hence, the OPSL of Figure 5.7 was shown to operate
slightly less well than the theoretical maximum for such a device, probably due to
excess heating and slight external cavity and sub-cavity misalignment. External
cavity misalignment can be adjusted by movement of the pump optics, heat sink
assembly, and the external mirror of Figure 5.6. Cavity alignment was optimized
repeatedly for the results of Figure 5.7. Sub-cavity alignment was performed through
an iterative process known as temperature dependent reflectivity (TDR) detailed
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below. The coolant temperature associated with this result was 288 K. These results
prove the ability of OPSL chips to emit around wavelengths of interest for guidestar
applications and produce high power without coolants below 283 K.
Figure 5.7: Output power vs. absorbed pump power for the OPSL design of Figure
5.3. Fit for slope efficiency is shown and was found to be 32% assuming ηabs = 0.80
based on reflected pump light measurement.
To tune the OPSL shown in Figure 5.6, a BF was inserted within the cavity at
Brewster’s angle. A tuning range of 1130 nm to 1168 nm was found and is shown in
Figure 5.8. An Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA) was used to capture tuning spectra
and linewidth data. The measured linewidth for each of the spectra shown in Figure
5.8 was less than approximately 0.2 nm. This was the linewidth detection limit of the
wavelength measurement device utilized. 0.2 nm is comparable to previous OPSL
results at or near 1150 nm [49]. Based on the results shown below this linewidth
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measurement seems to have been limited by the OSA used. The 22 W output power
result and 36 nm tuning range result are both the highest power and widest tunability
ever shown for an OPSL device around 1150 nm with a DBR. By choosing to not
grow the DBR (a setup known as a DBR-free OPSL), OPSL devices grown by the
same process, during the same period, grown by the same person, were shown to
produce an even wider tuning range of 88 nm [104].
Figure 5.8: Output spectra for OPSL chip. Tunability of OPSL chip design from
Figure 5.1 was found to be in excess of 36 nm.
5.6 PLGS OPSL Optical Design
To limit the linewidth of the laser of Figure 5.8, an etalon and BF filter were placed
within the cavity to allow wavelength selectivity and provide frequency stabilization.
Figure 5.9 shows this setup. The etalon functions to limit the frequency extent of the
OSPL’s spectrum as discussed by [49]. As is seen in Figure 5.8, without the addition
of an etalon, the linewidth of the OPSL was roughly 0.2 nm or 46 GHz, too broad for
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Figure 5.9: Design for PLGS OPSL at 1140.4 nm consisting of a high power 808 nm
laser diode, a single OPSL chip with diamond heat spreader, an etalon, a BF, and a
5% output coupler.
use as a guidestar source. The BF functions to provide wide wavelength selectivity
as discussed above and in [1]. By combining these effects, the OPSL chip could be
tuned to achieve the desired wavelength for development of a PLGS (1140 nm) while
also maintaining narrow linewidth, which is the goal of this development. In general,
such a setup with the number of optical elements shown in Figure 5.9 will be required
for any guidestar OPSL. Therefore, this setup should be viewed as indicative of the
lower limit for the number of optical elements in a possible PLGS OPSL.
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5.7 PLGS OPSL System Results
Figure 5.10 shows the OPSL output power at 1140.4 nm for absorbed power from
the 808 nm pump source. Addition of an intracavity BF and an intracavity etalon,
both of which induce additional intracavity losses, reduced the total maximum output
power to 12 W. The 5% OC was still found to provide the best power of the available
1140 nm OCs (1%, 2%, and 5%). By measuring input and output powers for the
available OCs and by fitting the resulting slope efficiencies using Rigrod analysis, the
optimal OC for the setup of Figure 5.9 was found to be 3.68%. The slope efficiency
for 1%, 2%, and 5% output coupling and the fit for predicted slope efficiency is
shown in Figure 5.11. No such OC was available, and 5% was found to deliver the
most power [102]. The slope efficiency of the OPSL system at 1140 nm was found
to be 26%, delivering 12.55 W output power for 53.4W absorbed pump power. The
linewidth of the output with an intracavity etalon was measured on an OSA with
greater wavelength resolution than the one used for Figure 5.8. The result is shown
in Figure 5.12. The width of the line shown is 0.02 nm or 4.6 GHz.
Figure 5.12 shows that the peak of the linewidth is not fully sampled. Hence, the
linewidth calculated is below the threshold of the instrument used (7.5 GHz). The
result of Figure 5.12 is not fully sampled and it can only be assumed from Figure
5.12 that the linewidth of the OPSL was less than 7.5 GHz. The linewidth measured
in Chapter 9 for the same setup was 0.01 nm using a fluorescing sodium cell as a an
analog to a wavemeter. The spectrum shown in Figure 5.12 was taken at roughly
2 W of output power. Above 6 W of output power several peaks (typically 2 peaks)
would appear in the spectral output, broadening the overall spectrum significantly.
These peaks were both FWHM less than 0.02 nm, but the peaks were spaced apart
by between 0.1 - 0.3 nm. With difficulty at 12 W, it was possible to eliminate these
peaks, but this was challenging when also maintaining the 1140.4 nm wavelength
exactly and while maintaining the peak power. Therefore, it is suggested that active
cavity stabilization with a feedback loop be included in any production of a PLGS
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Figure 5.10: Output power vs. absorbed pump power for the OPSL design of Figure
5.9. Fit for efficiency is shown and was found to be 26% assuming ηabs = 0.80, based
upon reflected pump light measurement.
OPSL. In Chapter 9, a slightly more accurate method was devised to test linewidth
and delivered a linewidth closer to 0.01 nm, but as this still relied on the wavelength
resolution of the same wavemeter, it is likely that the actual linewidth of the laser
was narrower. This was accomplished by utilizing a sodium cell and recording the
spontaneous emission from the sodium cell. These results are described in more detail
in Chapter 9. The modeling shown in Chapter 8 proves that the results described
above show a sufficiently narrow linewidth and high enough power at 1140.4 nm
from the OPSL chips to enable development of a PLGS. Based on this, the author
proposed that such a system be utilized with an existing guidestar as a proof of
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Figure 5.11: Slope efficiency of OPSL laser of Figure 5.9 for 1%, 2%, and 5% output
coupling with fit from Rigrod analysis. Optimal output coupling at 3.68%.
concept for a PLGS systems; however, no existing telescope was willing to provide
host to such a system. Hence, the author instead developed a testbed for the PLGS
OPSL system utilizing a sodium cell as discussed in Chapter 9.
The measured beam quality for the OPSL devices was found to be approximately
M2 = 1.1 at 0.75 W output power, utilizing the knife edge measurement technique
from [62] and fitting Equations 5.1 and 5.2.
w(z) = w0
√√√√1 + (z2)
z2r
(5.1)
zr =
piw20
λM2
(5.2)
For Equations 5.1 and 5.2, w0 is the beam waist, w(z) is the beam radius at
position z, and zr is the Rayleigh range given by Equation 5.2. M
2 is the beam
quality factor [88]. To perform the knife edge measurement a lens was placed after
the output coupler in Figure 5.9 and a knife edge was translated through the output
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Figure 5.12: Output spectra for OPSL chip at 1140.4 nm. Linewidth is less than
0.03 nm (7.5 GHz).
beam. A power meter was placed behind the knife edge in the beam path and the
initial power without the knife edge was measured. By translating the knife edge
from the distance where 10% of the initial output power measured on the power
meter was observed to the distance where 90% of the initial output power on the
power meter was observed, the beam width was calculated. This process was then
repeated at 7 separate positions to yield the results on Figure 5.13. The results of
the knife edge measurement for the OPSL of Figure 5.9 are shown in Figure 5.13.
The beam widths shown in Figure 5.13 were fit to the beam width equation shown
in [62] to determine an M2 value of 1.1.
The M2 value of the OPSL devices was found to increase as total output power
increased. At approximately 5 W of total output power, the M2 value was found to be
approximately 1.72 as is shown in Figure 5.14. To alleviate this issue an aperture was
inserted into the setup of Figure 5.9 between the BF and the Output Coupler. The
aperture as intended to decrease the amount of transverse electro-magnetic (TEM)
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Figure 5.13: Position of measurement from beam waist vs. measured beam width
for OPSL of Figure 5.9 at 0.75 W. Beam Quality fit found to be M2 = 1.1. M2 = 1
is plotted for reference.
modes that could oscillate in the laser cavity. Optimally only the TEM00 mode should
be able to oscillate [102]. This would represent an M2 value of 1.0. As is shown in
Figure 5.15, the addition of the aperture reduced the number of TEM modes in the
cavity significantly and reduced the measured M2 value to 1.09. As an interesting
note, the total output power measured increased slightly with the addition of the
aperture as the aperture was closed, increasing output power from approximately
5 W to 5.21 W. To improve the M2 value to below 1.1 required furthering closing of
the aperture reducing total output power to slightly below 5 W (4.83 W) without
varying input pump power. 5 W of output power could easily be recovered by
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Figure 5.14: Position of measurement from beam waist vs. measured beam width
for OPSL of Figure 5.9 at 5 W. Beam Quality fit found to be M2 = 1.72. M2 = 1 is
plotted for reference.
increasing the incident pump power. To further demonstrate the difference in beam
quality with and without the aperture in the OPSL devices photographs of the beam
are shown in Figure 5.16. Figure 5.16 (a) shows a picture of the beam without the
aperture placed in the OPSL setup. Figure 5.16 (b) shows a picture of the beam
with the aperture placed in the OPSL setup. Circles of equal size are drawn around
each beam profile for reference. As comparison of Figure 5.16 (a) and (b) shows the
beam profile without an aperture is much less circular (TEM00) than the beam with
the aperture.
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Figure 5.15: Position of measurement from beam waist vs. measured beam width
for OPSL of Figure 5.9 at 5 W with aperture. Beam Quality fit found to be M2 =
1.09. M2 = 1 is plotted for reference.
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(a) Without Aperture (b) With aperture
Figure 5.16: Photograph of PLGS OPSL’s beam profile at 5 W total output power
with and without aperture. Circles of equal size are provided around each beam
profile for reference to TEM00.
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Sodium LGS Return Flux Model
6.1 Sodium LGS Model Background
As stated before, sodium is the chosen species for guidestar generation because of
its high absorption cross section (10−11), high relative density in the mesosphere
(4×1013/m−2), a visible emission wavelength (589 nm), and the altitude of the meso-
sphere on the edge of the atmosphere (90 – 95 km) enabling measurement of the
majority of atmospherically induced turbulence[8] [43]. As discussed in Chapter 3,
sodium LGSs are both expensive and costly to maintain and use, therefore it is
extremely useful to develop a model for a sodium guidestar laser’s radiation field
interactions with mesospheric sodium atoms. This reduces the cost of optimizing
a guidestar via modeling, as opposed to direct on-sky testing. Determining the
specifics of the interaction between the laser’s radiation field and the mesosphere
is then the key parameter to determine the return flux associated with a guidestar
laser. Return flux provides a direct measure of the utility of a laser source to provide
a bright beacon for an AO system. Note that sodium cells do not easily provide a
perfect analog to the mesospheric environment, and therefore modeling and simula-
tion are the easiest tools to optimize the design of and output from a sodium laser
guidestar. Sodium cells are often used as diagnostic tools for mesospheric sodium,
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but provide gross measurements of a guidestar laser efficacy and do not provide ex-
act measurements [8] [43]. An in-depth discussion of the sodium D2 transition, the
utility of using narrowband circularly polarized light, and other details of the sodium
mesospheric physics used for sodium LGS can be found in Chapter 2 and at [43].
6.2 Sodium LGS Model Overview
The return flux from an LGS incident at the ground (or atop the receive tele-
scope) depends on a host of environmental factors such as collisions with atmospheric
gases, the mesospheric temperature, the sodium concentration, laser characteristics,
and the local geomagnetic field. At typical mesospheric laser irradiances used to
form guidestars, the sodium atoms also experience effects due to saturation, opti-
cal holeburning, and recoil due to radiation pressure, which all cause a decrease in
measured photon return flux as discussed by [53]. An excellent in-depth discussion
of the previous efforts at guidestar return flux modeling can be found at [43]. The
most common method to develop a numerical simulation for this system follows the
developments of [66] and [44], which suggests the development of the density matrix
evolution of the multilevel atom. The density matrix evolution is also known as the
Bloch equation.
Two alternative methods have been developed to model the sodium return flux:
solution of the sodium rate equations with either a set of differential equations as
done by [42] and [76] or Monte Carlo simulation techniques as done by [53]. Both
of these methods provide interesting results, specifically, the saturation and hole
burning effects observed by [53]. However, all rate equation analysis is limited to
steady-state atomic cross sections, which limits the scope of such simulations to
events which are slow compared to the sodium transition lifetime [66]. Rate equa-
tion analysis also lacks terms to describe Larmor precession and the use of different
polarizations of light [43]. Neglecting Larmor precession and light polarization are
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especially troublesome, as both effects are known to cause large variations in out-
put [20] [23]. Therefore, this development will follow the Bloch equation model for
return flux rather than the differential rate equations models.
6.3 Previous Bloch Equation Model Evolution
The Bloch equation development of Milonni, [66], first simulated the sodium D2
scheme as a 2-level Bloch equation solved in the time domain. This development
was followed by Bradley, [12], who solved the 24-state density matrix and utilized
short laser pulses and Runge-Kutta integration to solve the Bloch equations, and by
Morris, [68], who researched frequency-modulated pulse trains spanning the entire
Doppler broadened D2 manifold with both circularly and linearly polarized light.
All of these neglected terms for the Larmor precession in their Bloch equations. The
Larmor precession due to the Earth’s geomagnetic field is a very strong effect and
was found by Drummond, [24], to be sufficient to negate optical pumping if the angle
between the laser’s radiation field and the geomagnetic field of the Earth was large
enough.
Milonni, [67], introduced Larmor precession and spin relaxation into his Bloch
equation development. He determined that Larmor precession due to Earth’s mag-
netic field tended to redistribute the magnetic sub-level population and hence nega-
tively impact exclusive utilization of the F = 2 to F = 3 transition (optical pumping).
This model was further generalized by Telle [95] [96]. All of these developments solve
the Bloch equation system separately for different velocity groups, and then, they
perform a weighted average to determine return flux. These developments all neglect
recoil due to radiation pressure, which requires a more accurate model.
Holzloehner, [43], describes the threeevils of sodium laser guidestar operation:
Larmor precession, recoil due to radiation pressure, and transition saturation [43].
These may be thought of as the three most important effects to capture in modeling,
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beyond the optical excitation scheme. These ill effects are essentially the three effects
which most dominate the inefficiency of a sodium laser guidestar. As discussed
above, Larmor precession can negate optical pumping if the laser’s radiation field
and the geomagnetic field are not aligned, thus necessitating its inclusion into any
guidestar model. Moussaoi provides a complete discussion of this effect and other
geomagnetic effects in detail [69]. Radiation pressure was found to lead to optical
hole burning for typical (>10 W) CW operation [42]. Several groups suggested
methods to decrease this effect via chirping the laser radiation [42] [43] [53]. In
practice, this is not required. Simply broadening the laser linewidth slightly or
repumping the photons lost via saturation to the F = 1 ground state, as described in
Chapter 2, provides enough additional population to avoid the effects of stimulated
emission for all current guidestar laser systems’ possible mesospheric irradiances.
However if a sodium LGS’s mesospheric irradiance grows sufficiently large, chirping
may be necessitated. Approximately 200 W launched from the ground would induce
a sufficient irradiance in the mesosphere to necessitate chirping. Saturation, in this
case specifically, means the depopulation of the F = 2 ground state to the F = 1
ground state; sometimes this is called downpumping [43]. This effect is discussed in
depth in Chapter 2. Without simultaneous pumping of D2a and D2b (henceforth
referred to as repumping), high power CW laser guidestars (> 20 W) see strong
saturation and a departure from linearity in the input power versus return flux.
Indeed, [20] found that laser powers above approximately 55 W yielded no increase
in return flux. In the same development, repumping with a modest 10% of the
total guidestar power was shown to increase the return flux by 1.6 times! Other
developments, [34] [46], found a factor of 2.4 increase is possible with the design
shown in Chapter 3 for the Toptica Sodium Star 20/2. In Chapter 7, a design using
a broadband OPSL repumping source and a narrowband primary guidestar is shown
to provide an increase in return flux as high as 2.8 times.
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6.4 Bloch Equation Model Development
In this work, the evolution of atoms in the atomic density matrix is modeled by
using the Bloch equations following the development of Holzloehner [43]. The den-
sity matrix imparts the statistical behavior of a group of sodium atoms within the
D2 manifold. To ensure accurate representation for atoms with different velocities
(and thus, occupying a different area of the Doppler profiles shown in Chapter 2),
the density matrix should be dependent on the velocity of atoms with respect to
the guidestar laser’s incident radiation field. This development is considered semi-
classical as the atoms are treated quantum mechanically, but the interaction with
the radiation field is treated classically [43]. To ensure that all velocity groups are
treated appropriately, velocity groups are constructed as discrete subsets of the total
Doppler profile. Each velocity group can be viewed as a collection of atoms modeled
to have a fixed velocity with respect to the laser’s radiation field (a computational
bin), which is reasonable given a Maxwellian distribution of atoms within the meso-
sphere at temperatures around 200 K [43].
d
dt
ρ = ih¯[H, ρ] + Λ(ρ) + β (6.1)
H = H0 +HE +HB (6.2)
HE = −d · E (6.3)
HB = −µ ·B (6.4)
Equation 6.1 provides the Schro¨dinger wave equation for the generalized evolution
of an atomic density matrix. Equation 6.2 provides the total Hamiltonian H as a sum
of H0 (the unperturbed energy manifold of the sodium atom), HE (the Hamiltonian
for the interaction of the electric dipole, d, and the laser’s E-field), and HB (the
Hamiltonian for the interaction of the magnetic moment, µ, and the laser’s B-field
and the B-field of the Earth). h¯ is Planck’s constant divided by 2pi. i is the imaginary
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number. ρ is the atomic density matrix. The Λ term is added to capture processes
not described by the Hamiltonian, such as spontaneous decay, spin relaxation from
collisions, recoil due to radiation pressure, a simulated relaxation rate to account for
changes in the laser phase due to a finite laser bandwidth, the physical extent and
behavior of the laser beam, and the beam’s and sodium atom’s relative motion. β
denotes the repopulation rate of atoms entering into the beam. β is thus ignorant of
ρ and is a separate term from Λ. This again follows previous developments, [13] [43],
and a more complete explanation and detailed development for each discussed term
(specifically H, Λ, and β) in Equations 6.1 and 6.2 can be found in those works. This
works discuss that the typical method used to model the effects of laser-induced
atomic recoil is to simulate a fraction of the excited-state atoms in a particular
velocity group to shift to another velocity group after a decay which induces recoil.
The recoil shift is equivalent to a Doppler shift of 50 kHz per decay. The fraction of
atoms moved between each velocity class is the recoil Doppler shift divided by the
particular velocity group’s bandwidth [43].
ρ˙ = Aρ+ b (6.5)
A = ih¯[H, ρ]ρ−1 + γsd + γvcc + γs + γex + γbw (6.6)
b = γentCNa (6.7)
Equation 6.5 shows the atomic density matrix in the more familiar Bloch equa-
tion format as described by [43]. In Equation 6.5, A is a matrix related to H and
Λ(ρ) given by Equation 6.6 , and b is a vector related to β given by Equation 6.7.
The terms in A other than the Hamiltonian represent terms added to account for
relaxation process not described in the Hamiltonian [13] [43]. Terms in A include
the Hamiltonian terms and terms associated with other relaxation processes given
by multiple γs. These γ terms account for spontaneous decay(γsd), collisional spin
relaxation (γs), velocity changing collisions and light induced recoil (γvcc), the exit
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of atoms from the laser beam (γvcc), and a term to account for laser bandwidth
as a variable dithering rate through multiple velocity groups (γbw). The entrance
of atoms into the laser beam due to the mesospheric wind and other processes is
independent of ρ and is given by Equation 6.7 where the rate of atoms entering in
the beam is dependent upon a rate (γent) for each velocity group bin multiplied by
the total sodium concentration CNa. A more complete description of each of these
processes and equation development can be found in previous works [13] [43].
The density matrix of Equation 6.5 can be used to handle all population and
coherences between all 24 M sub-levels found in Figure 2.1 as a coupled set of equa-
tions. Thus, a simulation of Equation 6.5 should be able to account for saturation
and pumping effects of exceedingly large laser radiation and geomagnetic fields (much
greater than current guidestar lasers or Earth’s field) [43]. A can be modeled as time
independent for CW light. This enables the steady-state solution of Equation 6.5,
which yields vectors ρ and b, which have 322 or 576 elements per velocity class,
respectively, depending on whether hyperfine states are included in the develop-
ment [43]. This yields a linear equation system with exceedingly large dimensions.
To solve Equation 6.5 for a given set of environmental parameters, one must select
a set of velocity groups or velocity group bins. Because the radiation field is tightly
peaked around the Doppler-shifted resonance frequency of the atoms, velocity group
bins should be narrower close to resonant atoms and bins should be wider for atoms
further from resonance [43].
6.5 The LGSBloch Model
As a collaborative effort, Dr. Ronald Holzloehner and Dr. Simon Rochester developed
a guidestar model which accounts for, any alkali atom taking into account sponta-
neous and stimulated emission, Larmor precession due to the geomagnetic field, ar-
bitrary elliptical light polarization, recoil, on the order of 100 coupled velocity classes
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with velocity-changing collisions and spin exchange, finite atomic dwell time in the
beam (atom replacement), arbitrary laser bandwidth, and repumping [43]. This model
provides the most complete description of the interaction of a guidestar laser with
the mesosphere and the associated return flux created to date. Therefore, this model
was chosen as the basis for modeling and simulation to optimize guidestar design,
to compare to previous guidestar returns, and to develop a new OPSL guidestar
system. The program, known as LGSBloch, is written in Mathematica, and it is
based on the public domain Atomic Density Matrix (ADM) package developed to
solve Bloch equations for any atomic species. Details for installing the ADM package
and LGSBloch can be found in Appendix A.
LGSBloch solves Equation 6.3 using the iterative BiCGSTAB (stabilized bicon-
jugate gradient) method built into Mathematica [43]. The BiCGSTAB method is a
Krylov method in which an initial guess is improved by decreasing the residual over
a subspace with dimension much less than the space-size of the total system. The
rate of convergence to a solution is improved by pre-multiplication with the approx-
imate inverse of a variable known as a preconditioner. This preconditioner is found
by disregarding all terms connecting density matrix elements from separate veloc-
ity groups by setting them to zero. The matrix is then inverted for each separate
velocity group, yielding the preconditioner. This solution is then used to determine
the photon flux per solid angle emitted in a given direction as the expectation value
of the fluorescence operator [16] [19] [43]. This development focuses on the use of
modeling and simulation for CW guidestars; however, LGSBloch can model pulsed
guidestars. Hence, some of the predictions and results covered in Chapter 7 can be
developed analogously for pulsed operation with LGSBloch [43] .
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6.6 Developments Beyond the LGSBloch Model
Though LGSBloch provides an excellent framework for simulation of return flux for
sodium laser guidestars; LGSBloch has not, to date, provided a method to optimize
the design of new types of guidestars to improve LGS performance. This seems an
obvious extension of this work as the model provides exceedingly accurate results
with good agreement to historic and new data as shown in Chapter 7. Therefore,
LGSBloch is an ideal backbone over which simulations can be run by varying LGS
input parameters to optimize return flux and simplify LGS design.
LGSBloch does not allow for a simultaneous multi-line pumping scheme in which
the D2a and D2b excitation source have different bandwidths. As discussed in Chap-
ter 2, to ensure the largest number of atoms are in the F = 2 ground state, the optimal
guidestar system would be D2a excitation with a narrowband source, with a broad-
band D2b repump source. The broadband D2b pump is intended to saturate the D2b
transition quickly as discussed in Chapter 2 and by Kibblewhite [53]. Saturating the
D2a transition in the same way would obviously decrease output power; therefore, a
narrowband source is preferable for D2a. To capture this effect, an additional band-
width input for the D2b repump source was added to LGSBloch by adding additional
terms to the LGSBloch code covering Equation 6.2, and then, by adding an addi-
tional linewidth term to the associated terms in LGSBloch, as opposed to using the
originally specified laser linewidth. In LGSBloch this was accomplished specifically
by modifying the DitherRate function, which is determined by the guidestar laser’s
bandwidth or FWHMbw in LGSBloch. DitherRate determines the rate at which the
laser beam’s frequency interrogates different velocity classes due to Dithering i.e. the
bandwidth of the laser. By including a conditional if statement in the DitherRate
definition which depends on the frequency of the guidestar laser, the effect of us-
ing lasers of differing bandwidth simultaneously can be modeled. By adding a term
to the Hamiltonian in LGSBloch which specifies that if F = 1 and the atom is in
the ground state then set DitherRate to the specified bandwidth for the repump-
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ing laser (D2b bandwidth) and otherwise use the bandwidth for the primary pump
source (D2a bandwidth). Outside changes made to the Hamiltonian of D2b (for D2a)
the base code of LGSBloch remained unchanged to simulate different D2a and D2b
bandwidths.
Further, LGSBloch did not provide a method to fully capture the deleterious
effects of extremely narrowband lasers (approximately 100 kHz) observed recently
at SOR [92]. Recent publications provide a through description of the increased
saturation of the sodium layer due to these effects [8]. As Happer states, the return
flux from an LGS system is limited more severely than previously believed in the
extremely narrow linewidth case. This is due to collisions with residual atmospheric
gases which transfers atoms to velocity groups that cannot interact with the laser field
and due to the Larmor precession of spins away from strongly absorbing orientations.
By this process, a narrowband LGS can produce an extreme spectral hole burning
effect, which produces non-equilibrium velocity distributions for the mesospheric
sodium atoms [8]. To capture this effect, an additional term was added to account
for the smaller amount of sodium atoms accessible to such a narrowband laser field
by modifying the collision rates and Larmor precession values when laser fields are
modeled with linewidths below 10 MHz. However, through the author’s contact with
the authors of LGSBloch, an updated version of LGSBloch (currently unreleased to
the public) was produced that accounts for these effects. The author was able to
obtain a copy and the updated model showed good agreement with on-sky results
from SOR [92]. Developments of LGSBloch for PLGS systems will be covered in
depth in Chapter 8.
6.7 LGSBloch Model Inputs
Table 6.1 provides the inputs to LGSBloch with descriptions and typical values.
In practice, most of these values are held constant and only a few are varied to
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analyze guidestar performance for an LGS system. These include launch laser power
(P), mesospheric laser irradiance (I), laser FWHM linewidth (∆f), and repumping
power fraction (q). The environmental parameters or atmospheric and mesospheric
parameters were determined by the site location and the mesospheric profiles found
in Table 2.1 [75]. Launch telescope parameters can be varied to optimize design,
but, in general, after the ideal launch telescope diameter (D) and beam radius (w)
are found, the other parameters are scenario-dependent for a given target, time, site,
and time of year. A more in-depth look at the development of each parameter can
be found in Holzloehner [43].
Table 6.1: Simulation parameters for LGSBloch adapted from [43].
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6.8 LGSBloch Model Outputs
The outputs of interest for this development from LGSBloch all allow for the estima-
tion of photon return flux from a sodium LGS and a PLGS. The important quantity
known as the beam figure of merit (sce), which is in units of
photons/s/W/(atoms/m2). The figure of merit essentially provides a normalized
photon emission parameter for a given sodium LGS. It measures the number of
photons emitted per sodium atom, per watt of laser power launched, per time in sec-
onds. Calculating sce involves calculating a repository of different mesospheric beam
characteristics, such as irradiance and beam spot size. Then one may calculate this
figure of merit by integrating across the beam profile for different characteristics.
This is a computationally intensive process, but it delivers very accurate results and
calculates the return flux based solely on quantities well established for any LGS
system. To calculate the total return flux (Φ) in photons/s/m2, one can utilize the
formula provided by Holzloehner [43]. sce allows comparison of different laser system
in a normalized way and is often used to find the laser system which creates the
strongest optical emission regardless of scenario. As discussed previously, photon
return flux (Φ) is the most important factor for determining the efficacy of an LGS
system for most applications. The quantities of less interest, ψ and Ψ, are often
utilized also. These measure specific atomic photon return flux per solid angle and
total return flux per solid angle, respectively, and may be calculated from Φ. It is
common to choose to report ψ as a figure of merit for an LGS system to compare
different LGS systems in a normalized way [43]; however, this neglects the impor-
tance of total LGS return flux as the primary ability of a beacon to be used as a
cooperative source for an AO system. Ψ has units of photons/s/sr/atom, and ψ has
units of photons/s/sr/atom/(W/m2). This method for calculating Φ is referred to
henceforth as the more accurate LGSBloch method. LGSBloch also provides a less
computational intensive method to calculate Φ using the equations provided in the
same work [43]. This assumes a known mesospheric spot size and a known meso-
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spheric irradiance based on user inputs. This method can be nearly as accurate and
much less time consuming, up to 10 times faster. Yet, this method only provides ac-
curate results if the user has a good knowledge of the interplay between mesospheric
irradiance, mesospheric spot size, launched laser power, and the launch telescope
characteristics for a given scenario. If the user does not have a good understanding
of how these characteristics interplay for a given scenario, the more accurate method
is preferable. In Chapter 7, the methods are compared and are found to have fairly
good agreement in most cases; however, unless otherwise stated, the accurate method
is the preferred method for this work.
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7.1 Experimental Setup
To utilize the LGSBloch model of Chapter 6 for guidestar laser design and to opti-
mize guidestar return flux, the model must be well validated against both historic
and new experimental data taken from a guidestar laser operating on a large aper-
ture telescope. The author performed several nights of data collection to validate
the model developed in Chapter 6 by comparing measured photon return flux and
simulated photon return flux at SOR. The author also gathered a plethora of previ-
ous historic data (where pertinent) to compare measured photon return flux to the
LGSBloch model’s predicted return flux. Figure 7.1 provides imagery taken from
the 3.5 m telescope, and a photograph taken from a wide field of view camera of
the SOR laser guidestar during several series of on-sky testing. The guidestar was
then imaged by the 3.5 m telescope and a special apparatus was used to determine
return flux. The exact optical design of the entire 3.5 m system is not releasable to
the public. In all shown cases, experimental data were measured at the fifth mirror,
or the Naysmyth focus, in the SOR telescope. All of the parameters required for
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the model of Chapter 6 are within the range of those provided in Table 6.1. Specific
atmospheric characteristics to fill in the atmospheric scenario parameters of Table
6.1 were collected by SOR monitoring equipment throughout each observation night
or, for historic data, were provided by Dr. Jack Drummond.
During the experiments performed for this effort, the guidestar lasers were
launched from either a 20 cm telescope attached to the 3.5 m telescope or a 30 cm
beam director adjacent to the 3.5 m telescope. The two launch telescopes were
never simultaneously used. Two different guidestar laser sources were used for this
validation process. Historic data, for SOR’s SFG LGS system from 22 Dec 2005
previously published by [23], are used to validate the new model against previous
data for an extremely narrow (500 kHz) LGS. Several purpose-designed experiments
were developed as a part of this work using the Toptica Sodium Star 20/2 RFA LGS
at SOR. All presented return flux data taken on 22 Dec 2005 and 23 Nov 2015 used
the 20 cm launch telescope attached to the 3.5 m telescope at SOR to launch the
guidestar laser. All presented data taken on 2 Nov 2015 and 3 Nov 2015 used the 30
cm launch aperture adjacent to the 3.5 m telescope to launch the guidestar laser.
LGSBloch requires both a mesospheric sodium centroid altitude and a meso-
spheric sodium concentration to estimate return flux. These are together known as
a sodium profile. To determine a sodium profile on a given night, the model requires
at least two distinct data sets with at least two laser parameters varied; these must
be taken nearly simultaneously to allow for an accurate fitting. For instance, varying
launched laser power from 0 to 40 W with circular polarization, and then varying
launched laser power from 0 to 40 W with linear polarization, as [23] did. Varying
additional parameters (repumping ratio or bandwidth) allows for a more accurate fit,
but with only one varying parameter, only a sodium concentration can be supposed.
In this case, the sodium centroid altitude must be assumed to be the average value
for that location at that time of year. This is especially troubling because previous
results, [46], [75], showed that the sodium centroid altitude is variable and that the
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total return flux is highly variable for different sodium centroid altitudes (as much
as 20%).
As a part of this work, a sodium profile fitting routine was developed. The fitting
routine developed for this work was designed to take steps of 0.1 × 1013 atoms/m2 for
sodium concentrations and 0.5 km for sodium centroid altitudes. More fidelity was
chosen in the sodium concentration variable as the sodium concentration, as is shown
in this work and [46], fluctuates much more in a single night than sodium centroid
altitude. At SOR in general, sodium centroid altitudes vary from 90 – 95 km, while
sodium concentrations vary from 1.8 to 10 × 1013atoms/m2 [75]. As is shown below,
the sodium concentration can vary as much as two times at SOR during a single
night! Throughout on-sky testing for this work, this was found to be fairly typical.
The author’s goal was to influence the design of guidestar laser systems to in-
crease the performance of AO systems; therefore, the model was also used to predict
return flux for different guidestar laser system designs. By varying repumping ratios,
guidestar laser pump (D2a) bandwidth, guidestar laser repump (D2b) bandwidth,
guidestar laser polarity, and guidestar launched power, it is shown that for the next
generation of proposed guidestar laser systems (launched power in excess of 100 W)
an optimized guidestar source can provide 5 times better performance than the pre-
vious generation of guidestar laser sources. The optimal source for 50 W launched
laser power is found to be a broadband repump at 15% repump ratio with circular
polarization.
7.2 Comparison to Previous Return Flux Results
Previous results at SOR showed that the polarity of a guidestar laser strongly influ-
ences return flux [23]. Indeed, it was shown that insertion of a quarter wave plate
into a linearly polarized guidestar laser’s launching optics increased return flux by
approximately two times. Hence, Drummond, [23] proposed always launching circu-
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Figure 7.1: Imagery from a wide field camera and imagery from the 3.5 m telescope
at SOR of the RFA Guidestar taken on 23 Nov 2015. The return flux scale on the
imagery is yellow (2500 ph/cm2/s), orange (1750 ph/cm2/s), teal (1000 ph/cm2/s),
light blue (250 ph/cm2/s), blue (approximately 0 ph/cm2/s). Imagery provided by
Jack Drummond and from [91].
larly polarized light from a guidestar laser to enhance guidestar return. This practice
has since been adopted by almost all large aperture guidestar laser users [43]. Drum-
mond et al. provides an excellent source to benchmark a new model against because
it is both an important result, and the use of multiple polarizations during data
collection provides the requisite requirements listed above to enable full use of LGS-
Bloch [23]. A large amount of historic data were taken at SOR with only circular
polarization to benchmark guidestar performance, but these data are not nearly as
useful to benchmark the LGSBloch model, as a sodium profile cannot be fit explicitly
to these data sets.
Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show the fits from the LGSBloch model for data taken on
22 Dec 2005 with the SOR SFG guidestar. Note that the launched laser power is
in excess of 40 W. A sodium profile fit is added to both figures for reference. As
previously noted by [23], a strong amount of saturation is seen in both the modeled
return flux and the measured return flux. In fact, equal, incremental power increases
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Figure 7.2: Return flux model compared to historic data from [23] taken 22 Dec 2005
at SOR at 180 degrees azimuth and 89 degrees elevation.
above 15 W each yield a significantly smaller increase in return flux. This effect is
often termed saturation, but this is not technically saturation because increases in
power always yield increases in return flux, though they may be extremely meager,
as is shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3. This work will use the term diminished return
for this effect.
Diminished return is essentially a departure from linear behavior to logarithmic
behavior in the photon return flux to launched laser power relationship. This effect
is not as strong when circularly polarized light is used because both the measured
return flux and predicted return flux of Figures 7.2 and 7.3 show. The average error
between the predicted return flux and the measured return flux was 8.1%±1.2% for
Figure 7.2 and was 8.2%±1.3% for Figure 3. In general, the predicative capability of
this setup for return flux has been estimated to be within 5% to 10% [91]. In prac-
tice, a true measurement of the error would require a known sodium concentration
in the mesosphere and an exact guidestar laser launched power, both of which are
unknown to within roughly the same margin of error, due to mesospheric fluctuations
and optical loss in the guidestar launching optics, respectively. Therefore, an error
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Figure 7.3: Return flux model compared to historic data from [23] taken 22 Dec 2005
at SOR at 180 degrees azimuth and 89 degrees elevation.
of approximately 10% or less is typically viewed as providing an accurate predictive
capability for sodium LGS return flux for a particular launched laser power. Fur-
ther, a host of scenario parameters, mostly related to atmospheric conditions, are
only supposed, because these data were collected for a different purpose than for
benchmarking LGSBloch modeling. Based on these results, LGSBloch is found to
provide estimates of return flux for historic guidestar laser performance to within
the tolerance that is reasonably possible and is acceptable.
7.3 Return Flux Results and Analysis for SOR’s
RFA Lasers
In 2015, SOR purchased two 22.5 W RFA guidestar lasers with repumping from
Toptica Photonics. The commercial production name of the units is the Sodium
Star 20/2. To benchmark the LGSBloch model of Chapter 6 and to optimize the
performance of SOR’s RFA guidestar lasers, the author, along with his colleagues
at SOR, designed and performed numerous on-sky tests with both lasers as detailed
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above. The major goals of these tests were to determine the effects of the following
on guidestar return flux: repumping ratio, pointing direction, sodium profile nightly
fluctuations, and optimal polarization with repumping. The input values for LGS-
Bloch for the 30 cm launch aperture and the 20 cm launch aperture are shown in
Tables 7.1 and 7.2 respectively. Data collection for Figures 7.4 – 7.11 used the 30
cm launch aperture. Data collection for Figure 7.2, 7.3, and 7.12 used the 20 cm
launch aperture. Studies on the effect of guidestar laser bandwidth on return flux
were also desired, but the Toptica Sodium Star 20/2 has a constant bandwidth of
5 MHz, and SOR’s SFG guidestar laser (bandwidth 100 – 500 kHz) was not available
for simultaneous testing. However, accurately fitting data from the previous SFG
guidestar at SOR and the RFA guidestar lasers (whose bandwidths differ) still pro-
vides an accurate comparison and estimate of the effects of bandwidth predicted by
the LGSBloch model.
Figure 7.4: Return flux model compared to data taken on 2 Nov 2015 at SOR at 0
degrees azimuth, 60 degrees elevation.
As a part of this effort, over 20 nights of observational testing were performed.
The most important and pertinent results are summarized below. In Figures 7.2
– 7.12, it can be seen that the performance of the circularly polarized SOR SFG
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Table 7.1: Simulation parameters for LGSBloch for SOR guidestar from 30 cm launch
aperture.
guidestar laser at > 40 W launched without repumping is comparable to the circu-
larly polarized optimally repumped (12%) performance of the RFA guidestar laser at
approximately 15 W launched when controlling for differences in pointing direction
and sodium concentrations. It is of note, all the plots of return flux vs. launched laser
power for both historic and recent experiments feature the same labeling convention
and color schemes for the polarization and repumping ratios. The data points (trian-
gles, squares, etc.) denote data measured by the 3.5 m telescope, while the lines or
curves are the predictions for the same scenarios from the LGSBloch model. Sodium
profiles and laser pointing direction are provided on the figures and in the figure
captions respectively. Figures 7.4 – 7.12 are provided in chronological order to allow
for visual inspection of the changes in sodium profile throughout a single night and
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Table 7.2: Simulation parameters for LGSBloch for SOR guidestar from 20 cm launch
aperture.
across multiple nights.
The diminished return effects shown in Figures 7.2 and 7.3 are almost non-existent
in Figures 7.4 – 7.12 when the repumping ratio is > 0%. As predicted by [43], on-sky
testing confirms that guidestar laser repumping, even at low powers, is extremely
effective at increasing the total return flux from a guidestar. In fact, Figure 7.12
shows that at 20 W launched guidestar laser power, performance is increased by 1.6
times via repumping. This is not as large as the predictions of [43] or earlier in this
work, simply because the launched laser power is much lower than envisaged. As
shown in the following sections, with increasing laser power (> 30 W), repumping
becomes a necessity to eliminate a near complete diminished return effect.
Figures 7.4 – 7.7 feature the same experimental guidestar laser setup launched
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Figure 7.5: Return flux model compared to data taken on 2 Nov 2015 at SOR at 90
degrees azimuth, 60 degrees elevation.
at each cardinal direction at 60 degrees elevation. It was desirous that the data for
Figures 7.4 – 7.7 be collected as nearly to simultaneous as possible, but in actuality,
approximately 45 minutes lapsed between each data collection. Pointing direction has
a large effect on guidestar return flux, which varies by two times while maintaining
elevation with nearly constant sodium profiles. Hence, it is important that LGS-
assisted observations be planned and made at times which are most advantageous
for guidestar laser use. The main effect causing the change in guidestar return flux for
pointing direction is a change in the alignment of the magnetic field of the Earth and
the laser’s radiation field. Misalignment of these two results in an increase in both
Larmor precession and recoil-induced radiation pressure, as discussed previously.
The Earth’s magnetic field is utterly different for all localities, as is well known.
Therefore, these results show that each site using an LGS system must be cognizant
of the effects of the Earth’s magnetic field and of guidestar laser pointing direction
at that particular site to enable best guidestar performance.
As mentioned above, Figures 7.4 – 7.7 and Figures 7.8 – 7.11 are provided in
chronological order with each set on a given observation night to show the variability
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Figure 7.6: Return flux model compared to data taken on 2 Nov 2015 at SOR at 180
degrees azimuth, 60 degrees elevation.
of sodium profiles throughout a single observation night. It can be seen that sodium
profiles vary widely throughout a night. As Figure 7.8 and Figure 7.11 show, the
change of sodium concentrations over 6 hours can increase guidestar return flux in
the same sky location by nearly two times! This is much greater than predicted
previously and further necessitates the need for a more exhaustive study of the
nightly fluctuations in the sodium layer throughout the year using purpose-designed
monitoring equipment. Anecdotal evidence from SOR shows that, in general, sodium
concentration increases throughout a night during high sodium periods (winter or
fall months) and conversely decreases throughout a night during low sodium periods
(spring and summer months) [91]. However, this effect should be different for all
locations on Earth as the primary modus for difference in sodium concentrations
are changes in the mesospheric wind, the mesospheric temperature, and the local
mesospheric weather strength [75]. The variance in sodium centroid altitude is found
to be much less for different locations. Throughout all data collection (including
those not shown) centroid altitudes varied from by only 1 km in total over the entire
observation period (21 days). Hence, as discussed above, the fitting routine for
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Figure 7.7: Return flux model compared to data taken on 2 Nov 2015 at SOR at 270
degrees azimuth, 60 degrees elevation.
sodium profiles focused much more on accuracy in sodium concentrations than in
centroid altitude.
As Drummond, [24], previously noted, best guidestar performance at SOR should
be found at 190 degrees azimuth and 60 degrees elevation. This is shown in Figure
7.9. Worst guidestar performance should be at 10 degrees azimuth and at low ele-
vations. The lowest possible elevation for LGS use at SOR is 31 degrees; therefore,
the results for 10 degrees azimuth and 31 degrees elevation are shown in Figure 7.10.
Though the sodium profiles found to fit the data presented in Figures 7.9 and 7.10 are
very similar, optimal guidestar return performance with repumping is still shown to
be decreased by 6 times by a change in guidestar laser pointing direction. This offers
further confirmation, as predicted and shown by [24], that the deleterious effect of
misalignment with the magnetic field can almost completely negate the helpful ben-
efit of optical pumping. This can be seen by looking at the performance of circularly
polarized light without repumping, and linearly polarized light without repumping, in
Figure 7.9 and in Figure 7.10. In Figure 7.9, circular polarization without repumping
performs nearly as well as with repumping, but in Figure 7.10, circular polarization
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Figure 7.8: Return flux model compared to data taken on 3 Nov 2015 at SOR at 180
degrees azimuth, 85 degrees elevation. Data taken at UTC 0133.
without repumping performs as poorly as linear polarization. If circular polarization
and linear polarization perform equally, then the beneficial effect of optical pumping
has been completely negated. Yet, as Figure 7.10 shows, adding repumping provides
a great benefit (70% increase in return flux) in the situations where optical pumping
has become impossible due to the magnetic field misalignment. In fact as Figures
7.4 – 7.12 show, repumping is always beneficial even at modest laser powers and
in optimal or less than optimal conditions. Therefore, the author urges the use of
repumping for all LGS systems in all cases.
Figure 7.12 provides examples of typical LGS performance at SOR using an
RFA laser, with and without repumping, and up to 20 W launched power. Such
a powerscan is a commonly used tool at SOR to diagnose guidestar laser-induced
return flux performance. Performing data collection with and without repumping
provides for the requisite information to fit a sodium profile as discussed previ-
ously. Therefore, SOR has adopted the recommendation of the experimental collec-
tion setup of Figure 7.12 as the standard for power scans from henceforth based on
the information provided as a part of this effort.
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Figure 7.9: Return flux model compared to data taken on 3 Nov 2015 at 190 degrees
azimuth, 60 degrees elevation. Drummond et al. predicted best LGS performance in
this area. Data taken at UTC 0425 [23].
The average error in the LGSBloch model predicted return flux to the SOR 3.5
m telescope measured return flux for Figures 7.4 – 7.12 is 6.5%±0.7%. This is
slightly better accuracy than the historic data of the previous section. This is not
surprising as much more accurate atmospheric data were available. Further, more
laser parameters (repumping ratio and polarization) were varied to provide a more
constrained sodium profile fit. Again, a predictive capability of 10% or better is
generally viewed as the best possible given the uncertainty in launched laser power,
sodium profile fluctuations, and atmospheric fluctuations. Therefore, the LGSBloch
model, with the updates for bandwidth provided by this work, is shown to be the
most accurate tool for predicting guidestar laser-induced return flux ever produced
by far. This model is a powerful tool to predict sodium return flux for a host of
different conditions (different times of night, areas of the sky, and launched laser
parameters). Therefore, the model can be used to predict the return flux of new
types of guidestar lasers, which were not previously tested or currently available as
complete LGS systems, like an OPSL.
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Figure 7.10: Return flux model compared to data taken on 3 Nov 2015 at SOR at
10 degrees azimuth, 31 degrees elevation. Drummond et al. predicted worst LGS
performance in this area. Data taken at UTC 0505 [23].
7.4 Accuracy of LGSBloch Methodologies
The standard version of LGSBloch provides two methods for estimating guidestar
laser induced return flux at the ground, as previously discussed. These two methods
are denoted the accurate method and the less accurate method. A comparison of
the estimated return flux for the same scenario is provided in Figure 7.13. For the
remainder of this Chapter, the scenario and launching parameters listed in Table 6.1
will be used unless otherwise noted. It can be seen that the difference in predicted
return flux for each method is small, with the average difference between the two
being less than 6%. As stated previously, the less accurate method runs much more
quickly (10 times faster), but it requires some extant, a priori knowledge of the
mesospheric behavior of the launched guidestar laser beam. The accurate method
does not require this, but it is much more computationally intensive. For the sake
of accuracy, all of the figures in this work, other than Figure 7.13, used the accurate
method exclusively, but the less accurate method is noted to work nearly as well for
a fraction of the time required. The less accurate method would be very useful tool
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Figure 7.11: Model vs. data taken on 3 Nov 2015 at SOR at 180 degrees azimuth,
85 degrees elevation. Data taken at UTC 0748.
to provide a ball park estimate of guidestar laser induced return flux for the more
casual guidestar laser enthusiast.
7.5 LGSBloch Model Implications for Guidestar
Design
The results presented in Sections 7.2 and 7.3 demonstrate that the new LGSBloch
based-model can be used to successfully predict the performance of various types
of guidestar lasers in different conditions, with differing launched laser parameters.
Thus, the LGSBloch model can be expected to predict the performance of existing
guidestar laser designs, a guidestar OPSL design, or a design featuring a guidestar
OPSL repump. For all the modeling results from the LGSBloch model, figures are
presented in similar fashion (in terms of graphical setup and sodium profile informa-
tion) as to the benchmarking data of section 7.2 and 7.3. However, a different color
scheme was chosen for these data to reinforce the fact that the data is modeled and
not validated directly to data from the 3.5 m telescope at SOR. The model is used to
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Figure 7.12: Model vs. data taken on 23 Nov 2015 at SOR at 180 degrees azimuth,
85 degrees elevation.
provide predictions of guidestar laser performance for a host of variable laser param-
eters, and into laser power regimes not yet possible, to inform on the optimal design
for future systems. In this section, LGSBloch-modeled results are used to extend the
effects that were shown to influence guidestar laser return flux performance above,
to regimes not currently available in terms of launched laser parameters. Table 7.3
provides the generalized simulation parameters used with LGSBloch for these LGS
design studies, while specific parameters varied for each study are discussed in detail
below.
Figure 7.14 shows the effect of variable bandwidth on guidestar laser performance
for identical scenarios at SOR without repumping. The optimal bandwidth for an
LGS with 55 W launched is approximately 10 MHz, as predicted by the equation
given in [43] for optimal laser bandwidth. This is very close to the natural linewidth
of the optical pumping transition of 9.375 MHz. The performance of a 5 MHz and
10 MHz LGS design are found to be similar as are the performances of a 50 MHz and
a 1 MHz LGS system. A 100 kHz LGS system is found to decrease return flux by
approximately 25% at 55 W when compared to a 10 MHz LGS system. The effect of
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Figure 7.13: Comparison of accurate and less accurate methods of guidestar laser
return flux modeling. At SOR, under normal atmospheric conditions, at 180 degrees
azimuth, 85 degrees elevation, repumping ratio is 0%, polarization is circular. For all
comparisons and data simulations other than this figure, the accurate method was
used.
diminished returns is strongly present in all of the predicted returns; therefore, the
plot is limited in launched laser power to 55 W. From this result, 5 – 10 MHz should
be the approximate goal bandwidth for any new LGS systems. Therefore, 10 MHz
with circular polarization is utilized from henceforth to model the laser bandwidth
for narrowband sources (D2a and D2b). The Doppler broadened linewidth of 1 GHz
of the sodium D2a line in the mesosphere at 200 K with linear polarization is used
to model broadband sources hereafter.
The covariant effects of variable pump (D2a) and repumping (D2b) bandwidths
on predicted return flux is shown in Figure 7.15 up to 110W of launched laser power.
15% repumping was used for all plots in Figure 7.15. As can be easily seen, below
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Table 7.3: Simulation parameters for LGSBloch for guidestar design studies.
40 W, a narrowband pump and repump is the optimal guidestar design solution.
Above 40 W, a narrowband pump, coupled with a broadband repump, provides
the greatest return flux. An extremely narrowband (1 MHz) pump and repump
scenario, similar to [20], is also provided for comparison. The return flux of a typical
guidestar laser without repumping (1 MHz) under the same conditions is also shown,
to reinforce the importance of repumping at powers in excess of 30 W. The effects
of broadband pumping of D2a, as opposed to optical pumping of D2a, are known
to cause diminished returns as discussed by [53]; however, it is shown that, coupled
with optimized broadband repumping, such a laser source provides much better
guidestar returns than previously predicted without repumping. Figure 7.15 shows
that by coupling narrowband circularly polarized pumping of the sodium D2a line
(optical pumping) with broadband linearly polarized repumping of the sodium D2b
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Figure 7.14: Predicted guidestar return flux for differing guidestar laser bandwidths.
At SOR under normal atmospheric conditions, at 180 degrees azimuth 85 degrees
elevation, repumping ratio is 0%, and polarization is circular for narrowband sources
and linear for broadband repump sources.
line, linear performance can be maintained in guidestar return flux to launched laser
power above 110W! This is a very exciting result as it allows for a solution to eliminate
the extremely harmful effects of diminished return due to depopulation at current
guidestar laser powers and at those powers predicted for the next generation of
guidestar lasers. This was previously mentioned as a major challenge by [43].
To determine the optimal repumping ratio for different LGS designs, the updated
LGSBloch model was used to simulate guidestar laser return flux for repumping ra-
tios from 0.0 to 0.25 for identical conditions and with identical launched laser power.
The author performed this simulation for many launched laser powers and found only
slight differences in behavior and optimal repump ratio at powers between 40 W and
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Figure 7.15: Comparison of possible guidestar designs for differing D2a and D2b
laser bandwidths. At SOR, under normal atmospheric conditions, at 180 degrees
azimuth 85 degrees elevation, repumping ratio is 15% or 0% (D2a only curve), and
polarization is circular for narrowband sources and linear for broadband repump
sources.
115 W. Increased launched laser powers yielded an analogous increase in predicted
return flux, but it did not greatly vary the optimal repump ratio. Hence, the op-
timal repump ratio for a narrowband 40 W LGS and a narrowband 100 W LGS
were found to be nearly the same. Figure 7.16 provides the optimal repump ratios
for all of the setups listed in Figure 7.15 with the same color scheme. Note that
with broader bandwidth repump sources, slightly larger repump ratios are preferred.
Optimal repump ratios vary from 12.5% in the very narrowband case to 18.5% in
the narrowband pump and broadband repump case. This is supposed by the au-
thor to be caused by the variable effects of depopulation. As depopulation becomes
more problematic (higher total return flux), increasing amounts of energy must be
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siphoned off to reduce the effects of depopulation. As shown in previous work, [43],
at extremely high mesospheric irradiances (> 1000 (W/m2)), repumping factions
in excess of 20% are required. For a 200 W LGS with narrowband pumping and
broadband repumping, 22% repumping was found to provide the most advantageous
return flux. Figure 7.15 also shows the extreme benefit of even modest guidestar laser
repumping. In fact, a 2% repumping ratio yields a nearly 2x performance increase in
guidestar return flux. This again touts the inherent importance of even non-optimal
repumping. For typical guidestar laser powers to achieve the same performance from
a guidestar laser without repumping, as a guidestar laser with repumping, an LGS
system would require a 2.5 times increase in launched laser power.
Figure 7.16: Comparison of possible guidestar designs for differing repump ratios.
At SOR, under normal atmospheric conditions, at 180 degrees azimuth, 85 degrees
elevation, launched laser power is 110 W, and polarization is circular for narrowband
sources and linear for broadband repump sources.
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Figures 7.14 – 7.16 show that a broadband repumping source, such as the
guidestar OPSLs presented in Chapter 4, coupled with a narrowband pump source,
could enhance guidestar performance by approximately 20% compared to a nar-
rowband pump and repump source. Further, a broadband repump coupled with a
narrowband pump provides an increase of 5 times over a traditional optical pump-
ing source without repumping. Also, as Figure 7.15 has an inflection point at 40
W, lasers with adjustable D2a and D2b bandwidths are preferable to lasers with
fixed bandwidths for optimal LGS performance when total launched power is above
40 W on-sky. This further necessitates the requirement for the next generation of
guidestar lasers to have such a feature. Currently, no proposed guidestar laser other
than an OPSL has a variable laser linewidth greater than 30 MHz. Removal and re-
placement of the etalon shown in Figure 4.6 would enable variable linewidth control.
At higher launched laser powers, due to the flexible bandwidth of an OPSL, which
allows for better matching to the optimum bandwidth, an OPSL would serve as the
optimal candidate for a broadband D2b repumping source. OPSLs with the required
characteristics are currently being built by the same group [49] [57] [82].
Optimal performance from current and future guidestar sources creates a strong
need for accurate and precise guidestar modeling as well as adaptable guidestar
laser designs. The updated LGSBloch model has been shown to provide accuracy of
approximately 6% for estimated return flux, which is well within the requirement for
both accuracy and precision for a guidestar return flux model to serve as a predictive
tool. Therefore, this model can be used as a tool for investigating the optimal design
of LGS systems. Using this model, the author found that the current generation
of guidestar designs are not optimal for current guidestar peak performance and
are woefully inadequate for future proposed guidestar system with powers in excess
of 50 W. Therefore, the author proposes that a guidestar OPSL repump be tested
with a large aperture telescope already hosting an LGS system as soon as is fiscally
feasible, schedule permitting.
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8.1 PLGS Model Background
Based on the PLGS OPSL design and results presented in Chapter 5 (Figures 5.4 –
5.8), OPSLs with narrowband linewidth (approximately 4 GHz), and powers in ex-
cess of 12 W, are now available at 1140 nm. Therefore, a laser source exists to enable
correction of differential tilt when partnered with an already existing 589 nm LGS
system. To make full use of such a system, and to predict the expected performance
of such a PLGS system to measure the differential tilt between PLGS and LGS
beams, one must first develop a detailed model which can estimate the simultaneous
mesospheric photon return flux at both 589 nm and 1140 nm. The new LGSBloch
based model developed in Chapter 6 can serve as an excellent starting point for the
modeling of transitions amongst any alkali atom’s energy levels [83]. Therefore, the
LGSBloch model is extended to include the upper excited states shown in Figure 2.5
and transitions amongst all of the hyperfine states shown in Figure 2.5, to enable
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modeling of the performance of a PLGS and an LGS system simultaneously. The
analysis and simulations performed with this new return flux model, based on LGS-
Bloch, show that the powers currently achievable by an OPSL emitting at 1140 nm
are sufficient to create PLGS mesospheric spontaneous emission with return flux in
excess of 100 ph/cm2/s for typical conditions at SOR when pointing overhead.
In addition to estimating the return flux of a PLGS system, it is also important to
simulate the ability of a hypothetical optical system to estimate the differential tilt
between an 1140 nm PLGS and a 589 nm LGS system. This can be done via wave-
optics simulations for a hypothetical system of guidestar launching optics. The simu-
lation then models the overlap, based upon the launching optics, of the two guidestar
laser beams in the mesosphere, with the assumption that mesospheric sodium atoms
will only fluoresce at 1140 nm (1141 nm in the mesosphere) when the two beams
directly overlap in the mesosphere. Such wave-optics simulations are developed in
this work, and different methods for structured-illumination of the mesosphere are
presented and modeled for the first time. These methods of structured-illumination
enable an increase in the minimum detectable tilt via the PLGS without necessitat-
ing an increase in the PLGS return flux and without an analogous required increase
in PLGS launched power.
8.2 PLGS Return Flux Model Development
Previous works, [10] [76], presented methods for estimating return flux generated in
the mesosphere for their respective PLGS system; however, these developments were
rate-equation based, not Bloch-equation based. Any rate equation model will suffer
from many of the problems of previous LGS rate equation models, as discussed in
Chapter 6. Therefore, it would be extremely useful to extend the LGSBLoch model
to the possible sodium excitation and decay between the 3P3/2 and 4S1/2 sub levels.
Such a development would provide estimates of return flux for a PLGS system and
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an LGS system simultaneously, to allow for the creation of a baseline for expected
PLGS performance when coupled with a typical LGS system. As a reminder, Figure
2.5 and Appendix C show the hyperfine structure of the sodium 3S1/2, 3P3/2, and
4S1/2 sub-levels and the proposed PLGS laser excitation scheme.
By amending the model for return flux from Chapter 6, a model was developed
for estimating return flux for mesospheric sodium laser excitation at 1140 nm, in
addition to laser excitation at 589 nm. This model used a similar Bloch equation
development to that of LGSBloch, but includes new Hamiltonian terms for 1140 nm
excitation in addition to 589 nm excitation. These new Hamiltonian terms are simply
added to LGSBloch with conditional if statements to trigger in the case of excitation
by the 1140 nm laser analogous to those discussed for adding additional bandwidth
terms to the additional Hamiltonian term for repumping with a different bandwidth
from D2a pumping discussed in Chapter 6. The Bloch equation is unchanged from
Equation 6.1 for this development; however, Equation 6.2 features additional Hamil-
tonian terms to govern the interaction of the 1140 nm laser’s radiation fields (both
electric and magnetic) with mesospheric sodium atoms. These new Hamiltonian
terms may be inserted directly into LGSBloch and used to simulate the PLGS case
with some changes to LGSBloch. Equation 8.1 shows the updated Hamiltonian used
in LGSBloch for PLGS excitation. After adding the additional terms in the Hamilto-
nian, these additional terms must be handled in each subsequent LGSBloch equation,
which includes terms from the Hamiltonian. This involves creating many new vari-
ables and amending a large amount of LGSBloch code, but the development of the
Hamiltonian structure in LGSBloch can be followed nearly verbatim. In addition to
updating LGSBloch for PLGS simulations, the hyperfine structure information for
the 4S1/2 must be added to ADM. The version of ADM packaged with LGSBloch
only contains the energy level information for the 3S1/2, 3P1/2, and 3P3/2 sub-levels
and the hyperfine structure for the sodium atom. The energy level information for
the hyperfine structure of the 4S1/2 sub-level must also be included and was obtained
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by the author from [70].
H = H0 +HE589 nm +HB589 nm +HE1140 nm +HB1140 nm (8.1)
To estimate return flux at 1140 nm requires that parameters analogous to those
shown in Table 6.1 be developed for a PLGS system. These parameters should be
essentially unchanged, because none of them are sub-level dependent. Therefore,
identical parameters to the LGS return flux parameters (Table 6.1) were used for
the PLGS return flux simulations unless otherwise noted. The author performed a
host of PLGS simulations at multiple locations and multiple guidestar laser powers
to determine the most efficacious PLGS setup and to provide an average estimate
of return flux at 1140 nm and 589 nm simultaneously. Figure 8.1 shows a sample
of the predicted return for 1140 nm compared to the return for 589 nm for typical
conditions at SOR such as those listed in Table 6.1. The sodium profile and the
laser parameters used to create Figure 8.1 are shown on the figure and in the caption
respectively. For Figure 8.1, the PLGS powers were increased, but the LGS powers
were held co-constant so that when 5 W of 1140 nm laser radiation is simulated to
be exiting the launch aperture, 5 W of 589 nm laser radiation is simulated to be
exiting the launch aperture. This enables a 1:1 comparison of LGS and PLGS return
simultaneously. Figure 8.1 shows results that would be typical with current LGS
sources. To show the effects of more powerful LGS systems, which would increase
the available population in 3P3/2 for PLGS, these results were then extended in Figure
8.2 for variable launched laser powers for both LGS and PLGS simultaneously.
As Figures 8.1 and 8.2 show, the 1140 nm PLGS return flux seems to experi-
ence the previously mentioned diminishing returns effect much more quickly than
the repumped return flux from the 589 LGS system of a similar power. This is
theorized to occur because the sub-level energy difference between the two F states
within the 4S1/2 is much greater than that of the 3P3/2 state (four times greater)
and the mesospheric Doppler broadening of the 4S1/2 state is 541 MHz or roughly
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1/2 of that of the 3P3/2 state, as is shown on Figure 2.4. This effect essentially cre-
ates endemic downpumping in the PLGS return. This necessitates the use of both
linear polarization and broad linewidth to pump the 4S1/2 state for optimal PLGS
performance. Indeed, using a narrowband circular PLGS laser was found to decrease
return flux by approximately two times. The diminished return effect present in
PLGS return flux was observed consistently at all areas of the sky and at different
sodium concentrations for PLGS launched powers greater than approximately 15 W.
The diminished return effect seems mostly unavoidable in the PLGS return due to
the endemic downpumping and inability to repump the transition due to the close
overlap of the Doppler profiles
. From Figure 8.2, it was found that 1140 nm return flux ranged between 20 −
200 ph/cm2/s for a 15 W PLGS and 25 W LGS, throughout the sky and for different
sodium profiles. Increasing and decreasing sodium concentrations were found to scale
the resultant return flux linearly whereby a halving of sodium concentration yielded a
halving of PLGS return flux. This is expected based on the design of LGSBLoch. To
enable a base estimate of PLGS performance, the author divided typical PLGS return
flux by the return flux of the LGS system at the same power levels. From Figure 8.1,
on average, the return flux of the 1140 nm guidestar was 4.3% of the 589 nm guidestar
for equal launched powers ranging from 2–6% of the 589 nm guidestars return flux
for similar powers. Because Figure 8.1 is more indicative of the current status of LGS
systems than all of the possible combinations in Figure 8.2, the estimate of return
flux of approximately 4% of LGS return flux for PLGS return flux is a suggested
rule of thumb for estimating the return flux for a PLGS system paired with an LGS
system. This estimation technique will be used in this work to estimate the utility
and efficacy of a PLGS system for wave-optics simulations.
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Figure 8.1: Predicted PLGS return flux (1140 nm), at typical SOR conditions, at
180 degrees, azimuth 70 degrees elevation, for variable PLGS power. LGS simu-
lated used 589 nm laser parameters: 22.5 W launched power, 5 MHz linewidth, and
12% repumping; and 1140 nm laser parameters: 550 MHz linewidth, no repumping,
wavelength focused on upper state transition from Figure 2.5.
8.3 PLGS Wave-Optics Model -
Quad-Cell Method and Rotation Method
To simulate on-sky use of the 1140 nm PLGS system, a wave-optics simulation based
upon the work of previous PLGS developments was performed [76]. This development
presented a method to estimate minimum detectable tilt for a given optical system,
which then was coupled with a wave-optics simulation of two beams launched from
the ground to the mesosphere. These beams were then assumed to have differential
intensities based upon the return flux modeling in the previous section, That is to say,
that the 1140 nm guidestar was assumed to be roughly 4.2% as intense as the 589 nm
guidestar. The 1140 nm return flux estimate used for the wave-optics simulations was
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Figure 8.2: Predicted PLGS return flux (1140 nm), at typical SOR conditions, at
180 degrees azimuth, 70 degrees elevation, for variable PLGS power and LGS power.
589 nm laser parameters: variable linewidth (5 MHz - 20 MHz), and variable (5% –
20%) repumping; and 1140 nm laser parameters: 550 MHz linewidth, no repumping,
wavelength focused on upper state transition from Figure 2.5.
100 ph/cm2/s. The 589 nm return flux estimate used for the wave-optics simulations
was 2000 ph/cm2/s. From the work of the previous section, these were seen as typical
PLGS and LGS performance for average conditions at SOR; however, it was realized
that the minimum detectable tilts for these return fluxes were still too large and
not efficacious for determining tip and tilt aberrations for many of the telescopes
currently in-use LGS systems [29] [76]. Therefore, the author and Mr. Jeff Richey
postulated the idea of using structured-illumination of the 1140 nm guidestar’s laser
beam with the 589 nm guidestar’s laser beam. This setup was chosen rather than
the converse because the 589 nm laser beam will always be smaller than the 1140 nm
laser beam for the same launching optics and beam expansion system. For reference,
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it is assumed that the 1140 nm detector is centered on the centroid of the 589 nm
return. Structured-illumination was devised to enable an increase in the total amount
of spatial information which can be garnered from the overlap of the two guidestars
(i.e. tip and tilt) during a single observation. Note, in the far field the beam profile
of the LGS and PLGS beams is assumed to be Gaussian for wave-optics simulations.
This approximation is fairly valid for LGS and PLGS lasers with M2 < 1.5, which
is true for the proposed OPSL PLGS and for all current LGS systems in use at
SOR [91].
Two methods for PLGS structured-illumination utilization were investigated.
These two methods were dubbed the quad-cell method and the rotation method.
The quad-cell method envisages four 589 nm beams subtended within a small cir-
cle with a larger 1140 nm beam encompassing these. If the 589 nm beams at the
edges of the 1140 nm beam were perfectly overlapped both on uplink (laser launched
from telescope) and downlink (guidestar photons observed at telescope) then four
1140 nm spots and four 589 nm spots of equal size and equal differential intensity
(intensity ratio) would be observed at the receive aperture. However, because of the
wavelength dependence of the tip and tilt aberration, this will not occur. Rather,
the 1140 nm beams will have different intensity profiles from the 589 nm beams and
they will be observed slightly shifted spatially from the 589 nm beams. The first is
the effect of uplink tilt and the second is the effect of downlink tilt. By launching
four 589 nm beams into the sky, as opposed to a single beam, the amount of usable
tilt information is increased. A graphical representation of this setup is shown in
Figure 8.3. As Figure 8.3 shows the resultant differential tilt direction and magni-
tude can determined by computing differential gradients on the four 1140 nm beams
observed at the receive aperture, thus enabling an accurate measurement of uplink
and downlink tip and tilt. A gradient in this case essentially determines the degree
to which the wave-optics modeled 589 nm beams overlaps with 1140 nm beam com-
pared to the ideal (no tilt) case for the same setup and then computes the difference
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in the position of each modeled beam from the ideal. The tip and tilt that enable
the beams to be overlapped at or near the ideal case can then be ascertained from
this information. The method was envisaged to be similar to creating a mesospheric
analog to a standard quad-cell detector used for tilt measurements, and thus, it is
called the quad-cell in the sky or quad-cell method for brevity.
Figure 8.3: Diagram showing quad-cell method for measurement of differential tilt.
Produced with Mr. Jeff Richey.
The other structured-illumination method devised is known as the rotation
method. This method rotates an 1140 nm beam around a 589 nm beam at a set
angular radius and periodicity. The 1140 nm return flux is then measured with re-
spect to time, with four observations during each complete rotation. As discussed
above, if the two laser beams had perfect overlap in the mesosphere then the return
flux would not vary versus time, but due to uplink tip and tilt, the return flux will
vary with respect to time. This enables a measurement of uplink tip and tilt unaf-
fected by downlink tip and tilt because only when the two beams overlap will the
1140 nm return be visible. Note, that this assumes that the wavelength dependence
in index of refraction in the column of air between the ground and the mesosphere
is not changing with respect to time. This is a good approximation as long as the
frequency of the measurements is faster than the so called Greenwood frequency, νg.
The differential tilt direction and magnitude are determined by computing gradients
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based on four observations made during each rotation. Further, the observed sepa-
ration between the rotating beam and the static beam will enable a measurement of
downlink tip and tilt. Figure 8.4 provides a graphical representation of the rotation
method showing the expected periodicity in the measured uplink tip and tilt.
Figure 8.4: Diagram showing rotation method for measurement of differential tilt.
Produced with Mr. Jeff Richey.
8.4 PLGS Wave-Optics Model - Results
To find the minimum detectable tilt for different telescopic configurations, one can
use the method provided by [76]. The overlap between the 1140 nm beam and the
589 nm beam is estimated by scaling the 1140 nm return flux to only occur when the
two beams overlap. For the wave-optics modeling, mount jitter and co-boresighting
are not considered. In general the jitter will be random and will slightly decrease
the estimated return flux, but this will be dependent upon the particular telescope.
Experiments at SOR have shown that co-boresighting multiple beams at the ground,
then creating near perfect overlap in the sky is possible and can be easily maintained
for many weeks at a time [92]. Therefore, the compensated uplink guidestar laser
beams should be approximately diffraction limited. The beam radius will thus be
given by the well known formula shown in Equation 8.2, where wmeso defines the
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mesospheric spot size and all other variables are previously defined in Chapter 6.
wmeso =
2
√
2
pi
λ
D
HNa (8.2)
For this development, the return flux at 1140 nm is estimated to be 100 ph/cm2/s
at 1140 nm, based on the average simulated performance provided from the LGS-
Bloch developments for a PLGS system above. The minimum detectable tilt is as-
sumed to occur when the ratio of the shot noise (detector noise) to the measurement
of tilt from the 1140 nm beam is 1 or unity. Equation 8.3 provides the expected tilt
of the uplink beam, due to the atmosphere, in µrad for the 1140 nm signal from [36].
In Equation 8.3, θλ gives the expected (idealized, monochromatic) tilt at a particular
wavelength where D is the launch telescope diameter in m and r0 is the atmospheric
turbulence scale size in m.
Using Equation 8.2 and the developments of [76] with a wave-optics simulation
provides the necessary information to estimate the minimum detectable tilt for dif-
ferent telescopic configurations with the quad-cell and rotation methods. Table 8.1
provides the scenario parameters used to estimate the minimum detectable tilt for
various telescopic receive and launch apertures. All of the simulations were performed
with the assistance of Mr. Jeff Richey using the Waveprop simulation package for
Matlab. The physical position of the PLGS beams was moved in the mesosphere to
find the optimal overlap geometry for both the quad-cell and rotation methods, but
the PLGS beams were limited to lie in the same isoplanatic area of the sky. The
physical size and thus separation of the beams will be variable based on pointing
direction. The limiting case should be at zenith. Therefore, all of the wave-optics
simulations (Figure 8.5 – Figure 8.10) will analyze zenith minimum detectable tilt
and PLGS performance. The zenith case should offer the most easily detectable
minimum tilt due to the optimized overlap of the 1140 nm beam and the 589 beam,
neglecting changes in return flux at 589 nm and 1140 nm due to changes in laser
alignment with the Earth’s magnetic field. Hence, the zenith wave-optics propaga-
tion simulation was viewed as the best possible case, to enable a proof of concept of
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the PLGS system for measuring tip and tilt aberrations. For the rotation method,
rotation scan times were varied from 1 to 20 ms to find optimal performance for each
telescopic setup.
Table 8.1: Simulation parameters for wave-optics PLGS minimum detectable tilt
simulations. Simulations designed with Mr. Jeff Richey.
Figures 8.5 – 8.7 show the minimum detectable tilt for the quad-cell and rotation
method for D = 20 cm, D = 40 cm, and D = 80 cm, plotted against receive telescope
diameter and total integration time in ms. Color scales for minimum detectable tilt
are provided on the right of each plot. For these figures, it was assumed that 1 µrad
of detectable tilt is an upper bound for PLGS performance required to be efficacious
as a tip-tilt aberration correction scheme. As can be seen, the quad-cell method
seems to provide more accurate measurements of tilt under the same conditions, but
both methods performed relatively well in all conditions, especially for large receive
apertures or long integration times. Both methods seem to have drastically improved
the PLGS performance for 1140 nm from that observed in previous works [29] [76].
As Figure 8.5 shows, large telescopes (> 3 m), using even relatively small launch
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apertures, are acceptable for detecting small tilt aberrations (< 1 µrad) by both
structured-illumination approaches. As Figure 8.5 shows, even modestly sized tele-
scopes (< 3 m), could benefit from this approach with launch telescope apertures of
40 cm or greater. By looking at Figures 8.5 – 8.7, it can be seen that the most influ-
ential parameter on PLGS performance, for a given receive telescope aperture size,
is the PLGS launch aperture size. Hence, structured-illumination with a modestly
sized launch aperture (> 20 cm) provides an excellent method for simply detecting
tilt.
Figure 8.5: Quad-cell method compared to rotation method via wave-optics simu-
lated minimum detectable tilt for 20 cm launch telescope. Produced with assistance
from Mr. Jeff Richey.
θλ = 0.3D
−1/6r−5/60 (8.3)
For many applications, it is more advantageous to determine a signal to noise
ratio for system performance rather than the signal itself. Therefore, the ratio of
the standard deviation of the tilt given by Equation 8.3, [36], was compared to the
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Figure 8.6: Quad-cell method compared to rotation method via wave-optics simu-
lated minimum detectable tilt for 40 cm launch telescope. Produced with assistance
from Mr. Jeff Richey.
minimum detectable tilt from the wave-optics simulation to provide a measurement
analogous to a signal to noise ratio for PLGS structured-illumination performance
for differing receive aperture sizes, integration times, and launch aperture sizes. The
ratio of the minimum detectable tilt to the standard deviation of the tilt (first divided
by second) is provided in Figures 8.8 – 8.10 for the quad-cell and rotation method for
D = 20 cm, D = 40 cm, and D = 80 cm for variable receive telescope diameters and
integration times. For minimum useful performance, a signal to noise ratio of 2 is
generally required, but for optimal performance, a signal to noise ratio of 10 or greater
is desired. As Figure 8.9 shows, a signal to noise ratio of 2, threshold performance, is
easily achievable for 3 m telescopes with small (20 cm) PLGS launch apertures with
both approaches. However, with smaller PLGS launch apertures (20 cm), only large
telescopes are capable of achieving the optimal performance of a signal to noise ratio
of 10 only for the quad-cell method. For larger PLGS launch apertures, modestly
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Figure 8.7: Quad-cell method compared to rotation method via wave-optics simu-
lated minimum detectable tilt for 80 cm launch telescope. Produced with assistance
from Mr. Jeff Richey.
sized telescopes (approx. 3 m) are able to achieve a signal to noise ratio of 10 for
both structured-illumination methods. This level of performance (signal to noise of
10) may require a PLGS launch aperture approximately one quarter of the size of the
primary mirror of such a telescope which may be unfeasible in practice. The quad-
cell method seems much more efficacious for the discernment of tilt aberrations when
analyzing the standard deviation of the tilt compared to the error in the measured
tilt. This is most likely due to both the greater total integration time for four versus
one guidestar laser beam, the restriction on the beams’ separation, and the decreased
standard deviation in the tilt due to static versus moving guidestar laser beams.
Therefore, the quad-cell method is probably slightly better at discerning usable tilt
corrections for AO. In practice, the method which is most easily implemented on a
particular telescope is probably the best choice, as either method is shown in Figures
8.8 – 8.10 to work effectively.
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Figure 8.8: Quad cell method compared to rotation method via wave-optics simulated
ratio of standard deviation of launched laser’s tilt to the minimum detectable tilt for
20 cm launch telescope. Produced with assistance from Mr. Jeff Richey.
8.5 PLGS Wave-Optics Model -
Analysis and Conclusions
Return flux modeling based on LGSBloch and wave-optics simulations have shown
that a PLGS structured-illumination approach provides sufficient performance to
correct for tip and tilt aberrations for most telescopes currently using sodium LGS
systems. Overall, the quad-cell method appears to be more accurate than the rotation
method; however, both structured-illumination methods provide a method to vastly
improve 1140 nm PLGS performance without drastically increasing 1140 nm
launched laser power. In practice, the quad-cell approach may be disadvantageous
(or advantageous for certain applications) as it would require separating a 589 nm
guidestar laser beam into multiple beams requiring multiple steering mirrors for
each beam and the 1140 nm beam. Such a setup is somewhat optically complex, but
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Figure 8.9: Quad cell method compared to rotation method via wave-optics simulated
ratio of standard deviation of launched laser’s tilt to the minimum detectable tilt for
40 cm launch telescope. Produced with assistance from Mr. Jeff Richey.
from the author’s knowledge, a similar setup is currently in use at Gemini Southern
Observatory to split a single guidestar laser into 4 separate beams before launching
and then to create 4 mesospheric guidestars. The rotation method does not require
multiple 589 nm beams, but is slightly less accurate. In practice, nutating a laser
beam launched from the ground at mesospheric distances, > 90 km, on the time scales
mentioned, > 1 ms, has been performed at SOR for over a decade and is a difficult,
but vincible, engineering challenge. Note, both the rotation method and the quad-
cell method will be sensitive to beam shaping and non-Gaussian intensity profiles in
the launched laser beam. Therefore, excellent beam quality is extremely important
for a PLGS system, further necessitating the need for lasers, such as OPSLs, which
naturally have good beam quality. Based upon these results, current OPSL systems
can provide the return flux and laser beam characteristics needed to implement either
of these two PLGS structured-illumination approaches and the aberrations detectable
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Figure 8.10: Quad cell method compared to rotation method via wave-optics simu-
lated ratio of standard deviation of launched laser’s tilt to the minimum detectable
tilt for 80 cm launch telescope. Produced with assistance from Mr. Jeff Richey.
from either approach is sufficient to enable the creation of a working PLGS system
for tip-tilt correction. Therefore, if a laser source can be proven to be capable of
excitation of the 1140 nm transitions, discussed in Chapter 2, for use as a PLGS
with a current LGS system then that system would be usable for correction of tip
and tilt aberrations, which are currently not correctable without a nearby natural
guidestar.
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Polychromatic OPSL Testbed
Development and Results
9.1 Introduction - PLGS Testbed Setup
Continuing on the the previous development of an OPSL for use as a PLGS in Chap-
ter 5, a testbed was constructed to test the ability of an OPSL emitting at 1140 nm
to induce excited state absorption at 1140 nm in a sodium vapor lamp and to induce
1140 nm spontaneous emission in a sodium vapor cell. In both cases, a population of
atoms in the 3P3/2 state was provided by inserting a low pressure sodium vapor lamp
into the testbed setup. A source for atoms in the 3P3/2 state is required because if a
population in this state is lacking then no atoms can be further excited by the OPSL
emitting at 1140 nm to the second excited state, 4S1/2. For reference, the sodium
transition diagram for the PLGS OPSL testbed scheme is shown in Figure 9.1 and
in Appendix C. Note, Appendix C provides further information on the sub-level,
fine, and hyperfine structure for the sodium atom. The main purpose of the PLGS
testbed was to serve as a setup on which experiments that would enable a proof of
concept for a PLGS OPSL system could be developed. The goal of the PLGS testbed
was to enable a proof of concept for both absorption and spontaneous emission in
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the second excited state in sodium at 1140 nm (the proposed PLGS absorption and
emission scheme) using an OPSL source.
Figure 9.1: Sub-level diagram for the sodium first excited state transitions (yellow
lines) and second excited state transitions (red line) used for the OPSL PLGS testbed.
Source for the first excited transitions populations in the PLGS testbed is a sodium
vapor lamp. Source for the second excited state transitions populations in the PLGS
testbed is an 1140 nm OPSL.
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9.2 PLGS Absorption Experimental Setup
To create an absorption testbed for the feasibility of a PLGS, the OPSL system of
Chapter 5 was utilized with a sodium vapor lamp. After warming up, low pressure
sodium vapor lamps provide steady state population densities in each of sodium’s
excited states shown in Figure 9.1 simultaneously. The vast majority of the sodium
atoms are excited to the 3P1/2 and 3P3/2 and then fluoresce returning to the 3S3/2
state. Hence, the lamp emits most intensely at 588 nm - 589 nm, and therefore, a
low pressure sodium vapor lamp can be thought of as providing a constant source
of sodium atoms in the excited 3P3/2 state. As the sodium atoms in vapor lamp
(or a vapor cell) are under a low pressure and are gaseous, atomic, and neutrally
charged, these sodium atoms are similar enough to those in the mesosphere already
excited by a 589 nm LGS to be utilized as a proof of concept for a PLGS system. By
shining the 1140 nm laser through the sodium vapor lamp, 1140 nm laser radiation
can be absorbed by the population in the sodium vapor lamp at 3P3/2. The OPSL
laser output transmitted through the sodium vapor lamp then impinged upon a
dichroic mirror with High Transmission (HT) at 589 nm and High Reflection (HR)
at 1140 nm. The light was then reflected and focused onto a power meter to provide a
measurement of excited state absorption while simultaneously measuring the output
wavelength. This entire system is shown in Figure 9.2 and constitutes the PLGS
absorption testbed. The testbed features both a BF and an etalon to enable linewidth
narrowing and wavelength control as required for a sodium PLGS OPSL.
9.3 PLGS Absorption Results
The setup of Figure 9.2 was tuned to different wavelengths from 1139.6 nm to
1141.2 nm to observe excited state absorption in the sodium vapor lamp by ro-
tating the birefringent filter to tune the output wavelength [33]. The excited state
absorption was measured with the lamp both on and off. As expected, the excited
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Figure 9.2: Schematic design for the PLGS OPSL absorption testbed consisting of a
PLGS OPSL source, a sodium vapor lamp, a dichroic mirror, and a power meter.
state absorption was found to be non-existent with the lamp off due to a lack of
population in the 3P3/2 state. Excited state absorption was found to peak at ap-
proximately 1140.4 nm, corresponding to the 3P3/2 to 4S1/2 transition as shown in
Figure 2.4. The greatest excited state absorption was found to occur when the out-
put laser power was near threshold (approximately 50 mW), both due to narrower
linewidth and a greater percentage of the 1140 nm laser radiation being absorbed by
a constant number of sodium atoms. These results are shown in Figure 9.3.
Sodium vapor lamps are known to have a warmup time [90], and therefore, an
experiment was devised to measure the excited state absorption of the sodium vapor
lamp as a function of time. In this way, the increasing population of sodium atoms
in the 3P3/2 in the vapor lamp could be shown to increase excited state absorption
in the 4S1/2 with time as the sodium vapor lamp warms up. The published warm-up
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Figure 9.3: Transmitted power measured through the PLGS testbed of Figure 9.2
with sodium vapor lamp off (grey) and on (black). The dip shown is associated with
the 3P3/2 to 4S1/2 transition.
time for the particular sodium vapor lamp utilized for these experiments was listed
as 15 minutes [73]. The sodium vapor lamp utilized was a Phillips model 23404-7
with 18 W drawn power and an emission output of 1800 lumens [73]. The PLGS
OPSL system was first tuned to the optimal absorption wavelength found in the
results of Figure 9.4 and the absorption was then maximized to find the optimal
absorption position for the BF for that particular day. In general, the testbed’s BF
required slight tweaking each day to enable optimal absorption. The laser’s output
power was then approximately maintained at 50 mW and the sodium vapor lamp was
turned off for approximately 30 minutes. Based upon decades of operation in lighting
fixtures [90], 30 minutes is sufficient time to enable cooling of the sodium atoms to
a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution for 300 K, the approximate temperature in the
room. After the 30 minute cooldown time, the sodium vapor lamp was plugged in
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Figure 9.4: Time vs. transmitted power through the setup of Figure 9.2 measuring
excited state absorption at 1140.4 nm. At minute 0 the sodium vapor lamp was
turned on. At minute 20 the sodium vapor lamp was turned off. Output laser
wavelength was maintained at 1140.4 nm for the duration of the measurement.
and total output power (transmission through the vapor lamp) was measured as time
increased using the setup in Figure 9.2. No tuning of the BF (or adjustment of any
other optic or parameter) was performed during the measurement of power versus
time. Thus any drops in transmission should be due to excited state absorption
increasing as the sodium vapor lamp warms up and the population in the 3P3/2
increases. The results for total measured power versus time are given in Figure 9.4.
The total transmitted power through the setup of Figure 9.2 was found to decrease
with time, with the drop in transmission leveling off at around 13 minutes. For the
next 7 minutes, the absorption was found to be relatively stable. At 20 minutes,
the sodium vapor lamp was turned off and the measured power through the cell
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was found to quickly increase. The measured power returned to roughly the initial
value within 2 minutes. The 13 minute warmup time measured with this method is
roughly in line with the manufacturer’s specifications [73] [90]. The ability of the
OPSL to induce absorption as shown in Figures 9.3 and 9.4 show that an OPSL
can induce excited state absorption at 1140 nm in sodium atoms with a previously
excited population in the 3P3/2 state. Thus, the efficacy of the OPSLs developed
as a part of this work to act as the 1140 nm source for a PLGS system is further
validated.
9.4 PLGS Spontaneous Emission Experimental
Setup
To enable spontaneous emission measurements with the PLGS system of Chapter 5,
a more complex experimental setup was devised compared to that of Figure 9.2. A
sodium vapor cell and 589 nm focusing optics were added to Figure 9.2 to enable
measurement of the induced spontaneous emission at 1140 nm from a sodium sample
(a sodium vapor cell) which was not being directly excited by electric discharge. The
sodium vapor cell consisted of an evacuated optically transmissive glass cylinder
which contained a small amount of solid sodium metal. The windows of the cell (flat
surfaces) were oriented to be orthogonal to the OPSL laser beam. The solid sodium
metal was contained along the edges of the cylindrical area of the cell between each
window. To allow spontaneous emission, the solid sodium metal must be heated to
approximately 320 K. By heating the solid sodium metal to 320 K, a small portion
of the solid sodium metal in the evacuated cell will become gaseous. The gaseous
uncharged atomic sodium is then in a low pressure environment, in a gaseous state
similar to the conditions of the mesosphere. Unlike in the mesosphere, the exact
sodium metal volumetric density is unknown, but it is much larger (many orders of
magnitude more) than in the mesosphere. Also, the sodium vapor cell temperature
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is much higher (approximately 120 K) than in the mesosphere. As a side note, the
increase in temperature increases the Doppler broadened absorption linewidth of the
sodium lines shown in Figure 2.5 and Figure 9.1 by approximately 1.2 times to those
indicated in Figure 2.5. Therefore, the sodium vapor cell provides a suitable analog to
prove that mesospheric sodium would also absorb and spontaneous emission under
illumination by identical laser light, but the results of the spontaneous emission
experiment are inadequate to baseline the PLGS LGSBloch model of Chapter 8.
To heat the sodium vapor cell a small oven was placed around the cell, but was
placed to not obscure either the windows or the sides of the cell. A bandpass 589 nm
filter was also added between the sodium vapor cell and the low pressure sodium
vapor lamp to ensure no 1140 nm light from the sodium lamp was incident upon
the sodium vapor cell. These additions were made because low pressure sodium
vapor lamps are well known to emit at 1140 nm as well as 589 nm, and despite the
relative success of the absorption testbed experiments shown in section 9.4, a method
was developed to ensure that no 1140 nm radiation from the low pressure sodium
vapor lamp could contaminate the spontaneous emission testbed results. The sodium
vapor cell was placed directly behind the output coupler for the PLGS OPSL with
the low pressure sodium vapor lamp and a 589 nm filter (a dichroic flat mirror HT
589 nm, HR 1180 nm) on one side and an 1150 nm bandpass filter (50 nm bandpass)
and a sensitive power meter on the other side. The 589 nm filter was the same
dichroic mirror utilized in the absorption experiment which was HR at 1140 nm
and HT at 589 nm. The bandpass 1150 nm filter was a 1150 nm CWL, 25 mm
Hard Coated OD 4 with a 50 nm bandpass from Edmund Optics. The bandpass
wavelength diagrams for the 1150 nm filter can be found in Appendix D. The total
OPSL power transmitted through the sodium vapor cell was also measured by a high
power (> 0.5 W) power meter. The sodium vapor lamp and the power meter used
to measure spontaneous emission were placed within 5 cm of the sodium vapor cell.
The author attempted to focus the light from the vapor lamp into the vapor cell
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and to focus the spontaneous emission emitted from the vapor cell onto the power
meter as shown in Figure 9.5. However, utilizing exact focusing seemed to greatly
degrade the spontaneous emission signal. Instead best performance was found when
the sodium vapor lamp and the power meter were placed as close as possible to the
sodium vapor cell. If not for the required focusing optics and filters the sodium
vapor lamp and the power meter would have been placed as close as possible to the
sodium vapor cell. This setup constitutes the PLGS spontaneous emission testbed
experimental setup and is shown in Figure 9.5. As in Figure 9.2, a BF and an etalon
are included to enable wavelength scanning and spectral narrowness respectively.
Figure 9.5: Schematic design for the PLGS OPSL spontaneous emission testbed
consisting of a PLGS OPSL laser source, a 589 nm mirror, an 1140 nm filter, a high
power power meter, and a sensitive power meter.
9.5 PLGS Spontaneous Emission Results
As discussed above, the absorption testbed’s experimental results showed that an
OPSL can induce absorption at 1140 nm in a sodium vapor lamp, but did not
show a test completely analogous to spontaneous emission from a PLGS mesospheric
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guidestar. Therefore, the absorption testbed was altered to enable a spontaneous
emission experiment. The new spontaneous emission testbed is shown in Figure 9.5
and is essentially the same setup as the absorption testbed with the addition of a
sodium vapor cell, filters, and a more sensitive power meter. As discussed above, by
adjustment of the birefringent filter and insertion of different etalons in Figure 9.5
the output wavelength and linewidth respectively of the OPSL can be altered. To
this end, the wavelength of the OPSL was scanned from 1137.5 nm to 1141.5 nm
while maintaining a constant illumination from the low pressure sodium vapor lamp
resulting in a fairly constant excited population in the sodium vapor cell. The side
fluorescence of the sodium cell at 1140 nm was measured using a sensitive power
meter as shown in Figure 9.5. Again narrowband filters at 589 nm and 1140 nm and
focusing optics were added between the sodium vapor lamp, the sodium vapor cell,
and the sensitive power meter to decrease contamination of 589 nm light at the power
meter and 1140 nm light from the sodium vapor lamp. Spontaneous emission was
found to peak at 1138.2 nm and 1140.4 nm as shown in Figure 9.6. These correspond
with the excited state transitions to 4S1/2 from 3P1/2 and 3P3/2 respectively. The
relative ratio of the detected spontaneous emission powers shown in Figure 9.6, above
the background, is 0.36 (power of first divided by second from left). This ratio is
comparable to the expected relative ratio of 0.42 for these transitions [70].
The results of Figure 9.6 show 4S1/2 excited state absorption and spontaneous
emission, but the linewidth of the transitions is not readily discernible and thus the
efficacy of the setup is somewhat questionable based solely on the results of Figure
9.6. Therefore, a further experiment was designed with the setup of Figure 9.5
to enable a more accurate measurement of OPSL laser linewidth and to enable a
more accurate measurement of OPSL performance for use to pump the transitions
to 4S1/2 from 3P1/2 and 3P3/2. The hyperfine structure diagram analogous to Figure
2.4 including the structure for 4S1/2, 3P1/2, and 3P3/2 sub-levels can be found in
Appendix C. The main limiting factor for data collection for Figure 9.6 was the
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Figure 9.6: Measured spontaneous emission power for OPSL PLGS testbed of Figure
9.5 for variable wavelengths showing peaks associated with transitions to 4S1/2 from
3P3/2 and 3P1/2. Wavelength measured on Agilent OSA.
utilized Agilent Optical Spectrum Analyzer (OSA), the author used a more accurate
OSA built by Thorlabs. This OSA was more precise and more accurate both in terms
of minimum measurable bandwidth and measured wavelength. By precise tuning of
the BF and by allowing time for the measured wavelength on the OSA to average to
a desired wavelength, much more accurate spontaneous emission data was captured
from the testbed of Figure 9.5.
Figures 9.7 - 9.9 show these results. Figure 9.9 shows the measured side spon-
taneous emission for the entire range from 1137.5 nm to 1141.5 nm with peaks as-
sociated with transitions to 4S1/2 from 3P1/2 and 3P3/2. A close-up of each of these
peaks is shown in Figure 9.7 and 9.8 corresponding to the 4S1/2 to 3P1/2 transitions
for Figure 9.7 and the 4S1/2 to 3P3/2 transitions for Figure 9.8. The wavelength
measured on the OSA is slightly different than that provided in Figure 2.4 and is
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Figure 9.7: Spontaneous emission power measured from the setup of Figure 9.5 for
wavelengths from 1137.8 nm to 1138.4 nm showing peak associated with transitions
to 4S1/2 from 3P1/2 in detail.
most likely due to either the calibration of the OSA, the low pressure in the sodium
vapor cell, or the slight difference in atmospheric pressure in Albuquerque versus at
sea level where the data provided in Figure 2.4 was measured by NIST [70]. Figure
9.7 and 9.8 show that the linewidth of the OPSL is slightly below 0.02 nm and is
more than suitable to induce strong spontaneous emission of the PLGS transitions
when combined with a source to excite the LGS transitions. In Figure 9.9, as above,
the relative height of the two peaks is on the order of 5 to 12 as expected by the
data provided by NIST [70]. Results from the PLGS spontaneous emission testbed
prove the designed OPSL system is able to provide the necessary characteristics to
serve as the laser source for a PLGS system.
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Figure 9.8: Spontaneous emission power measured from the setup of Figure 9.5 for
wavelengths from 1140.2 nm to 1140.6 nm showing peak associated with transitions
to 4S1/2 from 3P3/2 in detail.
9.6 PLGS OPSL Conclusions
Based on the results of this work, PLGS OPSL systems are capable of being developed
to correct for tip and tilt aberrations for large aperture telescopes. A system based
upon an OPSL has been shown to provide adequate laser characteristics to induce
second excited state absorption and fluorescence at 1140 nm when coupled with
a source of 589 nm light. Modeling and simulations of PLGS return flux and CW
PLGS utilization have shown that a system comparable to the presented OPSL could
easily serve as the 1140 nm source for a PLGS for tip and tilt correction in tandem
with any typical 589 nm LGS source. The modeling results coupled with the testbed
results provide a complete proof of concept for a PLGS OPSL system. Therefore,
the author urges that such a PLGS OPSL system be developed for immediate testing
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Figure 9.9: Spontaneous emission power measured from the setup of Figure 9.5 for
variable wavelength showing peaks associated with transitions to 4S1/2 from 3P1/2
and 3P3/2 with high resolution OSA.
with a large aperture telescope.
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Conclusions and Future Work
In this work, OPSLs have been shown to provide a compact and low cost laser
source for excitation of the sodium layer of the mesosphere to create a sodium laser
guidestar via single and two photon excitation schemes for LGS and PLGS systems
respectively. Based on the results presented in this work both via benchmarked
modeling and testing in a representative environment with a PLGS testbed, OPSLs
are shown to represent a paradigm shift in AO technology both for LGS and PLGS
systems. The acquisition costs, research and development costs, optical complexity,
and overall system size for a guidestar system using an OPSL are shown to have been
decreased by an order of magnitude with equivalent guidestar performance compared
to the current generation of LGS sources. Further OPSLs were shown to be the sole
source for narrow linewidth (< 5 GHz), high power (> 12 W) CW laser emission at
1140 nm to be used as the basis for a PLGS system.
A model based upon Bloch equations was developed to predict return flux for
sodium LGS and PLGS systems. The model was then used to simulate sodium LGS
return flux to compare to historic and new data from the SOR. These simulations
accurately predicted measured sodium LGS return flux to within 8% throughout
the sky, on multiple nights, and for many different atmospheric conditions. This
model was then extended to broadband repumping sources combined with narrow-
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band pumping sources to show that such a scheme, only currently achievable with
an OPSL, would optimize LGS performance for launched powers in excess of 40 W.
OPSL LGS repumping sources for broadband excitation of the entire D2b manifold
within the sodium 3P3/2 sub-level were found to be the optimal solution for the next
generation of LGS repumping sources. The Bloch equation model was then extended
to PLGS systems and the simulated return flux was utilized to predict the return
for an OPSL PLGS system. A wave-optics model was developed based upon this
predicted return flux to predict the performance of an OPSL PLGS to work with
a current 589 nm LGS source to enable direct measurements of tip and tilt aber-
rations constituting the first proof of concept for a CW sodium PLGS system. To
increase the performance of a PLGS system two methods of structured-illumination
of the mesosphere were simulated and developed as a part of this work. These
structured-illumination methods are shown to provide a large increase in PLGS sys-
tem efficacy by significantly increasing the minimum detectable tilt compared to
previous developments for equal PLGS return fluxes. To the knowledge of the au-
thor, the structured-illumination PLGS OPSL system represents the first feasible
system shown to provide tip and tilt aberration correction for most telescopes cur-
rently using LGS systems.
A testbed was developed to test the utility of an OPSL to induce spontaneous
emission and absorption of the required transitions for a PLGS system. Both spon-
taneous emission and absorption experiments showed that the OPSLs developed for
this work were sufficiently narrowband and provided adequate power at 1140 nm
enough to successfully induce absorption by and spontaneous emission in the 4S1/2
sub-level in sodium. The sub-level previously proposed for use as the source for
spontaneous emission for a PLGS system. Coupling these results with return flux
modeling and wave-optics modeling shows that OPSLs are poised to create a revo-
lution in LGS assisted AO by delivering the first system capable of correcting for tip
and tilt without a natural guidestar, if a large aperture telescope is willing to put
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forth the time and effort to integrate a PLGS OPSL.
Overall this work shows that OPSLs display distinct advantages over current
guidestar sources and will become increasingly attractive as guidestar lasers as OPSL
technology matures both for 589 nm LGS systems and 1140 nm PLGS systems. The
three most distinct advantages of OPSLs over current guidestar systems are: OPSLs
are more compact, less optically complex, and less expensive than current guidestar
laser sources. This work has shown that OPSLs offer the lone laser source for high
power CW (> 10W) 1140 nm radiation suitable for use as a PLGS source. Over the
last 5 years and through this work, OPSL have now been shown to successfully pump
the sodium transitions at 589 nm and 1140 nm in lab experiments. In the near-term,
OPSLs will most likely be utilized as LGS or PLGS systems via on-sky mesospheric
testing. Several groups are currently working to build and integrate such systems to
provide proof of concept and the author looks forward to the results of these efforts.
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Appendix A
Utilizing and Installing Guidestar
Model
A.1 Downloading and Installing ADM
The ADM package may be installed using the steps provided below. The author of
ADM highlights ADM’s versatility as: AtomicDensityMatrix is a package for Math-
ematica version 6 and later that facilitates analytic and numerical density-matrix
calculations in atomic and related systems. It is intended to be both general and
user-friendly, and to be useful to the working physicist as well as to students [83].
Instructions:
1. Go to http://rochesterscientific.com/ADM/
2. Have a Copy of Mathematica 9 or greater installed on your machine
3. Download ADM yy.mm.dd.zip
4. Select the menu item File ⇒ Install in the Mathematica Front End
5. When the file selector appears, choose the zip file that you have downloaded.
Select Open, and then Ok
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6. This should install the package in the correct directory. You may then have
to restart Mathematica to see the AtomicDensityMatrix package appear in the
Documentation center under InstalledAddOns.
7. The package can be loaded into Mathematica by evaluating<<AtomicDensityMatrix‘
8. Alternatively, the package can be installed manually by unzipping into the
Applications subdirectory of the Mathematica base directory.
A.2 Downloading and Installing LGSBloch
The LGSBloch package is an add-on developed with ESO for ADM intended to
calculate LGS performance. To perform LGS return flux calculations, LGSBloch
develops a Bloch equation based model which calculates the return flux of LGS
excited mesospheric sodium atoms [83]. The instructions for installing the LGSBloch
package are below:
Instructions:
1. Download latest version of LGSBloch that is known to work with a correspond-
ing version of ADM. If ADM is newer than LGSBloch download an earlier
version of ADM which corresponds to a working version of LGSBloch.
2. Unzip LGSBloch xx.xx.xx.zip into the Applications subdirectory of the Math-
ematica user base directory. The package files should then be in the directory
listed in the Readme file.
3. Copy the test file SimpleLGSBlochTest.nb to your working directory, open in
Mathematica, and evaluate it. It should evaluate without any error messages
(except for the warning about the obsolete VectorAnalysis package, which you
can ignore). The result of the test calculation should match what is given in
the notebook.
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4. You can also copy the file LGS Test.nb to your working directory and evaluate
that. This is a worked example to estimate the return flux from a cw laser,
based on a question Rachel Rampy had asked, hence it’s a good starting point
to the simulation package. The results obtained should match those shown in
the original file downloaded.
5. All of the LGSBloch functionality is now available. This code was created by
Ronald Holzloehner and his openware provided by him.
A.3 Sample Codes and Functions for Use With
LGSBloch
A set of functions to calculate the magnetic azimuth and magnetic altitude angles
for many sites on Earth developed by Ronald Holzloehner is provided below [45].
A sample code written by the author for use with LGSBloch is provided for the
reader below. The sample code provides a simple example of the possible uses of
LGSBloch to model various LGS scenarios. The particular code was used to create
the modeled curves shown on Figure 7.10 for data from SOR on 23 No 2015 at 10
degrees azimuth and 31 degrees elevation. To utilize the provided code to determine
the best fit modeled for a given set of LGS data, one should simply adjust sodium
concentration and sodium layer height at the beginning of the notebook and rerun
the code until an accurate fit is found for all different launched repump ratios and
polarization schemes simultaneously. As a note, the error shown in evaluation of
LGSBloch referencing step size (FindFit:sszero error) is common with LGSBloch
and in the author’s experience does not affect the accuracy of the modeled output
from LGSBloch.
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verbosityLevel = 0;
Telescope location data. Fields:
Name, B inclination [deg], B declination [deg], B at 92km [G], Altitude a.s.l. [m], photo-
metric T_a
inclination: B-field inclination against ground in degrees, positive: points towards ground
declination: B-field declination in degrees, East is positive
The inclination is given by an angle that can assume values between -90° (up) to 90° (down). In the 
northern hemisphere, the field points downwards. It is straight down at the North Magnetic Pole and 
rotates upwards as the latitude decreases until it is horizontal (0°) at the magnetic equator. It continues 
to rotate upwards until it is straight up at the South Magnetic Pole.
==> Zenith angle equals inclination + 90 degrees !!
Declination is positive for an eastward deviation of the field relative to true north. It can be estimated by 
comparing the magnetic north/south heading on a compass with the direction of a celestial pole.
IGRF [3] coordinate example: Vancouver = 49°16’27” N, 122° 57’ 47”W
[1] F. Patat, “Obersing during bright time: Tips and Tricks”, Messenger n.118 (2004)
[2]  http://www.pveducation.org/pvcdrom/properties-of-sunlight/air-mass#footnote3_oesda3n, referring 
to 
Laue E.G. “The measurement of solar spectral irradiance at different terrestrial elevations”, Solar 
Energy 13:43 - 50, IN1-IN4, 51-57 (1970)
[3] Reference online IGRF calculator: http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/geomag-web/#igrfwmm
Printed by Wolfram Mathematica Student Edition
TaParanal = 100^0.2^-0.12;(* 0.12 mag extinction at 589nm in Paranal at zenith, measured by FORS1 [1] *)
ClearAll[irrSun];(** Solar irradiance on Earth Wm^2
vs. altitude a.s.l. [m] and airmass; from [2] **)
irrSun[h_, am_] := With{ah = 0.14*^-3 * h}, 1.353*^3 1 - ah 0.7^am^0.678 + ah;
telDataRepository = {{"Paranal", -21.0, -1.4, 0.2275, 2540.0, TaParanal},{"AVSO", 63.7, 1.7, 0.46044, 746.0, TaParanal},{"MaunaKea", 36.274, 10.0, 0.35, 4050.0, TaParanal},{"SOR", 62.3, 9.3, 0.48052, 1830.0, TaParanal},{"Mt_Stromlo", -65.9, 12.2, 0.55597, 770.0, TaParanal},{"Teide", 36.888, -5.604, 0.36803, 2390.0, TaParanal},{"GemS", -30.41, -0.59, 0.228, 2722.0, TaParanal},{"LZT", 70.32, 16.933, 0.5225, 395.0, TaParanal}};(** Now correct T_a for telescope altitude, using a solar irradiance formula **)
telDataRepository〚All, 6〛 = TaParanal *
irrSun[telDataRepository〚All, 5〛, 1]  irrSun[telDataRepository〚1, 5〛, 1];
telDataRepository // MatrixForm // TraditionalForm
Paranal -21. -1.4 0.2275 2540. 0.895365
AVSO 63.7 1.7 0.46044 746. 0.811733
MaunaKea 36.274 10. 0.35 4050. 0.965757
SOR 62.3 9.3 0.48052 1830. 0.862266
Mt_Stromlo -65.9 12.2 0.55597 770. 0.812852
Teide 36.888 -5.604 0.36803 2390. 0.888372
GemS -30.41 -0.59 0.228 2722. 0.903849
LZT 70.32 16.933 0.5225 395. 0.79537
"Paranal" -21.` -1.4` 0.2275` 2540.` 0.8953647655495939`
"AVSO" 63.7` 1.7` 0.46044` 746.` 0.8117331590208205`
"MaunaKea" 36.274` 10.` 0.35` 4050.` 0.9657570319143919`
"SOR" 62.3` 9.3` 0.48052` 1830.` 0.8622664151396557`
"Mt_Stromlo" -65.9` 12.2` 0.55597` 770.` 0.8128519764994664`
"Teide" 36.888` -5.604` 0.36803` 2390.` 0.8883721563080575`
"GemS" -30.41` -0.59` 0.228` 2722.` 0.9038491314293245`
"LZT" 70.32` 16.933` 0.5225` 395.` 0.7953704533956258`{{Paranal, -21., -1.4, 0.2275, 2540., 0.895365},{AVSO, 63.7, 1.7, 0.46044, 746., 0.811733},{MaunaKea, 36.274, 10., 0.35, 4050., 0.965757},{SOR, 62.3, 9.3, 0.48052, 1830., 0.862266},{Mt_Stromlo, -65.9, 12.2, 0.55597, 770., 0.812852},{Teide, 36.888, -5.604, 0.36803, 2390., 0.888372},{GemS, -30.41, -0.59, 0.228, 2722., 0.903849},{LZT, 70.32, 16.933, 0.5225, 395., 0.79537}}
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Routine that accepts a telescope name as argument returns the property line
ClearAll[telData];
telData[telName_] := Module[{k},
For[k = 1, k ≤ Length[telDataRepository], k++,
If[telDataRepository〚k, 1〛 ⩵ telName, Break[]]];
If[k > Length[telDataRepository],
Print["selTelData[]: Telescope name \"", telName, "\" not found!"];
Abort[]];
telDataRepository〚k〛];
Compute magnetic polar angle θ and azimuth ϕ for given laser pointing, polarization orien-
tation and B-field data according to [1], inset Fig.1
Usage:
{θ,ϕ} = θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{altLDeg_,azLDeg_},polPlaneVecIn_,tel_]
Input:
altLDeg: Altitude angle of laser beam  [deg]
azLDeg: Azimuth angle of laser beam (N=0, E=90, S=180, W=270 or -90)  [deg]
polPlaneVecIn: A 3-vector that lies in the polarization plane of the laser (inludes the 
major polarization ellipse axis), but is not parallel to the laser beam. Alternatively, enter “VER” if the polarization plane includes zenith or “HOR” if the polarization vector has zero z-
component
tel: Telescope information list; format: Name, B inclination [deg], B declination 
[deg], B at 92km [G], Altitude a.s.l. [m], typical Ta
Output:
{θ,ϕ}: Spherical coordinates of the B-vector in the laser beam coordinate system, 
appropriate for PsiMeso[] (MagneticZenith->θ, MagneticAzimuth->phi) [rad]
[1] R. Holzlohner et al., “Optimization of cw sodium laser guide star efficiency”, A&A 510, A20 
(2010)
(c) Ronald Holzlohner, European Southern Observatory (ESO), 2015
ClearAll[θandϕFromAltAzDeg];θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{altLDeg_, azLDeg_}, polPlaneVecIn_, tel_] :=
Module{θB, ϕB, θL, ϕL, θ, LVec, BVec, cosθ, θCheck,
BVecProj, normBVecProj, ϕ, polVec, polPlaneVec, normPolVec},
If[Abs[altLDeg] ≤ π && Abs[azLDeg] ≤ π, warn["θandϕFromAltAzDeg",
"Abs[altLDeg]≤π && Abs[azLDeg]≤π; did you enter the
laser Alt and Az angles in degrees, as required?"]];
θB = 90.0 + tel〚2〛 Degree;(* B-field zenith angle (yes, + sign is correct) [rad] *)
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ϕB = 90.0 - tel〚3〛 Degree; (* B-field azimuth,
mathematically positive, East is zero [rad] *)θL = 90.0 - altLDeg Degree; (* Laser beam zenith angle [rad] *)ϕL = 90.0 - azLDeg Degree;(* Laser beam azimuth, mathematically positive, East is zero [rad] *)
polPlaneVec = If[StringQ@polPlaneVecIn,
If[ToUpperCase@polPlaneVecIn ⩵ "VER",{0, 0, 1}, If[ToUpperCase@polPlaneVecIn ⩵ "HOR",{-Sin[ϕL], Cos[ϕL], 0.0}, err["θandϕFromAltAzDeg", "unknown string ",
ToUpperCase@polPlaneVecIn, " for polPlaneVec"]]], polPlaneVecIn];(** Angle θ between laser beam and B-field(note B-field points from geographic S to geographic N),
hence usually θ>90° in the northern hemisphere **)θ = distOnUnitSphere[{θL, ϕL}, {θB, ϕB}];
LVec = {Sin[θL] Cos[ϕL], Sin[θL] Sin[ϕL], Cos[θL]};(* unit laser beam vector *)
BVec = {Sin[θB] Cos[ϕB], Sin[θB] Sin[ϕB], Cos[θB]}; (* unit B-vector *)
cosθ = LVec.BVec;θCheck = ArcCos[cosθ];
If[verbosityLevel ≥ 10, Print["θCheck - θ: ", θCheck - θ]];
If[Abs[θ - θCheck] > 1.0*^-6,
err["θandϕFromAltAzDeg", "Abs[θ-θCheck] > 1.0*^-6"]];
BVecProj = BVec - cosθ * LVec; (* Project B on the plane orthogonal to L *)
normBVecProj = Norm[BVecProj];
ϕ = IfnormBVecProj > 1.0*^-8,(** vector in pol. plane and orthogonal to Lthis is the x-axis vector in the inset of Fig.1 in [1] **)
polVec = polPlaneVec - (polPlaneVec.LVec) LVec;
normPolVec = Norm[polVec];
If[normPolVec < 1.0*^-8,
err["θandϕFromAltAz", "Polarization plane vector has
zero component orthogonal to the laser beam!"]];
ArcCos[(polVec.BVecProj) / normBVecProj / normPolVec]
,
0.0;
{θ, ϕ};
Shortest distance between two points on a sphere of radius 1 along the common great 
circle.θ1, θ2: polar angles of points 1 and 2 [rad]
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 polar angles  pointsϕ1, ϕ2: azimuth angles of points 1 and 2 [rad]
Output: Angle [rad] in the range [0,π]
ClearAll[distOnUnitSphere];
distOnUnitSphere[{θ1_, ϕ1_}, {θ2_, ϕ2_}] :=
ArcCos[Cos[θ1] Cos[θ2] + Cos[ϕ1 - ϕ2] Sin[θ1] Sin[θ2]];
More accurate airmass formula specifically for large zenith angles, taking into account the 
finite size of Earth.
Input: 
h: Sodium centroid vertical distance from telescope [m]ζ: zenith angle [rad]
ClearAll[accurateAirmass];
accurateAirmass[h_, ζ_] := Module{R, r, cos1, X},
R = 6378.0*^3; (* Radius of Earth at equator [m] *)
r = R / h;
cos1 = Cos[ζ];
X = -r * cos1 + Sqrtr * cos1^2 + 2.0 * r + 1.0;
Ron's warning and error message routines. They are called like
warn[“myfunctionName”, ”This is an error message, value too large: ”, k]
A warning appears in orange text and an error appears in red and calls Abort[].
ClearAll[warn, err];
warn[f_, m__] := Print[Text[Style[warnLastMsg =
f <> "[] : " <> StringJoin[Map[ToString, Map[TraditionalForm, Evaluate[{m}]]]],
Orange, Medium, FontFamily → "Helvetica"]]];
err[f_, m__] := {Print[Text[Style[errLastMsg = f <> "[] : " <>
StringJoin[Map[ToString, Map[TraditionalForm, Evaluate[{m}]]]] <>
"\n Aborting...", Red, Medium, FontFamily → "Helvetica"]]];
Beep[];
Abort[]};
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First set the environmental and laser parameters.
verbosityLevel = 2;
updateMFile["LGSBlochInit"];
...done. Saved Bloch equation system to C:\tmp\NaD2LGS_hfs_Microsoft Windows (64-bit).mx.
File C:\Mathematica_code\LGS_Bloch\LGSBlochInit.m is up to date
File C:\Mathematica_code\LGS_Bloch\LGSBlochInit.m is up to date
File C:\Mathematica_code\LGS_Bloch\LGSBlochInit.m is up to date
File C:\Mathematica_code\LGS_Bloch\LGSBlochInit.m is up to date
File C:\Mathematica_code\LGS_Bloch\LGSBlochInit.m is up to date
initLGSBloch[]: Test result psi: 260.881 ph/s/sr/(W/m^2)
Test result ok, ready to go! hfs: True
Loaded file C:\Mathematica_code\LGS_Bloch\LGSBlochInit.m
Set sodium coumn abundance [atoms/m^2], layer height in m above ground level, and 
Azimuth and Elevation in Degrees. Please run SomeFunctions.nb before this notebook.
cNa = 7.0*^13;
Az = 10;
El = 31;
HeightNa = 92 500;
optBeamRep = {NSamples → 12};
rep1 =
BeamRepositoryNaD2LGS, RepumpFraction → 0.12, LightPolarization → 1., BG → BGSOR,
MagneticZenith → θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{El, Az}, "HOR", telDataRepository〚4〛][[1]],
MagneticAzimuth → θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{El, Az}, "HOR", telDataRepository〚4〛][[2]],
FWHMbw → 5000000., Zenith → 90 - (El) * π  180.,
Htele → 1850., DLT → 0.30, μLT → 0.30  .24,
Ta → 0.85, HNa → HeightNa + 1850.0, PLaunch → 25, optBeamRep;
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tabPhiAcc1 = Table
sce1 = SceRepumpFraction → 0.12, LightPolarization → 1., BG → BGSOR,
MagneticZenith → θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{El, Az}, "HOR", telDataRepository〚4〛][[1]],
MagneticAzimuth → θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{El, Az}, "HOR",
telDataRepository〚4〛][[2]], FWHMbw → 5000000.,
Zenith → 90 - (El) * π  180., Htele → 1850., DLT → 0.30, μLT → 0.30  .24,
Ta → 0.85, HNa → HeightNa + 1850.0, PLaunch → i, rep1〚2〛, optBeamRep;
PhiAcc = sce1〚2〛* cNa;PhiAcc  10 000, i,i, 5 - 5 * .12 * .7, 10 - 10 * .12 * .7, 15 - 15 * .12 * .7, 20 - 20 * .12 * .7
FindFit::sszero :
The step size in the search has become less than the tolerance prescribed by the PrecisionGoal option, but the gradient
is larger than the tolerance specified by the AccuracyGoal option. There is a
possibility that the method has stalled at a point that is not a local minimum. 
FindFit::sszero :
The step size in the search has become less than the tolerance prescribed by the PrecisionGoal option, but the gradient
is larger than the tolerance specified by the AccuracyGoal option. There is a
possibility that the method has stalled at a point that is not a local minimum. 
FindFit::sszero :
The step size in the search has become less than the tolerance prescribed by the PrecisionGoal option, but the gradient
is larger than the tolerance specified by the AccuracyGoal option. There is a
possibility that the method has stalled at a point that is not a local minimum. 
General::stop : Further output of FindFit::sszero will be suppressed during this calculation. {{140.474, 3.08}, {278.045, 6.16}, {414.538, 9.24}, {550.335, 12.32}}
rep2 =
BeamRepositoryNaD2LGS, RepumpFraction → 0.06, LightPolarization → 1., BG → BGSOR,
MagneticZenith → θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{El, Az}, "HOR", telDataRepository〚4〛][[1]],
MagneticAzimuth → θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{El, Az}, "HOR", telDataRepository〚4〛][[2]],
FWHMbw → 5000000., Zenith → 90 - (El) * π  180.,
Htele → 1850., DLT → 0.30, μLT → 0.30  .24,
Ta → 0.85, HNa → HeightNa + 1850.0, PLaunch → 25, optBeamRep;
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tabPhiAcc2 = Table
sce2 = SceRepumpFraction → 0.06, LightPolarization → 1., BG → BGSOR,
MagneticZenith → θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{El, Az}, "HOR", telDataRepository〚4〛][[1]],
MagneticAzimuth → θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{El, Az}, "HOR",
telDataRepository〚4〛][[2]], FWHMbw → 5000000.,
Zenith → 90 - (El) * π  180., Htele → 1850., DLT → 0.30, μLT → 0.30  .24,
Ta → 0.85, HNa → 92 500 + 1850.0, PLaunch → i, rep2〚2〛, optBeamRep;
PhiAcc = sce2〚2〛* cNa;PhiAcc  10 000, i,i, 5 - 5 * .06 * .7, 10 - 10 * .06 * .7, 15 - 15 * .06 * .7, 20 - 20 * .06 * .7
FindFit::sszero :
The step size in the search has become less than the tolerance prescribed by the PrecisionGoal option, but the gradient
is larger than the tolerance specified by the AccuracyGoal option. There is a
possibility that the method has stalled at a point that is not a local minimum. 
FindFit::sszero :
The step size in the search has become less than the tolerance prescribed by the PrecisionGoal option, but the gradient
is larger than the tolerance specified by the AccuracyGoal option. There is a
possibility that the method has stalled at a point that is not a local minimum. 
FindFit::sszero :
The step size in the search has become less than the tolerance prescribed by the PrecisionGoal option, but the gradient
is larger than the tolerance specified by the AccuracyGoal option. There is a
possibility that the method has stalled at a point that is not a local minimum. 
General::stop : Further output of FindFit::sszero will be suppressed during this calculation. {{133.865, 3.29}, {262.385, 6.58}, {388.961, 9.87}, {514.291, 13.16}}
rep3 =
BeamRepositoryNaD2LGS, RepumpFraction → 0.00, LightPolarization → 1., BG → BGSOR,
MagneticZenith → θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{El, Az}, "HOR", telDataRepository〚4〛][[1]],
MagneticAzimuth → θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{El, Az}, "HOR", telDataRepository〚4〛][[2]],
FWHMbw → 5000000., Zenith → 90 - (El) * π  180.,
Htele → 1850., DLT → 0.30, μLT → 0.30  .24,
Ta → 0.85, HNa → HeightNa + 1850.0, PLaunch → 25, optBeamRep;
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tabPhiAcc3 = Table
sce3 = SceRepumpFraction → 0.00, LightPolarization → 1., BG → BGSOR,
MagneticZenith → θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{El, Az}, "HOR", telDataRepository〚4〛][[1]],
MagneticAzimuth → θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{El, Az}, "HOR",
telDataRepository〚4〛][[2]], FWHMbw → 5000000.,
Zenith → 90 - (El) * π  180., Htele → 1850., DLT → 0.30, μLT → 0.30  .24,
Ta → 0.85, HNa → HeightNa + 1850.0, PLaunch → i, rep3〚2〛, optBeamRep;
PhiAcc = sce3〚2〛* cNa;PhiAcc  10 000, i,i, 5 - 5 * .00 * .7, 10 - 10 * .00 * .7, 15 - 15 * .00 * .7, 20 - 20 * .00 * .7
FindFit::sszero :
The step size in the search has become less than the tolerance prescribed by the PrecisionGoal option, but the gradient
is larger than the tolerance specified by the AccuracyGoal option. There is a
possibility that the method has stalled at a point that is not a local minimum. 
FindFit::sszero :
The step size in the search has become less than the tolerance prescribed by the PrecisionGoal option, but the gradient
is larger than the tolerance specified by the AccuracyGoal option. There is a
possibility that the method has stalled at a point that is not a local minimum. 
FindFit::sszero :
The step size in the search has become less than the tolerance prescribed by the PrecisionGoal option, but the gradient
is larger than the tolerance specified by the AccuracyGoal option. There is a
possibility that the method has stalled at a point that is not a local minimum. 
General::stop : Further output of FindFit::sszero will be suppressed during this calculation. {{143.515, 3.5}, {241.932, 7.}, {323.661, 10.5}, {394.916, 14.}}
rep4 =
BeamRepositoryNaD2LGS, RepumpFraction → 0.00, LightPolarization → 0., BG → BGSOR,
MagneticZenith → θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{El, Az}, "HOR", telDataRepository〚4〛][[1]],
MagneticAzimuth → θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{El, Az}, "HOR", telDataRepository〚4〛][[2]],
FWHMbw → 5000000., Zenith → 90 - (El) * π  180.,
Htele → 1850., DLT → 0.30, μLT → 0.30  .24,
Ta → 0.85, HNa → HeightNa + 1850.0, PLaunch → 25, optBeamRep;
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tabPhiAcc4 = Table
sce4 = SceRepumpFraction → 0.00, LightPolarization → 0.0, BG → BGSOR,
MagneticZenith → θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{El, Az}, "HOR", telDataRepository〚4〛][[1]],
MagneticAzimuth → θandϕFromAltAzDeg[{El, Az}, "HOR",
telDataRepository〚4〛][[2]], FWHMbw → 5000000.,
Zenith → 90 - (El) * π  180., Htele → 1850., DLT → 0.30, μLT → 0.30  .24,
Ta → 0.85, HNa → HeightNa + 1850.0, PLaunch → i, rep4〚2〛, optBeamRep;
PhiAcc = sce4〚2〛* cNa;PhiAcc  10 000, i,i, 5 - 5 * .00 * .7, 10 - 10 * .00 * .7, 15 - 15 * .00 * .7, 20 - 20 * .00 * .7
FindFit::sszero :
The step size in the search has become less than the tolerance prescribed by the PrecisionGoal option, but the gradient
is larger than the tolerance specified by the AccuracyGoal option. There is a
possibility that the method has stalled at a point that is not a local minimum. 
FindFit::sszero :
The step size in the search has become less than the tolerance prescribed by the PrecisionGoal option, but the gradient
is larger than the tolerance specified by the AccuracyGoal option. There is a
possibility that the method has stalled at a point that is not a local minimum. 
FindFit::sszero :
The step size in the search has become less than the tolerance prescribed by the PrecisionGoal option, but the gradient
is larger than the tolerance specified by the AccuracyGoal option. There is a
possibility that the method has stalled at a point that is not a local minimum. 
General::stop : Further output of FindFit::sszero will be suppressed during this calculation. {{132.939, 3.5}, {227.427, 7.}, {305.716, 10.5}, {373.66, 14.}}
Export["export.xls", tabPhiAcc1, "XLS"];
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Appendix B
Output from SNLO for LBO
NCPM
Figures C.1 and C.2 provide the output from Sandia Non-Linear Optics (SNLO) for
Non-Critical Phase Matching (NCPM) for use to convert 1178 nm light via SHG to
589 nm light at 280 K and 300 K. The overlap of the red and blue lines determines
the range of idealized wavelengths for NCPM of LBO for a given temperature. The
region of wavelengths between which the red and blue lines overlap thus details the
region were efficient SHG can occur. The Signal or Idler wavelength in SNLO is
the incident pump wavelength in the application of SNLO to SHG. The overlap of
the red and blue curves is idealized for LBO SHG NCPM at 1178 nm to 589 nm at
280 K, but LBO SHG at 1178 nm is still possible at 300 K.
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Figure B.1: Output from SNLO for LBO NCPM at 280 K [89].
Figure B.2: Output from SNLO for LBO NCPM at 300 K [89].
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Appendix C
Sodium Sub-Level, Fine Structure,
and Hyperfine Structure Diagrams
This Appendix provides detailed information on the sub-level, fine structure, and
hyperfine structure for the sodium atom for reference. Figure C.1 shows the sodium
hyperfine structure for the 4S1/2, 3S1/2, 3P1/2, and 3P3/2 sub-levels [70] [93]. The
sub-levels for the proposed PLGS 3P3/2 to 4S1/2 and the typical LGS system 3S1/2 to
3P3/2 are shown in addition to the sub-level structure for the intermediate 3P1/2 sub-
level. The second excited state transitions from 3P1/2 to 4S1/2 and 3P3/2 to 4S1/2 were
shown to both absorb and fluoresce in the PLGS testbed experiments from Chapter
9. Figure C.2 shows the Grotrian diagram for the sodium atom [101]. Figure C.3
shows the hyperfine structure, the associated energy levels with each hyperfine state,
and other details of interest for the sodium D2 transition [93]. Figure C.4 shows the
hyperfine structure, the associated energy levels with each hyperfine state, and other
details of interest for the sodium D1 transition [93].
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Figure C.1: Sodium hyperfine structure for 4S1/2, 3P1/2, 3P3/2, and 3S1/2 sub-levels.
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Figure C.2: Grotrian diagram for the unionized sodium atom with emission or ab-
sorption wavelengths for each allowed transition listed on the diagram. For reference,
the sodium ionization energy is 5.138 eV [101].
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Figure C.3: Sodium hyperfine structure for transitions to 3P3/2 from 3S1/2, the
Sodium D2 line [93].
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Figure C.4: Sodium hyperfine structure for transitions to 3P1/2 from 3S1/2, the
Sodium D1 line [93].
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Appendix D
PLGS Testbed Filter Bandpass
Diagram
Figure D.1 shows the bandpass wavelengths for the filter utilized for 1140 nm for
the PLGS spontaneous emission experiments in Chapter 9. The 1140 nm filter was
provided by Edmund Optics. The 1140 nm filter is stock number 85-895, is 25 mm
in diameter, is hard-coated OD-4, and has a bandpass of 50 nm at 1150 nm. Further
information can be found at [25].
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Appendix D. PLGS Testbed Filter Bandpass Diagram
Figure D.1: Wavelength vs Transmittance for 1140 nm filter utilized for PLGS flo-
resence testbed experiments from [25].
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